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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

“I have a great respect for incremental improvement, and I've done that sort of thing in my life, 

but I've always been attracted to the more revolutionary changes. I don't know why. Because 

they're harder. They're much more stressful emotionally. And you usually go through a period 

where everybody tells you that you've completely failed.” 

— Steve Jobs 

 

While there has been discussion on the range of creative ideas, organizational behavior 

research on employee creativity has predominantly treated creativity as a unitary, homogeneous 

construct (Shalley, Zhou, & Oldham, 2004; Unsworth, 2001). This conceptual misalignment is 

an important gap to fill because the ideas underlying proposals, products, and work processes 

could be characterized as either incremental or radical, and the two different forms of creativity 

have differential implications for many aspects of individual and organizational effectiveness 

(Baer, 2012; Janssen, Van de Vliert, & West, 2004). 

To understand the value of incremental ideas, consider the example of Subaru Indiana 

Automotive (SIA) (Robinson & Schroeder, 2009), whose lean initiative focused on 

environmental sustainability in 1989, long before the popularity of environmental sustainability. 

Consequently, this carmaker had to explore on its own how to achieve the goal of zero landfill 

operation. Because front-line workers are the ones who physically handle the parts, materials, 

and equipments, they are well-positioned to identify green opportunities to reduce waste 

generation and resource consumption and to reuse and recycle materials. There has been 

thousands of incremental improvement ideas from front-line workers every year submitted to 
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SIA’s employee suggestion system, which cumulatively helped the company achieve its 

ambitious zero landfill goal. While one single incremental idea did not seem to have a noticeable 

impact on SIA’s environmental performance, numerous small actionable ideas, taken together, 

have made its environmental initiative eventually remarkable. 

A noteworthy story about a highly successful consumer product that sprang from an 

employee’s breakthrough idea is illustrated in the origin of the Band-Aid bandage (Daunton, 

Kothari, Smith & Steele, 2012). Earle Dickson, a cotton buyer for Johnson & Johnson, invented 

the first ready-made adhesive bandage by placing squares of cotton gauze at intervals on a long 

piece of surgical tape and covering them with crinoline fabric. He then passed the idea on to his 

supervisor who in turn took it all the way to company president and co-founder, James Johnson. 

Johnson recognized the ingenuity and brilliant simplicity in this invention and decided to 

produce and market it as the Band-Aid. As the brand has expanded over the years, these little 

bandages have long been a staple in every first-aid kit as a tool to prevent the spread of infection. 

One employee’s revolutionary breakthrough idea gave rise to a hot seller for the company and a 

wide variety of incarnations that help the brand better meet the diverse needs of today’s 

customers worldwide. 

The quote and examples above reveal the distinction between incremental and radical 

forms of creative ideas that can be traced to employees and their respective implications for 

organizational innovation and competitive advantage. Given that ideas are the raw materials or 

ingredients for innovations in procedures, work processes, products or service lines (Kanter, 

1988; West & Farr, 1989), this distinction implies different strategies that organizations may 

adopt to innovate. On the one hand, unwavering incremental steps that seek refinements in what 

is currently offered, done, or known can add up to substantially improve several important 
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aspects of business, such as customer service, responsiveness, quality, and cost management. On 

the other hand, breakthrough ideas that diverge significantly from an existing paradigm have the 

potential to navigate the pioneering company to a brand-new direction and yield long-lasting 

advantage and broader impact, like the Band-Aid example. Although different in radicalness, 

both incremental and radical creativity are vital strategies for organizations to thrive in dynamic 

environments, respond to unforeseen problems or new opportunities, and proactively develop 

core capabilities (Gilson, Lim, D’Innocenzo, & Moye, 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 2011). 

Researchers have only recently started to identify different antecedents and psychological 

processes that relate to the two forms of creativity. In this dissertation, we aim to contribute to 

this emerging line of inquiry by examining why, when, and how certain personal and situational 

factors may have differential effects on employee incremental and radical creativity. This 

introduction is laid out as follows: first, we define creativity and distinguish incremental and 

radical creativity. We then provide an overview of the available yet scarce empirical research 

that has examined the antecedents of incremental and radical creativity. Next, we propose that 

empirical research could benefit from a reconceptualization of the construct of creativity by 

differentiating between the two dimensions of incremental and radical creativity. Based on this 

reconceptualization, we put forward gaps and remaining questions in the literature on creativity 

that we aim to address in this dissertation in order to advance our understanding of the 

antecedents, process mechanisms, and boundary conditions for the generation of incremental and 

radical ideas. We end this introduction with an overview of the three empirical chapters in this 

dissertation. 
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Incremental and radical creativity: deciphering the differences 

Employee creativity is defined as the generation of novel and useful ideas concerning 

processes, procedures, products, or services (Amabile, 1996; Oldham & Cummings, 1996; 

Shalley et al., 2004). Ideas are considered novel if they are unique relative to other ideas 

currently available in the organization and considered useful if they can contribute value to the 

organization (Shalley et al., 2004). The definition of employee creativity, however, makes no 

assumptions about the extent to which creative ideas diverge from accepted modes of thought 

and established ways of doings things within an organization. In fact, there is a continuum of 

creativity ranging from incremental ideas marked by minor improvements or refinements on how 

things are currently done to radical breakthroughs marked by completely new products or 

processes (Amabile, 1983; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988). Recognizing these differences in 

radicalness of creative ideas, we adopted a more nuanced conceptualization of creativity that 

contrasts incremental and radical creativity. Incremental creativity can be defined as the 

generation of novel and useful ideas that imply only few and minor changes in frameworks of 

existing thoughts and practices (Gilson, et al., 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 2011; Madjar, Greenberg, 

& Chen, 2011), whereas radical ideas are those that deviate substantially from the status quo 

(Gilson, et al., 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 2011; Madjar et al., 2011). 

Although both incremental and radical forms of creativity meet the criteria of novelty and 

usefulness, the nature of the two may differ markedly. Incremental creativity involves small 

scale improvements on how work is performed or what is performed (Gilson, et al., 2012; Gilson 

& Madjar, 2011; Madjar et al., 2011), which typically reflects continuity with existing paradigms 

(Audia & Goncalo, 2007). It can be as simple as adding new features to current products, 

services, and processes or it can be more complex, such as ideas of introducing line extensions 
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for products and services. New flavors of Coca-Cola and new formats of Gillette razors are great 

illustrations of incremental ideas because new versions of these products usually differ from the 

old versions at a disciplined pace in a predictable way. Radical creativity, on the other hand, 

meets the additional criterion of altering the very paradigm from which problems originated, 

which can be labeled as paradigm shift (Kirton, 1980). Radical creative ideas provide original 

and unusual perspectives to problems, extend beyond the status quo, and therefore open entirely 

new directions for subsequent creative efforts. Such ideas are likely to require greater investment 

of capital, time, and resources in the frontend, and may also yield high-impact benefits in the 

long term (Audia & Goncalo, 2007). For example, when automobile industries seek to use 

greener energy sources for cars, the idea of developing electricity cars that completely get rid of 

fossil fuels (e.g., Tesla) is representative of radical creativity because it diverges from people’s 

conventional thoughts about the power of cars. Similarly, someone at Google must have 

suggested the groundbreaking idea of taking photographs of every street in the world when 

creating Google Streetview. Hence, incremental and radical creativity are divided into two types 

according to whether creative ideas seek to accommodate within or challenge existing paradigms 

in a task domain.  

Both types of creativity have their pros and cons, and one is not inherently better than the 

other. By making minor adaptations or changes to existing products, services and processes, 

incremental creativity guarantees more certain results and therefore reduces the risk of invalidity, 

making it easier to get the recognition it deserves (Litchfield, Gilson, & Gilson, 2015). This kind 

of creativity often allows the established framework to persist and remain unquestioned over a 

long period of time. However, it may be difficult for organizations to further improve when their 

existing products or services are no longer effective (Audia & Goncalo, 2007). Radical creativity 
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that deviates significantly from the status quo involves greater risk, uncertainty as well as more 

substantial initial investment, and therefore may encounter more resistance and may be stifled for 

subsequent development more often (Janssen et al., 2004). However, its potential benefits can 

also be greater if implemented successfully: it often results in transformational outcomes that 

open up new sources of organizational growth (Taylor & Greve, 2006). Therefore, both 

incremental and radical creativity are necessary and valuable for organizations to be flexible and 

innovate based on their strategic goals. 

Factors influencing employee incremental and radical creativity 

In recent years, research efforts to empirically examine the different antecedents of 

incremental and radical creativity have shown that the factors influencing the two types of 

creativity are in fact different. The presence of creative coworkers, organizational identification, 

and extrinsic motivation are important variables in promoting employee incremental creativity. 

Employees’ willingness to take risks, resources for creativity, career commitment, intrinsic 

motivation, and leader social network ties are more helpful for radical creativity (see Gilson & 

Madjar, 2011; Madjar et al., 2011; Venkataramani, Richter, & Clarke, 2014). The above brief 

review suggests that researchers have only identified a limited set of personal or contextual 

factors that have differential effects on incremental and radical creativity and that the precise 

mechanisms and contingencies that account for these effects are still unclear and warrant more 

in-depth future research. A critical factor that may serve to motivate employees to engage in a 

certain level of creative action is leaders and their behavior (e.g., Mainemelis, Kark, & 

Epitropaki, 2015; Scott & Bruce, 1994; Shalley & Gilson, 2004). As the power holders in the 

work environment, leaders can establish and convey role expectations for creative performance 
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in jobs and use leadership behaviors to support employees to try new things and come up with 

incremental and/or radical ideas (Zhou & George, 2003). 

In this dissertation, we focus on how leaders can have either direct or indirect influences 

on the type of creativity exhibited by employees. First, a simple yet powerful way through which 

leaders can encourage their employees’ engagement in creativity is by setting creative role 

expectations such that creativity is expected or required in order to perform the job effectively 

(Shalley, 2008). From the sensemaking point of view, communicating creativity as part of the in-

role performance is a process of “sensegiving” in which leaders attempt to shape employees’ 

receptivity beliefs about creativity (Ford, 1996). Second, leaders can directly orient employees to 

engage in creative efforts through their own behaviors. Because today’s organizations 

increasingly adopt empowering leadership practices that delegate power, autonomy, and 

responsibility to employees with the intention of tapping into their creative potentials (e.g., Chen, 

Sharma, Edinger, Shapiro, & Farh, 2011; Harris, Li, Boswell, Zhang, & Xie, 2014; Zhang & 

Bartol, 2010), it is important to examine the role of empowering leadership in fostering 

employee incremental and radical creativity. Third, leaders can also implement one or more 

leadership styles to indirectly shape the social work environment that offers employees 

opportunities to express their creative capacities. While some initial indications hint that 

employees’ interdependent and independent self-construals may relate to the generation of 

different types of creative ideas (Goncalo & Staw, 2006), there is an increasing need for a greater 

understanding of the socio-contextual factors that may activate the expression of self-construals 

to generate incremental and radical creative ideas. 
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Overview of the dissertation 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this dissertation present three field studies in which we examined 

the differential effects of creative role expectations, empowering leadership, and self-construals 

on employee incremental and radical creativity. Chapter 5 provides the general discussion. In 

each empirical study, we test theoretically derived hypotheses using different multi-source field 

data collected among employees and their direct supervisors. We have written the chapters as 

independent papers, and therefore each chapter can be read separately from the rest of the 

dissertation. Given that all chapters deal with incremental and radical creativity and use field 

studies to examine the proposed relationships, some overlap in the theoretical and 

methodological parts exists. Meanwhile, taken together these chapters also create a coherent 

framework in which differential effects of contextual and personal factors on incremental and 

radical creativity are systematically investigated. 

Chapter 2: creative role expectations and employee incremental and radical creativity 

Creative role expectations can be defined as the extent to which employees perceive that 

creativity is an integral part of their work roles and that they are expected to engage in creative 

actions when needed (Shalley, 2008; Unsworth, Wall, & Carter, 2005; Yuan & Woodman, 

2010). Creativity as in-role behavior has recently received some research attention in creativity 

and innovation literature (Gilson & Shalley, 2004; Tierney & Farmer, 2004, 2011; Shin, Yuan, & 

Zhou, 2017; Unsworth & Clegg, 2010; Unsworth et al., 2005; Yuan & Woodman, 2010). In a 

study of health service employees, Unsworth et al. (2005) argued and found creative job 

requirements to be a proximal determinant of expected creative performance that could account 

for the effects of other work factors on employee self-reported creativity, such as empowerment, 

leader support, and time demands. Also, Yuan and Woodman (2010) identified perceived 
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innovation job requirements as a key external factor that can activate employees to engage in 

innovative behavior and found that expected positive performance outcomes, expected image 

risks and expected image gains could clarify the relationship between role expectations for 

innovation and actual engagement in innovative actions. With a sample of 311 employee–

supervisor dyads from two Chinese organizations, Shin and colleagues (2017) found that when 

employees were given a reason to be innovative through job requirements, those with low 

intrinsic interest in innovation indeed displayed more innovative behavior when they interpreted 

this requirement as important, either because fulfilling such requirements would yield personal 

success or because they endorsed the inherent contribution of the required innovative behavior to 

their organizations. However, these empirical studies have not incorporated the differentiation 

between incremental and radical creativity. Moreover, although role expectations for creativity 

are supposed to have personal meaning and significance to role occupants (i.e., employees), prior 

research has mainly used an instrumentality-based perspective to account for in-role creative 

performance (Yuan & Woodman, 2010). Little attention has been paid to the sensemaking 

processes in which employees derive a sense of personal meaning and significance of being 

assigned to jobs with high creativity expectations (Drazin, Glynn, & Kazanjian, 1999; Ford, 

1996). Finally, theoretical work from the creativity literature (Montag, Maertz, & Baer, 2012; 

Unsworth, 2001) has suggested that personal characteristics, such as personalities and cognitive 

styles, may operate as boundary conditions that may regulate the extent to which employees 

actually exhibit creative behaviors in the face of role-based expectations for creativity. 

Therefore, additional research is needed to empirically examine why, when, and how creative 

role expectations result in employee incremental and radical creativity. 
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In Chapter 2, we argue and show that creative role expectations externally imposed by the 

organization trigger a sensemaking process through which employees internalize creativity as a 

standard for the self (i.e. creative self-expectations). Furthermore, we identify perceived 

necessity for performance improvement as a contingent condition which facilitates the 

internalization of role expectations for creativity. Our results suggest that employees are more 

likely to grasp the rationale behind role expectations for creativity when they perceive that the 

current performance condition of their work unit or organization needs to be improved. Finally, 

we provide empirical evidence for differential nurturing conditions needed for incremental and 

radical creativity and particularly highlight the higher cognitive threshold for developing radical 

breakthrough ideas. Specifically, our findings show that self-expectations for creativity can 

directly elicit incremental creativity, but that a creative cognitive style is crucially necessary for 

turning such self-expectations into radical creativity. As such, we advance a better understanding 

of how employees make sense of creative role expectations and enact creative actions within the 

context of in-role performance. Consider the fact that organizations are increasingly expecting 

employees to show creative behavior when performing their work tasks, these results bear 

important implications for managers and practitioners. 

Chapter 3: empowering leadership and employee incremental and radical creativity 

Empowering leadership is a type of leadership that focuses on power sharing and 

providing autonomy to employees with the intention of activating motivational responses 

(Conger & Kanungo, 1988; Srivastava, Bartol, & Locke, 2006; Thomas & Velthouse, 1990), 

which may serve as a driver of increased engagement in creative activities (Amabile, 1983). 

Empowering leadership embodies a set of leader behavior: enhancing the meaningfulness of 

work, providing autonomy and participation in decision making, and expressing confidence in 
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employees’ capabilities (Ahearne, Mathieu, & Rapp, 2005; Chen et al., 2011; Zhang & Bartol, 

2010). Previous research has provided some empirical evidence that empowering leadership is 

effective in promoting employee creativity and has capitalized on an intrinsic motivational 

perspective to clarify why empowering leadership affects creative behavior among employees. 

For example, Zhang and Bartol (2010) has shown that empowering leadership enables 

employees to be psychologically empowered, intrinsically motivated, and engaged in creative 

processes, leading them to exhibit more creative performance outcomes. Consistent with this 

perspective, Harris and colleagues (2014) generalize the positive relationship between 

empowering leadership, creative process engagement, and creativity to the newcomer 

socialization context. Similarly, Zhang and Zhou (2014) have demonstrated that empowering 

leadership has the strongest positive relationship with creativity when employees have high 

levels of uncertainty avoidance and trust their supervisors and that creative self-efficacy mediates 

the effect that this three-way interaction between empowering leadership, uncertainty avoidance, 

and trust has on creativity. Using cross-cultural laboratory and field studies, Chen and colleagues 

(2011) revealed that team-level empowering leadership influences team members’ motivational 

states of psychological empowerment and affective commitment, which in turn increase 

innovative behavior. 

However, while this research significantly contributes to our understanding of the role of 

empowering leadership in employee creativity, the predominant focus on intrinsic motivation as the 

process mechanism implies that too little attention has yet been given to alternative mechanisms in 

the empowering leadership-employee creativity relationship. Notably, empowering leadership 

intends to transfer and delegate power to their subordinates (e.g., Houghton & Yoho, 2005; Manz 

& Sims, 2001; Schriesheim, Neider, & Scandura, 1998) and this transformation of the leader-
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subordinate power relation is crucial in unleashing the creative capacities of subordinates. 

Moreover, there is evidence suggesting that incremental and radical creativity may evolve 

through different process mechanisms (Audia & Goncalo, 2007; Dane, 2010; Gilson & Madjar, 

2011), which underscores the need to distinguish incremental and radical creativity in empirical 

studies. Therefore, we set out to fill these important yet unaddressed gaps by probing mediating 

mechanisms and boundary conditions in the relationship between empowering leadership and 

employee incremental and radical creativity. 

In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, we first integrate insights from theory and research on 

empowering leadership, social power, and creativity to identify follower sense of expertise 

power as the specific power base that empowering leadership actually transfers to followers. By 

differentiating between incremental and radical creativity, we further examine the different paths 

from empowering leadership to two distinct forms of creativity. Specifically, we theoretically 

propose and empirically demonstrate that empowering leadership leads to incremental creativity 

because of enhanced levels of follower expertise power. Meanwhile, the emergence of radical 

creativity requires creative self-efficacy such that empowering leadership leads to radical 

creativity through follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy. Moreover, we advance 

understanding of how individual differences in power distance values affect follower responses 

to leader empowering behaviors by identifying follower power distance orientation as a 

boundary condition to moderate the indirect relationship between empowering leadership and 

follower incremental and radical creativity. Thus, we highlight that empowering leadership can 

potentially nurture both incremental and radical creativity within an individual’s work but 

through different generation processes. Our results are relevant and applicable in practice, given 
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that more and more companies would like to boost creativity through rolling out empowerment 

programs. 

Chapter 4: interdependent and independent self-construals and employee incremental and 

radical creativity  

Self-construal is a key psychological construct that concerns the ways individuals 

represent and make sense of themselves in relation to others (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). 

Markus and Kitayama (1991) proposed that self-construal can be distinguished into 

interdependent and independent self-construal. Interdependent self-construal places an emphasis 

on connectedness and harmony in social relationships, whereas independent self-construal 

focuses on individual separateness and uniqueness (Singelis, 1994). Although research on the 

relationship between self-construal and creativity is still in its nascent stage, the available 

empirical evidence of this relationship suggests that interdependent and independent self-

construals may have differential relationships with creativity. On the one hand, an independent 

self-construal has been consistently shown to be positively related to idea originality and 

divergent thinking (e.g., Goncalo & Staw, 2006; Kim, Vincent, & Goncalo, 2013; Ng, 2003; 

Rios, Markman, Schroeder, & Dyczewski, 2014; Wiekens & Stapel, 2008). The relationship 

between interdependent self-construal and creativity, on the other hand, has been mixed and 

inconclusive. Some studies found the relationship to be negative (e.g., Ng, 2003; Wiekens & 

Stapel, 2008) or nonsignificant (e.g., Bechtoldt, Choi, & Nijstad, 2012). Other studies found this 

relationship to be more complex such that an interdependent self-construal can be conducive to 

creativity under certain boundary conditions (Jin, Wang, & Dong, 2016; Wang & Wang, 2016). 

While these studies seem to suggest that self-construals may influence differences in the level of 

creativity of the outcomes, they have not directly address the proximal source of these 
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differences and how these differences are to be explained. We aim to address this gap by 

investigating why and when certain self-construals affect different forms of creativity, 

specifically incremental and radical creativity. 

In chapter 4 of this dissertation, we identify that interdependent and independent 

employees differ in the type of leader support they need in their creative endeavors. Employees 

with interdependent self-construals seek direct help and prefer to rely on their leader’s guidance 

and assistance when they must address problems in creative ways, whereas employees with 

independent self-construals prefer more indirect leader support that only facilitates them in their 

independent, self-reliant creative efforts. Specifically, building on self-construal theory and trait 

activation theory, we theoretically propose and empirically show that employees with an 

interdependent self-construal prefer a leader-assisted creativity strategy leading them to generate 

incremental creative ideas, especially when they establish a high-quality exchange relationship 

with their leader. In contrast, employees with an independent self-construal prefer a self-driven 

creativity strategy leading them to generate radical creative ideas, especially when they have an 

empowering leader. Our findings regarding employee characteristics and their connection with 

different creative strategies yielding incremental and radical creativity have extensive 

implications for human resource management practices, such as employee selection, task 

assignment, and implementation of appropriate supervisory support. 

Chapter 5: general discussion 

Finally, we summarize and review the main findings of the three empirical chapters in 

Chapter 5. We will highlight theoretical implications of our findings to creativity literature and 

offer managers practical suggestions they can use to tape into creative potentials among their 
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employees. We will also reflect on the limitations of our research and give clear avenues for 

future research endeavors. We will end the dissertation with a few concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TO BE (CREATIVE), OR NOT TO BE (CREATIVE)? A SENSEMAKING 

PERSPECTIVE TO INCREMENTAL AND RADICAL CREATIVITY 

 

Abstract 

By combining organizational role theory with core features of sensemaking perspective 

on creativity, we propose a conditional indirect relationship between creative role expectations 

and employee incremental and radical creativity that is mediated by creative self-expectations 

and moderated by perceived necessity for performance improvement and creative cognitive style. 

Using data collected from 325 supervisor-employee dyads in an academic institution in China, 

we find that creative role expectations are positively related to creative self-expectations, and 

that perceived necessity for performance improvement strengthens this positive relationship. 

Furthermore, we find that creative self-expectations directly relate to incremental creativity, but 

that creative cognitive style is a necessary boundary condition under which such self-

expectations relate to radical creativity. Theoretical and practical implications are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is undeniable that employee creativity – that is, the development of novel and useful 

ideas about products, services, processes, and procedures (e.g., Woodman, Sawyer, & Griffin, 

1993; Shalley et al., 2004) – has become a key contributor to organizational performance, 

growth, and competitiveness (Gilson, 2008; Gong, Zhou, & Chang, 2013). Never before have 

organizations stressed the importance of employee creativity as much as they do today (Barsh, 

Capozzi, & Davidson, 2008). Stressed so strongly, in fact, that creative roles are created, set, or 

established across a wide spectrum of jobs, including those that may traditionally not have 

required creative activities (Shalley, 2008; Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 2000, 2009). Consistent 

with this trend in organizations to include creative roles in jobs, the impact of creative role 

expectations on employee creative and innovative behavior has received increasing research 

attention and empirical support (Gilson et al., 2012; Gilson & Shalley, 2004; Unsworth & Clegg, 

2010; Unsworth et al., 2005; Yuan & Woodman, 2010), above and beyond other work 

environment characteristics (Scott & Bruce, 1994; Zhang & Zhou, 2014).  

 Despite evidence about the effectiveness of creative role expectations in increasing 

engagement in creative actions, more recent research suggests that the effect of creative role 

expectations on actual creative performance depends on specific characteristics of the actor and 

the context in which the actor is embedded (Kim, Hon, & Lee, 2010; Robinson-Morral, Reiter-

Palmon, & Kaufman, 2013; Shin et al., 2017). Compelling questions of why, when, and how the 

relationship between creative role expectations and employee creativity is present have not yet 

been fully explored. First, it remains unclear why creative role expectations relate to employee 

creativity. Previous research (e.g., Yuan & Woodman, 2010) has predominantly taken an 

instrumentality approach to creative role expectations in which creative role enactment is 
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explained by employees’ calculation of prospective benefits and costs. Such a calculative view 

toward in-role creative behavior, however, overlooks the fact that employees tend to actively 

interpret the meaning of facing creative role expectations and assimilate that meaning into their 

integrated sense of self at work (Weick, 1995; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005). This is 

unfortunate because performing creatively at work requires some internal, sustaining force that 

can drive employees to persist through the various stages of the creative process. Combining 

insights from organizational role theory (Ilgen & Hollenbeck, 1991; Katz & Kahn, 1978) with a 

sensemaking perspective, we propose that creative role expectations cue employees to internalize 

creativity as a standard for the self (i.e., creative self-expectations) by assigning personal 

meaning to the occupation of creative roles. In turn, these creative self-expectations result in 

enhanced creative performance by setting in motion self-fulfilling prophecy effect (McNatt & 

Judge, 2004). 

Second, it remains unclear when creative role expectations relate to employee creativity. 

Although creative role expectations in and of themselves can carry certain weight in influencing 

the sensemaking of creative actions (Tett & Burnett, 2003), their influence may be augmented by 

situationally specific cues (Weick, 1995; Weick et al., 2005). The plausibility feature of 

sensemaking suggests that employees are more likely to see the importance of creative role 

expectations when other contextual cues provide consistent data that justify that importance. 

Specifically, we argue that when employees perceive that the current performance condition of 

their work unit or organization calls for improvement, they can envision how the expected 

creative behavior will contribute to a higher cause, and thus expect a great deal from themselves 

to fulfill these role expectations and perform creatively. Therefore, the normative role 

expectations for creativity externally imposed by the organization may be especially likely to 
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elicit creative self-expectations when they act in concert with perceived necessity for 

performance improvement. 

Third, it remains unclear how individuals personally enact creative roles. Although 

previous studies have demonstrated that creative role expectations can motivate general 

employee creativity (e.g., Robinson-Morral et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2010; Yuan & Woodman, 

2010; Unsworth et al., 2005), they have not considered potential differential effects on 

incremental and radical creativity. Incremental creativity refers to the generation of novel and 

useful ideas that imply only few and minor changes in existing products and processes, whereas 

radical creativity reflects breakthrough ideas that substantially alter existing products and 

processes (Madjar et al., 2011; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988). Previous research has shown that 

the generation of radical creative ideas requires more unconventional thinking and extensive 

cognitive processing than incremental creativity (Gilson et al., 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 2011; 

Jaussi & Randel, 2014; Madjar et al., 2011), which suggests that the motivational resource of 

creative self-expectations in and of themselves might be insufficient for employees to develop 

radically creative ideas. Due to such higher cognitive demands of radical creativity, an 

individual’s creative cognitive style – that is, a preference for original and unusual approach to 

problem solving (Kirton, 1976; Miron-Spektor, Erez, & Naveh, 2004) – may be especially 

crucial to facilitate employees’ radically creative efforts. Thus, we propose that self-expectations 

for creativity may be sufficient to elicit incremental creativity, but that a creative cognitive style 

may be necessary for employees to turn their creative self-expectations into radical creativity. 

Figure 2.1 provides an overview of our conceptual model. 
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Figure 2.1 Overview of the hypothesized model 

 

 

Through our investigation, we aim to contribute to creativity literature in several ways. 

First, building on organizational role theory and the sensemaking perspective on creativity, we 

posit that employees’ self-expectations for creativity serve as a possible explanatory mechanism 

through which employees internalize role-based expectations for creativity and take action in the 

context of creative roles. By doing so, we highlight that creative role expectations can be a 

powerful extracted cue from the context that activates employees to make sense of their 

occupancy in creative roles (Drazin et al., 1999; Ford, 1996). Second, our study adds to the 

interactionist approach to creativity by showing that the interaction between two contextual 

characteristics may augment employees’ intrinsic motivation to engage in creative activities via a 

sensemaking process (Shalley et al., 2004). That is, we examine whether perceived necessity for 

performance improvement may function as a contingent condition under which creative role 

expectations are interpreted as worthwhile to fulfill and hence facilitate the internalization of 

these role expectations. Third, we not only build on but also extend the self-fulfilling prophecy at 

work model by investigating how self-set expectations for creativity result in different levels of 

creative behavior (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2007). Specifically, we propose that self-

expectations for creativity may have a direct effect on incremental creativity, and that its effect 

on radical creativity may be further qualified by employees’ creative cognitive style. Our fourth 
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contribution is to the growing body of work focusing on differential effects of personal and 

contextual factors on incremental and radical creativity (e.g., Madajar et al., 2011). We theorize 

and test if the successful development of radical ideas, compared to incremental ideas, requires a 

higher cognitive threshold and thus critically depends on the cognitive tendency to think out of 

the currently guiding paradigm. Taken together, this research aims to identify the psychological 

mechanism and boundary conditions in the relationships between creative role expectations and 

employee incremental and radical creativity. Such an approach aligns with the notion that 

“creativity is best conceptualized [...] as a behavior resulting from particular constellations of 

personal characteristics, cognitive abilities, and social environments” (Amabile, 1983: 358). 

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

Creative role expectations and creative self-expectations 

Organizational role theory describes organizations as role systems consisting of 

“patterned activities of a number of individuals” (Katz & Kahn, 1978: 17) and contends that role 

expectations are “main elements in maintaining the role system and inducing the required role 

behavior” (Katz & Kahn, 1978: 189). Role expectations refer to one’s beliefs about what an 

organizational role entails, which represent an individual’s construal of what is necessary or 

required for successful role performance (Dierdorff & Morgeson, 2007; Ilgen & Hollenbeck, 

1991). Even though expectations and requirements associated with work roles may serve as a 

structural activating force for role enactment, it is often positioned as distal to actual behavior. 

The sensemaking perspective suggests an important way through which role expectations are 

internalized as individuals strive to make sense of their role occupancy to make it meaningful 

(Weick, 1995; Weick et al, 2005), and this helps to explain the link between role expectations 

and role-related behavior.  
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To shed light on how employees draw on their personal selves to assume creative roles, it 

is important to note that perceptions of externally set role expectations for creativity are 

conceptually different from the internal creativity expectations that employees attribute to 

themselves. Creative role expectations, as an extracted cue from the organizational context, 

finely convey normative expectations that part of employees’ outputs should be creative but 

leave processes and procedures to achieve creativity unspecified. Such role-based expectations 

confer employees the responsibilities to pursue new and improved ways of performing work 

tasks and allow them to decide when and how to respond creatively to the tasks (Kanter, 1988; 

Shalley, 2008). In contrast, self-expectations for creativity reflect the willingness to commit 

oneself to display creative behavior at work (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2007; Qu, Janssen, & Shi, 

2017), which is sustained by the accessibility of personal resources (i.e., mental attention, 

emotional connections, and energetic activities) to achieve creative accomplishments (Eden & 

Ravid, 1982). 

From a sensemaking perspective, employees tend to establish a connection between their 

sense of self and the occupation of certain roles for which their personal competencies and 

potentialities seem particularly required (i.e., person-in-role) (Kahn, 1992). Work roles that 

require creativity tend to be challenging (Tierney & Farmer, 2004; Unsworth et al., 2005) and 

call for substantial investments of personal resources such as domain-related knowledge, 

creative-thinking skills, and motivation (Amabile, 1983). The agents setting creative role 

expectations for employees usually do so based on their belief that those employees are able to 

meet and fulfill the creative requirements. Consequently, assignment to creative work roles may 

be interpreted by employees as a signal of others’ confidence in one’s ability to add creativity to 

the job (Tierney & Farmer, 2004). Such external confidence in their creative capacities enables 
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and motivates employees to rely on their personal qualities and set creativity expectations for 

themselves. They would feel efficacious and can satisfy their intrinsic need for competence 

(Ryan & Deci, 2000) if they succeed in fulfilling the role expectations for creativity. Moreover, 

jobs that require creativity entail discretion and autonomy for finding, exploring, and defining 

problems and generating new and useful ideas for problem solutions (Tierney & Farmer, 2004; 

Unsworth et al., 2005). This autonomy embedded in creative work roles is likely to induce 

feelings of self-determination that may intrinsically motivate employees to set creativity 

expectations for themselves (Amabile, Hill, Hennessey, & Tighe, 1994; Ryan & Deci, 2000). 

Thus, creative role expectations are meaningful for employees because creative work provides 

employees with prospects for satisfying their intrinsic needs for competence and autonomy. Such 

derived meanings and sensemaking may then lead to internalization of creative role expectations 

such that they will emanate from their sense of self. Accordingly, we propose that employees 

tend to transform role-based expectations for creativity into self-set expectations for creativity. 

Hence, our first hypothesis is: 

 Hypothesis 1: Creative role expectations are positively related to creative self-

expectations. 

Perceived necessity for performance improvement as a moderator  

As the nature of work has become more flexible and enriched, holding a particular job or 

position in organizations is increasingly tasked with multiple behavioral expectations (Campbell, 

1988), including expectations for task-specific behavior, creative behavior, safety behavior, 

helping colleagues, communication. The theoretical framework of contextual sensemaking 

(Weick, 1995; Weick et al., 2005) has suggested that the challenge for all employees is to discern 

the favorability of the context for taking certain type of action and decide if and when to act. As 
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such, employees are active to interpret the meaning of organizational cues and their implications 

for role enactment (Dutton, Ashford, Lawrence, & Miner-Rubino, 2002). Thus, when relevant 

contextual cues further signal the favorability and desirability of fulfilling a specific role, 

employees become more likely to internalize that role as their own. 

We propose that perceived necessity for performance improvement can facilitate the 

internalization of role obligations for creativity because it helps employees to appreciate the 

value of introducing new ideas and thus develop a broader sense of significance in working on 

jobs with creativity expectations. Perceived necessity for performance improvement is defined as 

the extent to which an employee perceives that the current functioning and performance of 

his/her work unit or organization need to be improved (e.g., Yuan & Woodman, 2010). A 

suboptimal performance condition signals a problematic state of affairs and a need for change, 

which implies that it is worthwhile to search for new and better ways of doing things to improve 

the status quo (Yuan & Woodman, 2010; Zhou & George, 2001). As such, when employees 

perceive the necessity to improve the current situation, they are better able to envision how 

creative ideas about products, services, processes, or procedures would contribute to the 

performance of their work unit or organization, thereby leading to greater self-expectations to 

embody the expected creative behavior. In contrast, employees who perceive the current state of 

affairs as operating rather well may attach less psychological importance to creativity 

expectations among various in-role expectations subsumed within a position because it is 

difficult for them to see the urgency of performing creatively. 

Empirical indications can be inferred from a recent study which examined how perceived 

innovation value for the organization would further moderate the two-way interaction of 

perceived innovation job requirement and intrinsic interest on innovative behavior (Shin et al., 
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2017). In this study, the authors argued that perceived value of innovation for the organization 

helps low-intrinsic-interest employees understand the reason why innovation is required. Indeed, 

results showed that perceived innovation job requirement increases the actual engagement in 

innovative behavior when employees with low intrinsic interest in innovation interpret such a 

requirement as valuable to organizational effectiveness. Therefore, based on both theoretical 

reasoning and empirical indications, we predict the following: 

Hypothesis 2: Perceived necessity for performance improvement moderates the positive 

relationship between creative role expectations and creative self-expectations, such that 

the relationship is stronger when perceived necessity for performance improvement is 

high rather than low. 

Creative self-expectations and incremental and radical creativity 

Self-expectations for particular role behavior reflect employees’ internal standards they 

set for themselves, which are based on the personal meaning associated with that role. According 

to the self-fulfilling prophecy at work model labeled as the Galatea Effect (Eden, 1992), self-set 

expectations motivate employees to take actions consistent with their expectations, and those 

actions will increase the likelihood that expectations will be realized. As such, self-expectations 

for role performance represent a type of work motivation that can mobilize employees to exert 

greater amount of effort and persistence to fulfill role behavior (Eden, 1992). Thus, employees’ 

self-standards for the role behavior they should exhibit at work will result in enhanced role 

performance (McNatt & Judge, 2004).  

To examine how the Galatea Effect unfolds in the form of creative behavior, we 

differentiate incremental and radical creativity. While most people may associate creativity with 

dramatic breakthroughs, ideas that reflect continuity with the current paradigm can also be new 
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and useful (i.e. creative) and probably represent the most common type of creative contributions 

(Unsworth, 2001). Incremental creativity introduces few changes in existing frameworks and 

minor modifications to established practices and products (Madjar et al., 2011). The generation 

of incremental creative ideas is thought to occur through extensions or applications of existing 

cognitive structure within the existing framework (Dane, 2010; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988).  

We use two lines of argumentation to suggest that creative self-expectations are 

positively related to incremental creativity. First, the creative dimension of the self seeks 

expression in the enactment of creative work roles (Kahn, 1992). Employees who add creativity 

as expectations for themselves are likely to view creativity as attractive and desirable and acquire 

a strong sense of accomplishment and personal satisfaction through creative role actualization, 

thereby showing greater behavioral persistence in creative courses of action. Second, based on 

the notion that individuals selectively notice, encode, and retain information that is consistent 

with their internal desires (Kunda, 1990), employees in a state of heightened creative self-

expectations should be more motivated to attend to, explore, and analyze task-related 

information for creative purposes. Consequently, self-expectations for creativity mobilize 

individuals’ cognitive resources to identify potential problems, figure out what's wrong, and 

think of new ways to approach work tasks (Zhang & Bartol, 2010). In line with our reasoning, 

some studies demonstrate that employees’ personal expectations for creativity are positively 

related to creative involvement at work (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2007; Tierney & Farmer, 

2004). Based on the key premise that creative potential is pervasive and can be capitalized 

through increased cognitive processing (cf. Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009; Runco, 2004), we 

propose that a strong sense of creative role self-expectations would be directly related to 

incremental creativity. 
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Hypothesis 3: Creative self-expectations are positively related to incremental creativity. 

Creative cognitive style as a moderator 

Although both incremental and radical creative outcomes can be recognized as novel and 

useful, only radical creative ideas for problem solutions meets the additional criterion of altering 

the very paradigm from which problems originated, which can be labeled as paradigm shift. 

Radical creativity offers ideas that differ substantially from the existing framework of practices 

and routines within an organization (Madjar et al., 2011), and often makes existing knowledge 

about products, services or procedures obsolete. To derive brand new ideas, individuals have to 

be able to flexibly reframe problems and to integrate seemingly unrelated perspectives and 

information (Dane, 2010; Madjar, et al., 2011; Mumford & Gustasfon, 1988). Such higher 

cognitive threshold that radical creativity requires implies that creative cognitive style is integral 

to set-breaking ideation and the production of radical creativity. While the self-expectations for 

being creative at work drive creative role enactment, creative cognitive style may determine 

whether or not employees are able to turn their creative self-expectations into radical creativity.  

We expect that creative cognitive style is particularly valuable for reaching dramatic 

breakthroughs because it facilitates the cognitive processing underlying creative idea generation. 

A cognitive style is an individual’s preferred way of processing and organizing information 

(Carnabuci & Diószegi, 2015: 883), which influences how the individual deals with critical 

cognitive activities involved in the creative process, such as problem definition and 

representation, information gathering and the generation of alternative solutions. A creative 

cognitive style refers to the tendency to approach problems from original and unusual 

perspectives (Kirton, 1976, 1994). Employees with a creative cognitive style solve problems by 

redefining problems from different perspectives, integrating diverse information, and generating 
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unconventional solutions that deviate from the currently guiding paradigm (Kirton, 1976, 1994). 

They do things differently, prefer to propose breakthrough solutions over improving existing 

ones, while being less attentive to these solutions’ feasibility and implementation within a given 

context (Miron-Spektor, Erez, & Naveh, 2011). These cognitive characteristics allow them to 

live up to creative self-expectations in the form of radical creativity.  

In contrast, employees scoring low on creative cognitive style tend to find problem 

solutions by referring to precedents, using available information and adjusting their ideas to the 

expectations of others and the commonly accepted ways of doing things (Kirton, 1976, 1994). 

They are more adept at doing things better and generally suggest solutions that fit within the 

established framework. However, this approach often inhibits them from breaking away from the 

current paradigm, limiting the likelihood of generating truly novel ideas no matter how a great 

deal they expect themselves to be creative. Hence, creative cognitive style qualifies the nature of 

the relationship between creative self-expectations and radical creativity such that radical 

creativity can be a behavioral manifestation of creative self-expectations only for those high on 

creative cognitive style. Based on these lines of reasoning, we hypothesize the following: 

Hypothesis 4: Creative cognitive style moderates the positive relationship between 

creative self-expectations and radical creativity, such that the relationship is stronger 

when creative cognitive style is high rather than low. 

Integrated models for incremental and radical creativity 

Taken together, the aforementioned hypotheses (Hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4) suggest that 

creative role expectations externally imposed by the organization have an indirect effect on 

employee incremental and radical creativity through creative self-expectations. The boundary 

conditions from creative role expectations to employee incremental and radical creativity, 
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however, are different, with perceived necessity for performance improvement acting as a first-

path moderator for both forms of creativity and creative cognitive style as a second-stage 

moderator for radical creativity. In sum, we propose a first-stage moderated mediation model to 

clarify why creative role expectations can facilitate employee incremental creativity (through 

creative self-expectations) and under what condition (when employees perceive the necessity to 

improve the performance of their work units or organizations) the mediated relationship is more 

pronounced. Meanwhile, we propose a dual-stage moderated mediation model to clarify why 

creative role expectations can facilitate employee radical creativity (through creative self-

expectations) and under what conditions (when employees have high levels of perceived 

necessity for performance improvement and have a creative cognitive style) the mediated 

relationship is more pronounced. Accordingly, we formulate two additional hypotheses to test 

moderated mediation models for incremental and radical creativity.  

Hypothesis 5: Perceived necessity for performance improvement moderates the indirect 

relationship between creative role expectations and incremental creativity as mediated by 

creative self-expectations, such that the indirect relationship is stronger when perceived 

necessity for performance improvement is high rather than low. 

Hypothesis 6: Perceived necessity for performance improvement (as first-path 

moderator) and creative cognitive style (as second-path moderator) moderate the indirect 

relationship between creative role expectations and radical creativity as mediated by 

creative self-expectations, such that the indirect relationship is stronger when perceived 

necessity for performance improvement and creative cognitive style are high rather than 

low. 
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METHOD 

Participants and procedure 

We collected field data in a large Chinese academic institute specialized in scientific 

research. In this organization, employees possess very different areas of expertise such as 

biology, chemistry, computer science, electrical engineering, and geography, and their work 

primarily involves the creation or application of knowledge. Hence, this setting is appropriate to 

test our hypotheses because it provides a real illustration of in-role creative performance. 

We contacted 493 leader-employee dyads from 80 scientific groups to participate in the 

study. Respondents (leaders and their respective employees separately) were briefed on the 

purposes and procedures of the survey, including issues of confidentiality (e.g., directly returning 

questionnaires to the researcher using sealed envelopes). Employees provided their perceptions 

of creative role expectations, perceived necessity for performance improvement, creative self-

expectations and creative cognitive style. Additionally, these employees’ direct leaders provided 

performance appraisals for incremental and radical creativity. We assigned an identification code 

to each questionnaire to link employees' responses with their leaders' evaluations. Eventually, we 

obtained 325 usable leader-employee dyads out of 493 possible dyads, yielding an effective 

response rate of 65.92%. The 325 employees were nested within 69 leaders. 

Whereas there were 47 employees who did not complete their demographic information, 

they did fill out items measuring independent, mediating, and moderating variables used in 

present study. To fully utilize all information available in the sample, we used multiple 

imputation to replace missing values on gender, age, education, and job tenure with plausible 

values. All models were rerun excluding the cases with missing values. The pattern of findings 
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on the substantive relationships in our model remains unchanged when the cases with missing 

values were excluded. 

The sample consisted of 169 male and 143 female employees (13 employees did not 

report their gender), with an average age of 30.87 years. The participants reported one of three 

educational levels (8 employees did not report their educational level): bachelor degree (3.15%), 

master degree (35.02%), and doctoral degree (61.83%). The average job tenure was 5.18 years. 

Measures 

The English survey items were translated into Chinese and then back-translated into 

English by two independent bilingual experts (Brislin, 1980). This process was repeated until 

agreement among the translations was achieved. 

Creative role expectations. We slightly adapted Yuan and Woodman’s (2010) 

innovativeness as a job requirement scale to measure the extent to which employees perceive 

role expectations for creativity as part of their jobs. This scale comprises five items, which are 

rated on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (very inaccurate) to 7 (very accurate). A sample item 

is “Suggesting new ideas is part of my job duties” (α = .91). 

Perceived necessity for performance improvement. A three-item instrument developed 

by Yuan and Woodman (2010) was used to measure employees’ perceptions of the necessity to 

improve the performance of their work unit or organization. On a seven-point scale ranging from 

1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), participants indicated the extent to which they agreed 

or disagreed with statements including “The performance of my organization needs to be 

improved” (α = .87). 

Creative self-expectations. We measured employees’ self-expectations for creativity with 

a three-item scale developed by Carmeli and Schaubroeck (2007). The response options again 
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ranged from 1 (not at all) to 7 (to a very great extent). A sample item is “I expect myself to be 

creative at work” (α = .79). 

Creative cognitive style. To assess creative cognitive style, Miron-Spektor et al.’s (2004) 

four-item creativity subscale of personal cognitive style was used. The rating scale for items 

anchored at 1 (strongly disagree) and 7 (strongly agree). A sample item is “I prefer tasks that 

enable me to think creatively” (α = .81). 

Employee incremental and radical creativity. Leaders’ ratings of incremental and radical 

creativity were based on Madjar et al.’s (2011) measures with three items each. The items, rated 

from 1 (never) to 7 (always), captured the frequency that employees suggested incremental and 

radical creative ideas to their supervisors. A sample item for incremental creativity scale is “This 

employee suggests small adaptations to the existing ways of doing things” (α = .92). A sample 

item for radical creativity scale is “This employee suggests radically new ways for doing work” 

(α = .94). 

Control variables. We collected data on employee demographic characteristics that were 

shown to be associated with creativity. Prior research has shown potential gender differences in 

creative achievements (cf. Baer & Kaufman, 2008), creative self-expectations (e.g., Karwowski, 

Lebuda, Wisniewska, & Gralewski, 2013), and creative behavior (e.g., Zhang & Bartol, 2010), 

we therefore controlled for gender. Other research has demonstrated that the frequency and 

radicalness of scientific creativity vary substantially over age (cf. Lehman, 1960; Jones & 

Weinberg, 2011), we therefore controlled for age (in years). Education and job tenure reflect 

domain-relevant expertise, which is essential to creativity (Amabile, 1983; Tierney & Farmer, 

2002, 2004). We originally collected educational level with five categories ranging from 1 for 

“high school” to 5 for “Ph.D.”. Responses predominantly fell into two of the five categories: 
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master’s degree (34.15%) and Ph.D. (60.31%). Thus, we recoded education into a dichotomous 

variable with 0 for “master’s degree or less” and 1 for “Ph.D.”. We believe this dichotomization 

is meaningful because postgraduate education provides additional domain-relevant knowledge, 

further development of cognitive enhancement, and opportunities to practice problem-solving 

skills (Tierney & Farmer, 2002). Job tenure was the length of work experience (in years). 

Analytical strategy 

We conceptualized all variables and hypotheses at the individual level of analysis. 

Because each group leader rated incremental and radical creativity for multiple employees, our 

observations may violate the assumption of independence. The corresponding values of intra-

class correlation coefficient (ICC1) for incremental and radical creativity were .43 and .44, 

indicating the multiple evaluations per leader were substantially correlated. Therefore, we 

conducted multilevel analyses to examine the effects of individual level predictors on creative 

performance while taking into account the possible leader effects. We analyzed our data in 

Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012) to conduct an integrative test of the first-stage 

moderated mediation model for incremental creativity and the dual-stage moderated mediation 

model for radical creativity. Because the bootstrapping method of resampling cannot be applied 

to multilevel analyses, we used the Monte Carlo approach of resampling to construct confidence 

intervals for the indirect and conditional indirect effects attributable to creative self-expectations 

(Preacher, Zyphur, & Zhang, 2010). Specifically, we implemented an online interactive program 

(Selig & Preacher, 2008) by using the parameter estimates and their associated asymptotic 

covariance matrix which can be found by requesting TECH3 output in Mplus 7.4. In addition, we 

standardized all predictors to examine first-stage and second-stage interaction effects. 
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RESULTS 

Confirmatory factor analyses 

We conducted confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) in Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 

1998-2012) to check the convergent and discriminant validity of our main study variables. We 

used comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), and the root-mean-square error 

of approximation (RMSEA) and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) to assess 

model fit. Table 2.1 reports a series of CFAs to compare our intended factor structure to other 

alternative measurement models. As Table 2.1 demonstrates, our focal six-factor structure 

achieved quite good fit with the data (χ2[174] = 276.90, CFI = .98, TLI = .97, RMSEA = .04, 

SRMR = .04) and provided a significantly better fit than other alternative models, supporting the 

distinctiveness of these six constructs. We hence proceeded to test the overall model with path 

analyses. 

Descriptive statistics and correlations 

Means, standard deviations, internal consistency reliabilities, and bivariate correlations 

for all variables are presented in Table 2.2. The correlation table shows that employee gender, 

age, job tenure, and educational level are all correlated with one or more of the study variables. 

We therefore retained them as controls in our analyses (cf. Becker, 2005). Notably, the pattern of 

results remained unchanged when analyzed without these control variables. 

Hypotheses testing 

Table 2.3 presents the results of the hypotheses testing. Hypothesis 1 proposed a positive 

relationship between creative role expectations and creative self-expectations. As shown in Table 

2.3, creative role expectations were found to be positively related to creative self-expectations (γ 

= .59, p < .001), providing support to Hypothesis 1. 



 

 

 

Table 2.1 Model fit results for confirmatory factor analyses 

Model 2 df ∆2(∆ df) CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR 

1. Hypothesized six-factor model 276.90 174  .98 .97 .04 .04 

2. Five-factor model (creative role 

expectations and creative self-

expectations on one factor) 

493.52 179 216.62(5)*** .93 .92 .07 .05 

3. Four-factor model (creative role 

expectations, creative self-expectations 

and creative cognitive style on one 

factor) 

783.37 183 506.47(9)*** .86 .84 .10 .07 

4. Three-factor model (employee-rated 

measures on one factor, incremental and 

radical creativity) 

1294.76 186 1017.86(12)*** .75 .72 .14 .10 

5. Two-factor model (employee-rated 

measures on one factor, leader-rated 

measures on one factor) 

1881.88 188 1604.98(14)*** .61 .57 .17 .12 

6. One-factor model 2938.44 189 2661.54(15)*** .37 .30 .21 .17 

Note. N = 325. All alternative models were compared with the hypothesized six-factor model. All ∆2 are significant at p < .001. 

  



 

 
 

Table 2.2 Means, standard deviations, and correlations 

Variables M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Gender 0.46 0.50           

2. Age 30.87 5.51 .05          

3. Education 0.62 0.49 -.11* .20**         

4. Job tenure 5.18 5.92 .15* .84** -.02        

5. Creative role expectations 5.32 1.02 -.07 .06 .18** .04 (.91)      

6. Perceived necessity for 

performance improvement 
4.87 1.13 -.01 .12* .02 .10† .13* (.87)     

7. Creative self-expectations 5.49 0.93 -.05 .02 .18** -.00 .62** .13* (.79)    

8. Creative cognitive style 4.82 0.99 -.19** .07 .01 .02 .42** .12* .47** (.81)   

9. Incremental creativity 5.08 1.05 .06 .12* .14* .13* .10† .02 .17** .03 (.92)  

10. Radical creativity 4.65 1.27 -.17** .04 .35** -.01 .21** -.01 .23** .16** .48** (.94) 

Note. N = 325. Values in parentheses are Cronbach’s alpha coefficients. For gender, 0 = “male”, 1 = “female”. 

†  p < .1. *  p < .05. ** p < .01. 

  



 

 

 

Table 2.3 Results of moderated mediation analyses 

 
Creative 

self-expectations 

Employee 

incremental creativity 

Employee 

radical creativity 

Predictor Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE 

Gender .01 .05 .01 .04 -.11* .05 

Age -.07 .10 .01 .11 -.04 .05 

Education .09* .04 .15* .06 .30*** .07 

Job tenure .03 .09 .14 .10 -.04 .13 

Creative role expectations .59*** .08 -.05 .07 .02 .08 

Perceived necessity for performance improvement .03 .05     

Creative role expectations × Perceived necessity for 

performance improvement 
.15** .05     

Creative self-expectations   .17* .08 .14† .08 

Creative cognitive style   .01 .06 .09 .07 

Creative self-expectations × Creative cognitive style   .03 .04 .09* .04 

Note. N = 325. †  p < .1. *  p < .05. ** p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Hypothesis 2 stated that perceived necessity for performance improvement augments the 

positive relationship between creative role expectations and creative self-expectations. Indeed, 

the interaction effect of creative role expectations and perceived necessity for performance 

improvement on creative self-expectations was significant and positive (γ = .15, p < .01). Simple 

slopes test demonstrated that creative role expectations were more positively related to creative 

self-expectations when employees perceived higher (γ = .74, p < .001; M + 1SD) rather than 

lower (γ = .44, p < .001; M - 1SD) necessity for performance improvement (See Figure 2.2 for 

illustration). Hence, Hypothesis 2 was supported. 

Figure 2.2 The interaction effect of creative role expectations and perceived necessity for 

performance improvement on creative self-expectations 
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Hypothesis 3 suggested that creative self-expectations are positively related to 

incremental creativity. As indicated in Table 2.3, creative self-expectations had a significant 

positive relationship with incremental creativity (γ = .17, p < .05), supporting Hypothesis 3. 

Hypothesis 4 suggested that the relationship between creative self-expectations and 

radical creativity depends on creative cognitive style such that creative self-expectations are 

more positively related to radical creativity when creative cognitive style is high rather than low. 

Table 2.3 shows that creative self-expectations interacted with creative cognitive style to predict 

radical creativity (γ = .09, p < .05). The pattern of this interaction was illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

Specifically, creative self-expectations were significantly and positively related to radical 

creativity (γ = .23, p < .05) for employees with a high creative cognitive style (M + 1SD), 

whereas this relationship (γ = .06, ns) was nonsignificant for those with a low creative cognitive 

style (M - 1SD). As such, these results supported Hypothesis 4. 

Figure 2.3 The interaction effect of creative self-expectations and creative cognitive style on 

radical creativity
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Hypothesis 5 stated that the indirect effects of creative role expectations on incremental 

creativity through creative self-expectations is contingent upon perceived necessity for 

performance improvement. To test the first-stage moderated mediation model for incremental 

creativity, we adopted Monte Carlo approach to construct confidence intervals for indirect 

relationships between creative role expectations, creative self-expectations, and incremental 

creativity at higher (M +1 SD) and lower levels (M -1 SD) of perceived necessity for 

performance improvement. With 20,000 Monte Carlo replications, we found that the indirect 

effect of creative role expectations on incremental creativity through creative self-expectations 

was stronger when perceived necessity for performance improvement was high (indirect effect 

= .13; CI = .021 to .242, see Table 2.4) as compared to when perceived necessity for 

performance improvement was low (indirect effect = .08; CI = .012 to .156, see Table 2.4). Thus, 

Hypothesis 5 was supported. 

Hypotheses 6 suggested that the indirect effect of creative role expectations on radical 

creativity through creative self-expectations depends on both perceived necessity for 

performance improvement and creative cognitive style. To test the hypothesized dual-stage 

moderated mediation model for radical creativity, we estimated how the indirect effect of 

creative role expectations on radical creativity through creative self-expectations varied at higher 

(M +1 SD) and/or lower (M -1 SD) levels of perceived necessity for performance improvement 

and higher (M +1 SD) and/or lower (M -1 SD) levels of creative cognitive style. Table 2.4 shows 

that creative self-expectations mediated the effect of creative role expectations on radical 

creativity when both perceived necessity for performance improvement and creative cognitive 

style were high (indirect effect = .17; CI = .033 to .318) and when perceived necessity for 

performance improvement was low and creative cognitive style was high (indirect effect = .10



 

 

 

 

Table 2.4 Summary of indirect effects of creative role expectations on incremental and radical creativity through creative self-

expectations 

Conditions 
Indirect 

effects 

95% confidence interval 

Lower 

limit 

Upper 

limit 

Incremental Creativity    

Low perceived necessity for performance improvement .08 .012 .156 

Average perceived necessity for performance improvement .10 .017 .195 

High perceived necessity for performance improvement .13 .021 .242 

Radical Creativity    

Low perceived necessity for performance improvement, low creative cognitive style .03 -.040 .113 

Low perceived necessity for performance improvement, average creative cognitive style .06 -.005 .155 

Low perceived necessity for performance improvement, high creative cognitive style .10 .019 .208 

Average perceived necessity for performance improvement, low creative cognitive style .03 -.054 .144 

Average perceived necessity for performance improvement, average creative cognitive style .08 -.007 .194 

Average perceived necessity for performance improvement, high creative cognitive style .14 .027 .257 

High perceived necessity for performance improvement, low creative cognitive style .04 -.070 .178 

High perceived necessity for performance improvement, average creative cognitive style .11 -.009 .238 

High perceived necessity for performance improvement, high creative cognitive style .17  .033 .318 

Note. N = 325. Based on 20,000 Monte Carlo samples.
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CI = .019 to .208). In the other two combinations of perceived necessity for performance 

improvement and creative cognitive style (high-low, low-low), the indirect effects of creative 

role expectations on radical creativity through creative self-expectations were nonsignificant (see 

table 2.4). Hence, these results confirmed Hypothesis 6. 

Supplementary analyses 

Because prior research has mainly focused on the instrumentality-based reason to account 

for the fulfillment of creative role expectations, we conducted additional analyses to evaluate 

creative self-expectations’ unique ability to mediate the effect of creative role expectations on 

creative behavior above and beyond employees’ cognitive appraisal of personal consequences. 

By including expected positive performance outcomes and expected image gains as simultaneous 

mediators in our hypothesized model (Preacher & Hayes, 2008), we were able to determine the 

relative magnitudes of the different mediating mechanisms that linked creative role expectations 

to employee incremental and radical creativity.  

Specifically, we included expected positive performance outcomes and expected image 

gains together with self-expectations for creativity as mediators within a single integrated model. 

Expected positive performance outcomes were measured by Yuan and Woodman’s (2010) three-

item scale (α = .85). Expected image gains were measured by four items (Yuan & Woodman, 

2010; α = .92). Results showed that including instrumentality-based considerations as mediators 

in the analyses did not affect the direction of results reported above, albeit that the path from 

creative self-expectations to incremental creativity dropped to marginal significance (γ =.15, p < 

.10). This is likely due to the suppressing effect of expected positive performance outcomes and 

expected image gains and the attendant loss of statistical power. We also found that creative role 

expectations were positively related to expected positive performance outcomes (γ = .55, p < 
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.001) and expected image gains (γ = .31, p < .001). However, neither expected positive 

performance outcomes (γ = -.03, ns) nor expected image gains (γ =.07, ns) had a significant 

effect on radical creativity, and expected image gains only had a marginally significant effect on 

incremental creativity (γ = .11, p < .10). Overall, these findings demonstrate the robustness of the 

mediating role of creative self-expectations in explaining the effects of creative role expectations 

on employee incremental and radical creativity. 

DISCUSSION 

We examined why, when, and how creative role expectations result in incremental and 

radical creativity. Combining organizational role theory with the sensemaking perspective on 

creativity, we proposed and found that creative role expectations externally imposed by the 

organization do positively relate to creative self-expectations in employees, and that perceived 

necessity for performance improvement strengthens this positive relationship. Furthermore, we 

suggested and demonstrated that creative self-expectations are positively related to incremental 

creativity, and that creative cognitive style acts as a boundary condition for turning such self-

expectations into the generation of radical creative ideas. Finally, we found empirical evidence 

for our first-stage moderated mediation model for incremental creativity whereby the indirect 

effect of creative role expectations on incremental creativity via self-expectations for creativity is 

more pronounced when employees perceive there is necessity to improve the current 

performance of their work unit or organization. Our survey results also provided support for the 

dual-stage moderated mediation model for radical creativity such that the indirect effect of 

creative role expectations on radical creativity via creative self-expectations is stronger when 

both perceived necessity for performance improvement and creative cognitive style are high as 

opposed to low.  
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Theoretical implications 

Our theorizing and empirical findings have implications for various streams of literature, 

particularly for the literature on organizational role theory and the sensemaking perspective on 

creativity and the more specific literature on creative role expectations, incremental and radical 

creativity, and creative cognitive style.  

First, we contribute to organizational role theory (Ilgen & Hollenbeck, 1991; Katz & 

Kahn, 1978) and the sensemaking perspective on creativity (Drazin et al., 1999; Ford, 1996) by 

identifying self-expectations for creativity as a process mechanism to explain how employees 

make sense of role expectations for creativity and how their sensemaking efforts affect 

subsequent role enactment. Our findings suggest that creative role expectations trigger a 

sensemaking process through which employees infuse personal selves into the creative roles and 

transform the role-based expectations for creativity into self-set expectations for creativity, 

which in turn are enacted behaviorally. Prior research has mainly focused on an instrumental 

view to interpret the effect of innovation job requirement on required innovative behavior (e.g., 

Yuan & Woodman, 2010). Our sensemaking approach highlights the meaning of creative role 

expectations to the self in the sense that employees can thrive and fulfill their creative potentials 

in the form of in-role creative performance. 

Second, as an extension of our first contribution, this study contributes to research on 

contextual sensemaking in organizations (e.g., Dutton et al., 2002) by revealing how the 

interaction between multiple contextual cues provides sufficient sense to affect employees’ 

intrinsic motivation to undertake creative actions. In particular, we identify perceived necessity 

for performance improvement as a contingency condition shaping the relation between external 

role expectations for creativity, creative self-expectations, and creative behavior. Our results 
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suggest that employees are more likely to realize the urgency of expected creative behavior when 

they perceive that the performance of their work unit or organization needs to be improved. 

While creative role expectations serve as the institutional, normative cue to instigate employees’ 

self-expectations for creativity, perceived necessity for performance improvement gives 

diagnostic, specific information to interpret how performing the expected creative behavior will 

contribute to organizational survival and development. Our theoretical logic is in line with a 

recent study conducted by Shin and colleagues (2017), who also employed a sensemaking 

perspective to demonstrate that employees with low intrinsic interest in innovation are likely to 

comply with innovation job requirement when they endorse the value of innovation requirement 

for the organization. Moreover, this study also contributes to the interactionist perspective on 

creativity by showing how contextual characteristics interact with one another to influence 

employee creativity via the sensemaking process (Shalley et al., 2004; Woodman et al., 1993). 

Further, it is worth noting that even in case of a low perceived necessity for performance 

improvement, employees internalize a great deal of creative role expectations. This seems to 

suggest that creative role expectations in and of themselves carry substantial weight to facilitate 

the internalization and integration of work roles. This finding provides empirical evidence for the 

assertion that “the dominant defining property of human organizations is the recurrence of 

expected behavior patterns, and that recurrence reflects individual compliance with the 

expectations of organizational roles” (Katz & Kahn, 1978: 194). One possible explanation for 

substantial acceptance of creative role expectations may lie in the fact that the source (i.e., the 

occupancy of positions in organizations) of expected activities is legitimate and its form (i.e., 

role expectations) and substantive content (i.e., creativity) are appropriate to the source. As such, 

creative role expectations may generate harmonious passion (Vallerand et al., 2003), a state of 
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autonomous internalization in which individuals fully accept a role activity as important for 

themselves and experience a sense of personal enjoyment to do so. This internalization process 

seems to be rooted in endorsement of the values of the creative activity and thus sustains role-

related action even in situations in which the perceived necessity for performance improvement 

is not very high.  

Third, our study contributes to an increasing body of research that examines differential 

effects of certain antecedents on incremental and radical creativity (Gilson et al., 2012; Gilson & 

Madjar, 2011; Jaussi & Randel, 2014; Madjar et al., 2011). More specifically, we find that self-

expectations for creativity function as a motivational force that directly drives employees to 

generate ideas that incrementally improve existing products and processes and that creative 

cognitive style is crucially needed for turning such self-expectations into ideas that radically alter 

the status quo. Creativity researchers have noted that the fundamental difference in the nature of 

the two types of creativity is that incremental creativity tends to operate within the established 

paradigms whereas radical creativity attempts to steer outside the accepted modes of thought and 

action (Dane, 2010; Mumford & Gustasfon, 1988). Hence, our results support the conceptual 

distinction between incremental and radical creativity and particularly highlight the higher 

cognitive threshold for developing radical breakthrough ideas. Previous studies have established 

the advantages of creative thinking style for general creativity (e.g., Tierney, Farmer, & Graen, 

1999) and investigated individual differences in problem-solving style as a key boundary 

condition regulating the effects of contextual factors on employee creativity or innovation (e.g., 

Baer, Oldham, & Cummings, 2003; Carnabuci & Diószegi, 2015), but remain silent on how 

creative thinking tendency plays a moderating role for radical creativity. Thus, our results also 

add to the literature on creative cognitive style by showing that highly creative ways of thinking 
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offer important and unique benefits in facilitating employee radical creativity (Kirton, 1976, 

1994; Miron-Spektor et al., 2004, 2011).  

Practical implications 

Our research has several implications for managers and practitioners about how to 

enhance employee incremental and radical creativity. First, a core message from the present 

study is that setting role expectations for creativity can be an effective strategy for organizations 

to encourage employees to perform creatively at work. These role expectations can be set in 

various ways, for example, by explicitly incorporating creativity into job descriptions or by 

clearly communicating that part of employees’ outputs should be creative (Shalley 2008; Yuan & 

Woodman, 2010). Moreover, our results indicate that perceived necessity for performance 

improvement is especially useful in facilitating employees to draw on themselves to assume 

creative roles because employees who seek to improve the current performance of their work 

unit or organization are more likely to recognize the value of fulfilling creative role expectations. 

Hence, if an organization has a particularly strong mission for creativity, managers should not 

only formalize creativity expectations into a position but also sensitize employees about the 

potential room for improvement. Managers can also directly explain the rationale behind setting 

creative role expectations so that employees can understand that finding new and better ways of 

doing things in the conduct of daily work tasks will ultimately contribute to the performance of 

their work unit or organization. 

Second, our findings indicate that while self-expectations for creativity motivate 

employees to initiate and sustain efforts to engage in creative actions, creative cognitive style 

qualifies whether the ideas generated are more incremental or radical. While self-expectations 

for creativity is sufficient for employees to generate incrementally creative ideas, the successful 
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development of radical creative ideas requires employees to be high on creative cognitive style. 

These results highlight that managers need to collect data on employees’ cognitive style through 

the use of assessment instruments. These data would help managers to improve personnel 

placement so as to achieve the desired form of creative ideas, depending on the needs of the 

project at hand. For example, if a manager wants to introduce major breakthroughs to refresh the 

company’s product lines, they need to recruit or arrange employees who have a cognitive 

preference for original and unusual problem solving. In addition, although problem-solving style 

seems not to be readily altered during a short period of time (Kirton, 1994), creative cognitive 

style essentially reflects the ingredients of creativity-relevant skills (Amabile, 1983), which 

could be enhanced through training and development programs. Managers can consider investing 

in skill development programs specific for creativity, which would be helpful for employees to 

enhance cognitive fluency and originality, obtain flexible ideational skills, and develop their own 

strategies for creative thinking (Clapham, 2003). 

Limitations and future directions 

Although the present study has clear practical and theoretical implications, there are also 

several methodological and theoretical limitations that warrant careful interpretations of our 

results. In terms of methodological issues, we have employed a cross-sectional design within one 

specific population in which all but the incremental and radical creativity variables were 

measured among employees, which bears several limitations. First, the correlational nature of 

our study precludes a clear justification of the direction of causality. While the hypothesized 

causal relations among our variables accord well with the principles of organizational role theory 

and the sensemaking perspective on creativity, it is possible that employees’ creative 

accomplishments might affect their perceptions of role expectations, judgements toward current 
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performance condition in their work unit or organization, and self-expectations for creativity. To 

rule out such an alternative explanation, future research could employ longitudinal field 

investigations or controlled field experiments to substantiate the assumed causal links. Second, 

there is a potential that the common method variance in our study (25.10%) has inflated the 

magnitude of the linear effects. However, common method variance tend to attenuate the 

strength of interaction effects, making it more difficult to be detected in regression estimates (cf. 

Siemsen, Roth, & Oliveira, 2010). Given that we have found two significant interaction effects, 

and that we have employed supervisor ratings for creativity, we are confident that common 

method variance is unlikely to have a large statistical impact on our primary conclusions. Third, 

the fact that we collected data in a single job family in one organization has merits but also 

limitations. Although this allows us to rule out potentially confounding job-related explanations 

(e.g., job complexity) for the observed findings, it is possible that the occupation we studied may 

have influenced our findings. As participants in our sample work in the field of academia, the 

strong occupational identity in this sample might have promoted the integrative processes of 

persons in creative roles. Future research conducted in other occupations would strengthen the 

generalization of the present findings. Taken together, these methodological issues have the 

potential to bias our results. Although we are confident that they are unlikely to severely inflate 

our results, future research could employ a longitudinal design in different work samples to 

tackle these issues. 

In terms of theoretical issues, we have made several conceptual decisions that serve as 

both strengths and limitations of our research. First, while we specifically focused on the 

sensemaking and self-fulfilling process to clarify the relationship between creative role 

expectations and employee creativity, self-expectations are not the sole psychological 
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mechanism driving in-role creative performance. Our study and the previous one conducted by 

Yuan and Woodman (2010) have suggested that internalization and calculation of personal 

consequences are two differential motivational mechanisms driving role behavior in 

organizations. One avenue for future research is to articulate alternative motivational, or 

cognitive and affective mechanisms to account for the compliance with role expectations. 

Second, we limited our study to focus on perceived necessity for performance 

improvement as a contingent factor in facilitating the internalization of creative role 

expectations. More future work needs to be done to identify other moderators that may influence 

employees’ responses to external role expectations for creativity. Individual characteristics such 

as proactive personality (Crant, 2000), work promotion focus (Neubert, Kacmar, Carlson, 

Chonko, & Roberts, 2008), and growth need strength (Shalley et al., 2009) essentially capture 

the motivational readiness to embrace creative roles and therefore may influence the extent to 

which employees invest their psychological resources into creative roles. Additionally, research 

has shown that the complementarity between supportive work environment and creativity job 

requirement of is crucial to employee job satisfaction and intentions to leave (Shalley et al., 

2000). Thus, contextual conditions that facilitate fulfilling creative role expectations are also 

possible moderators in the relationship between creative role expectations and employee 

creativity. 

Third, we have shown that creative cognitive style is especially important for turning 

creative self-expectations into radical creativity, but how to enhance incremental creativity still 

awaits further exploration. For example, systematic cognitive style might be needed to develop 

incremental ideas for problem solution because it involves the tendency to rely on consistent 

rules and disciplinary boundaries, and logically evaluate various alternatives (Sagiv, Arieli, 
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Goldenberg, & Goldschmidt, 2010). Moreover, as cognitive persistence is characterized by 

effortful and in-depth exploration of only a few categories or perspectives (Nijstad, De Dreu, 

Rietzschel, & Baas, 2010), it could be the case that cognitive persistence serves as a boundary 

condition that facilitates the production of incremental creative ideas. It is also possible that 

creativity is context-specific (Ford & Gioia, 2000) and that incremental creativity may reflect 

employees’ adaptions to relatively stable business environments. 

Another future direction is to examine the extent to which employees see creative aspect 

as central to themselves relative to various other role activities and how creative role centrality 

relates to creative behavior. An employee’s conceptualization of his or her work roles can be 

described as a set of concentric circles (Morrison, 1994), which represent a systemic organizing 

structure for multiple role expectations. The importance of certain role ranges from low to high 

within the overall work identity (Farmer & Van Dyne, 2010). Given that role centrality reflects 

priorities that guiding actions across situations and over time, it is possible that employees may 

base on the level of psychological importance of a particular role to gauge the extent to which 

they identify with that role. Thus far, research efforts have roughly differentiated creative 

behavior as in-role or extra-role. However, a finer-grained analysis is needed to address the 

centrality of creative role relative to other job duties and responsibilities. 

Last but not the least, while we framed creative role expectations as conducive to the 

occurrence of in-role creative behavior, the highly demanding nature of facing role expectations 

for creativity may also lead to stress reactions, relationship tensions, and other unintended 

consequences for role occupants (Janssen et al., 2004). In order to capitalize on the benefits of 

setting creativity as in-role expectations while minimizing its costs, we need to gain a more 

comprehensive understanding of its bright and dark sides. Future research is much needed to 
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consider a broader range of individual outcomes that role-based creativity expectations may 

bring about for employees who face such expectations. It would be valuable if future research 

could explore the process mechanisms and boundary conditions that elicit the positive or 

negative outcomes of creative role expectations. 

Conclusion 

This study contributes to a growing literature on the distinction between incremental and 

radical creativity and provides empirical evidence for differential nurturing conditions needed for 

incremental and radical creativity. Building on organizational role theory and the sensemaking 

perspective on creativity, the current study takes one step towards a better understanding of how 

employees make sense of role expectations for creativity and enact creative roles. Specifically, 

we identify creative self-expectations as a mediator to explain why creative role expectations 

promote employee incremental and radical creativity. Perceived necessity of performance 

improvement further facilitates the integration of role expectations for creativity into the sense of 

self. In turn, self-expectations for creativity directly lead to the generation of incremental 

creative ideas. However, the cognitive threshold for radical creativity is higher, requiring 

employees to be high on creative cognitive style in order to turn their creative self-expectations 

into radical breakthrough ideas. We hope these findings will stimulate future research to explore 

more antecedents, process mechanisms and boundary conditions for incremental and radical 

creativity. As this exploration occurs, practitioners may be better able to align their work factors 

with the desired level of creativity.
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CHAPTER 3 

EMPOWERING LEADERSHIP AND FOLLOWER INCREMENTAL AND RADICAL 

CREATIVITY: AN EXPERTISE POWER-SELF-EFFICACY PERSPECTIVE 

 

Abstract 

In the relationship between empowering leadership and follower incremental and radical 

creativity, we theorized and examined follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy as 

mediators and follower power distance orientation as a moderator. Using data collected from 325 

supervisor-employee dyads in an academic institution in China, we found follower expertise 

power to mediate the relationship between empowering leadership and follower incremental 

creativity, whereas follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy sequentially mediated the 

relationship between empowering leadership and follower radical creativity. Furthermore, both 

mediating relationships were conditional on power distance orientation for the path from 

empowering leadership to employee expertise power. Theoretical and practical implications are 

discussed.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Empirical evidence increasingly supports that empowering leadership constitutes an 

essential contextual factor in activating follower creativity (Chen et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2014; 

Zhang & Bartol, 2010; Zhang & Zhou, 2014). Empowering leadership involves “sharing power 

with a view toward enhancing employees’ motivation and investment in their work” (Zhang & 

Bartol, 2010: 107; see also: Conger & Kanungo, 1988; Thomas & Velthouse, 1990). Creativity, 

in general, refers to the generation of novel and potentially useful ideas for products, services, 

processes, or procedures (e.g., Amabile, 1996; Shalley et al., 2004). Taking an intrinsic 

motivational perspective, scholars have identified psychological empowerment, intrinsic 

motivation, creative self-efficacy, and creative process engagement as individual-level mediators 

linking empowering leadership with follower creativity (Harris et al., 2014; Zhang & Bartol, 

2010; Zhang & Zhou, 2014). At the team level, team members’ motivational states of 

psychological empowerment and affective commitment were found to mediate the relationship 

between empowering leadership and team members' innovative behaviors (Chen et al., 2011). 

Hence, we know a great deal about how empowering leadership, through the activation of 

various intrinsic motivational processes, motivates employees to engage in creative actions.  

Although these studies have significantly expanded our understanding of the role of 

empowering leadership in employee creativity, we argue that they have overlooked two 

important aspects. First, research on creativity has largely neglected to examine the relational 

power dynamic integral to empowering leadership – that is the “redesign of leader-subordinate 

power relations” (Vecchio, Justin, & Pearce, 2010: 530). This transformation of the leader-

subordinate power relation is crucial in enhancing subordinates’ capacities to exercise actual 

influence in relation to their leaders (Emerson, 1962; Forrester, 2000). Given the importance of 
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perceived power and influence in promoting creative behavior (Janssen, 2005), it is important to 

examine the explanatory role of follower perception of power in the relationship between 

empowering leadership and follower creativity.  

Second, previous studies linking empowering leadership and follower creativity have 

predominantly taken a general account of creativity and have therefore neglected that there are 

qualitatively different types of creative ideas (e.g., Chen et al., 2011; Zhang & Bartol, 2010). 

Incremental creativity refers to the generation of ideas that imply small changes in frameworks 

and minor modifications to existing products, services, and processes, whereas radical creativity 

entails ideas that differ substantially from accepted modes of thought or current ways of doing 

things in organizations (Madjar et al., 2011). An emerging body of work has theoretically and 

empirically distinguished incremental creativity from radical creativity and has shown that these 

two distinct forms of creativity are evoked by different antecedents (Gilson et al., 2012; Gilson 

& Madjar, 2011; Jaussi & Randel, 2014; Madjar et al., 2011). Given the value of both 

incremental and radical creativity (cf. Jansen, Van Den Bosch, & Volberda, 2006), it is important 

to explore if and how empowering leadership may influence either or both forms of creativity. 

Combining the literature on empowering leadership (Ahearne et al., 2005; Conger and 

Kanungo, 1988) with core features from the approach/inhibition theory of power (Keltner et al., 

2003) and the componential theory of creativity (Amabile, 1983), we propose that empowering 

leadership leads to both incremental and radical creativity sequentially through follower 

expertise power and creative self-efficacy. More specifically, we first propose that empowering 

leadership results in elevated follower expertise power, which is an important source of personal 

power in the work domain (Yukl & Falbe, 1991) that reflects the perceptions of capacity to 

provide work-related knowledge, skills, and abilities valued by the leader (French and Raven, 
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1959). Second, because perceived expertise power is essential for employees to perform 

creatively (Amabile, 1983; Keltner et al., 2003), we expect that follower sense of expertise 

power leads to greater self-efficacy assessment in creativity. Third, because such creativity-

specific efficacy represents a more proximal motivation necessary for followers to engage in and 

persist through the creative process, we propose that creative self-efficacy is likely to yield both 

incremental and radical forms of creativity. Finally, because power distance orientation 

influences how subordinates frame and judge the power delegated by their supervisor (Chen & 

Aryee, 2007; Kirkman, Chen, Farh, Chen, & Lowe, 2009), the effect of empowering leadership 

on expertise power may be conditional upon the power distance orientation of subordinates. 

Hence, we propose that the indirect relationships between empowering leadership and 

incremental and radical creativity are conditional upon subordinates’ power distance orientation. 

Our conceptual model is shown in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1 Overview of the hypothesized model 
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integrate insights from theories of empowering leadership, social power, and creativity to 
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examined creative self-efficacy as a sequential mediating mechanism through which follower 

expertise power manifests itself in the forms of incremental and radical creativity. Third, we 

identify follower power distance orientation as a boundary condition that moderates the indirect 

relationships between empowering leadership and follower incremental and radical creativity. 

Fourth, by differentiating between incremental and radical creativity, we explored whether the 

process mechanisms of expertise power and creative self-efficacy through which, and the 

boundary condition of power distance orientation under which, empowering leadership induces 

follower creativity would hold for incremental and/or radical levels of creativity. 

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

Empowering leadership and follower perceptions of expertise power 

Due to their legitimate position of authority, leaders have control over a broad range of 

resources that are highly important for employees. As such, leaders have power over the role 

relationships with their followers, resulting in an imbalanced power-dependence structure. 

Through empowering leadership, leaders intentionally transfer and delegate power to their 

subordinates by providing them with autonomy and participation in decision making, by 

articulating the meaningfulness of their work, and by conveying confidence in their abilities to 

achieve high work performance (Ahearne et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2011; Zhang & Bartol, 2010). 

As empowerment is ‘a matter of degree rather than an absolute’ (Ford & Fottler, 1995: 22), 

leaders tend to individualize their empowering leadership behavior towards individual followers. 

That is, based on their judgments regarding followers’ competence, and the goal congruence and 

quality of relationship they have with each of their followers (Yukl & Fu, 1999), leaders 

differentiate the degree of power they delegate to them (Zhang & Bartol, 2010). Hence, we 
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consider empowering leadership to be a dyadic phenomenon between the leader and each 

individual follower. 

Given that there are various different types of power (French & Raven, 1959), however, 

the question is what type of power leaders empower their followers with. Formal position power 

is inherently asymmetrical in the leader-follower relationship – that is, one of the two parties 

(i.e., the leader) has natural control over the other party (i.e., the follower) – meaning that leaders 

are unable to devolve these power bases without deteriorating their leader positions. Hence, it 

seems unlikely that empowering leadership results in the acquisition of such positional power 

bases on the part of followers. However, informal personal power is void of socio-structural 

positions (Anderson, John, & Keltner, 2012), meaning that leaders may be able to empower their 

subordinates with such personal power bases. According to French and Raven’s (1959) 

taxonomy, the power bases that an employee can substantially obtain from empowering 

leadership and use in exchanges with the leader are expertise power and referent power. 

Expertise power in the relationship with the leader refers to the follower’s sense of 

capacity to use his/her knowledge, skills, and abilities to influence the leader, whereas referent 

power reflects a sense of ability to influence the leader because the leader respects and identifies 

with the follower (French & Raven, 1959; Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989). In the creativity 

literature (Amabile, 1983), domain expertise represents the ideational sample that feeds creative 

idea generation. We propose that follower expertise power could explain the relationship 

between empowering leadership and follower creativity. It is also possible that employees might 

gain referent power in relation to empowering leaders when the leaders respect and closely 

associate with employees. However, it is difficult to see how this can drive a follower’s 

engagement in creativity. We therefore leave this power source out of further consideration. 
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We have two lines of argumentation to posit that empowering leadership is likely to raise 

follower expertise power. First, we argue that empowering leadership is likely to directly 

enhance follower expertise power by making salient that leaders highly value follower expertise 

as a resource. Empowering leaders encourage employees to become involved in decision-making 

and explicitly solicit their input on a variety of issues, which conveys that leaders need to rely on 

employees’ knowledge, opinions, and suggestions. Moreover, by expressing their confidence in 

followers’ competence, empowering leaders evoke a psychological state of experienced expertise 

power in employees. Those leader-driven initiatives clearly indicate that employees possess 

unique knowledge and expertise that their leader needs, meaning that followers can have 

expertise power over their leaders. 

Second, we argue that empowering leadership is likely to indirectly build follower 

expertise power through facilitating further development of such expertise power. By providing 

followers with autonomy and freeing them from bureaucratic constraints, empowering leaders 

effectively transfer ownership of work activities to followers, and thus provide them more 

opportunities to develop their expertise. Having the discretion to initiate, regulate, and control 

the execution of tasks, employees are inspired to acquire knowledge and skills via active learning 

(e.g., Leach, Wall, & Jackson, 2003; Wall, Jackson, & Davids, 1992). Additionally, by 

delineating the significance of work, empowering leadership can help employees to have a good 

understanding of what their work roles and responsibilities are and how they can impact the 

goals of their work unit. Through the cultivation of perceptions of task significance, followers 

are more likely to realize the need to accumulate their expertise for successful task completion, 

which fuels perceptions of expertise power. Based on these theoretical arguments, we formulate 

the following hypothesis: 
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Hypothesis 1: Empowering leadership is positively related to follower perceptions of 

expertise power. 

Follower expertise power, creative self-efficacy, and incremental and radical creativity 

To further clarify how follower perceptions of expertise power elicit incremental and 

radical creativity, we posit creative self-efficacy as a proximal mechanism through which 

employees channel and enact their expertise power into these two distinct forms of creativity. 

Creative self-efficacy denotes the belief that one has the ability to produce creative outcomes 

(Tierney & Farmer, 2002, 2011), and is determined, in part, by an individual’s subjective 

assessment of whether his/her personal resources are inferior, adequate, or superior for creativity. 

Because the experience of elevated expertise power facilitates optimistic self-efficacy assessment 

and the achievement of creative performance for cognitive and social reasons, we expect 

follower expertise power to be a source of creative self-efficacy. 

Creativity is not a purely internal process, but is constructed through the interpersonal 

interaction between the creator and the gatekeeper of a social field (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). In 

work contexts, introducing new and better ways of doing things usually implies that employees 

step into the realm of the leader’s power. Powerless employees in such settings might deliberate 

more on the possibility that their ideas may not be recognized as creative and useful by their 

leaders (Mueller, Melwani, Loewenstein, & Deal, 2018), which inhibits them from developing 

and presenting their ideas to their leader. However, power activates the behavioral approach 

system, and approach-related tendencies lead to a greater attention to positive and action-

facilitating information and a decreased sensitivity to threats (Keltner et al., 2003; Anderson & 

Galinsky, 2006). Followers with elevated sense of expertise power tend to focus on and act upon 

the possessed expertise which constitutes the network of cognitive wanderings for idea 
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generation, rather than to deliberate on failures and image risks associated with creativity. As 

such, the experience of expertise power may lead employees to feel confident in cognitively 

generating novel and potentially useful ideas within their mind as well as capable of socially 

convincing their leaders about the ideas they have produced. Based on these theoretical 

arguments, we formulate the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2: Follower perceptions of expertise power are positively related to follower 

creative self-efficacy. 

For the second path of the mediation chain, we propose that creative self-efficacy 

represents a proximal creativity-specific motivational impetus to elicit creative endeavors and 

hence has predictive effects on both incremental and radical forms of creativity (Tierney & 

Farmer, 2002, 2011). Self-efficacy feelings for creativity imply that creativity is an area in which 

one has a positive balance between the challenges of creative actions and the possession of 

corresponding capacities and skills to effectively deal with those challenges (Jaussi & Randel, 

2014). Employees who firmly believe that they have the capacity to be creative tend to 

intentionally engage in the creative process. Due to the trial-and-error nature of the creative 

process, however, people may quit too early and leave more novel ideas undiscovered (Lucas 

and Nordgren, 2015). Hence, individuals could not sustain their creative endeavors unless they 

believe in themselves and had confidence in their creative abilities, which highlights the 

necessity of creative self-efficacy for fueling the creative process. 

Furthermore, creative self-efficacy is critical for cognitive expansion that underlies 

creative idea generation. In order to come up with novel and potentially useful ideas, employees 

need to mobilize creativity-relevant skills to deeply and broadly process domain knowledge and 

experience (Amabile, 1983). Because creativity is an area where they are confident to excel, 
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individuals with a high level of creative self-efficacy are more likely to aim at achieving radical 

breakthroughs and far-reaching creative ideas by thinking beyond the initial ideas and expanding 

cognitive pathways. As a result, they are more likely to shift the framing of problems to be 

solved, consider a variety of possibilities and envision novel combinations among seemingly 

unrelated elements. That is, employees with high confidence and expectations in creative 

capabilities are likely to take advantage of their expertise and cognitive capacities to think 

creatively and achieve incremental and radical creativity. Accordingly, existing creativity 

literature has well documented compelling empirical evidence that creative self-efficacy can 

facilitate creativity (e.g., Gong, Huang, & Farh, 2009; Tierney & Farmer, 2002, 2011). Although 

this work has not examined creativity as two different types (for exception, see Jaussi & Randel, 

2014), we have sufficient theoretical reasons to expect that, with such creativity-specific 

confidence, employees are more likely to exhibit incremental and radical creativity. Therefore, 

we hypothesize the following: 

Hypothesis 3: Follower creative self-efficacy is positively related to follower incremental 

creativity. 

Hypothesis 4: Follower creative self-efficacy is positively related to follower radical 

creativity. 

Taken together, being open to upward influence, empowering leaders tend to release and 

foster follower expertise power, which in turn contributes to follower development of greater 

self-efficacy for creativity and the generation of incremental and radical creative ideas. In sum, 

we predict that follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy would sequentially carry the 

effect of empowering leadership on follower incremental and radical creativity. Thus, we 

hypothesize the following: 
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Hypothesis 5: Follower perceptions of expertise power and follower creative self-efficacy 

sequentially mediate the positive relationship between empowering leadership and 

follower incremental creativity. 

Hypothesis 6: Follower perceptions of expertise power and follower creative self-efficacy 

sequentially mediate the positive relationship between empowering leadership and 

follower radical creativity. 

The moderating role of power distance orientation 

As individually held power-relevant values operate as perceptual filters and standards for 

framing and evaluating external events, followers may differ in response to empowering 

leadership. We propose that power distance orientation, defined as an individual’s belief 

regarding the appropriate power difference in leader-follower relationships (Hofstede, 2001; 

Kirkman et al., 2009), moderates the extent to which employees gain a sense of expertise power 

from their leaders’ empowering behaviors. To be specific, we expect followers who prefer a 

lower over a higher power distance to perceive higher expertise power in response to 

empowering leadership. 

As employees with high power distance orientation tend to accept power inequality 

between leaders and followers, they prefer to maintain a safe distance from their leader rather 

than stepping outside the subordinate roles (Chen & Aryee, 2007; Kirkman & Shapiro, 2001). 

When leaders encourage them to provide their own input in decision-making and task 

completion, they might feel reluctant to accept such activities that originally fell within the 

managerial domain of the leader (Kirkman & Shapiro, 1997; Kirkman et al., 2009). Hence, 

induced by their submissive tendencies to authority figures, followers high in power distance 
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orientation may experience incompatibility and incongruence between their inner value 

orientations and an empowering leadership style.  

In contrast, employees with low power distance orientation are likely to endorse the 

egalitarian values that advocate reciprocal exchange and mutual influence in leader-follower 

relationships. Although these employees acknowledge the authority typically ascribed to leaders 

owing to role difference, they believe that both leaders and followers possess distinct resources 

that can be used to invest in the exchange relationships with one another (Wilson, Sin, & Conlon, 

2010; Foa & Foa, 1980). As such, empowering leaders offer power, confidence, and discretion to 

such followers; in return, followers provide work-related knowledge, skills, and abilities to their 

leader. Because of this reciprocal exchange, low-power-distance followers feel allowed to exert 

influence on their leaders in work affairs based on their own expertise. Thus, as internal power 

values are in line with the nature of empowering leadership, those lower in power distance 

orientation are more likely to develop a higher sense of expertise power in relation to their 

leader. 

This moderating role proposed for power distance orientation is well grounded in the 

literature. Extensive empirical research has shown that power distance values operate as a 

boundary condition of the effects of leadership on employees’ responses (e.g., Botero & Van 

Dyne, 2009; Kirkman et al., 2009; Lee, Pillutla, & Law, 2000). Notably, Chen and Aryee (2007) 

found Chinese traditionality (i.e., the extent to which an individual endorses the traditional 

hierarchical role relationships as prescribed by Confucian social ethics), a cultural value adjacent 

to power distance orientation, to negatively moderate the influence of delegation on employee 

perceived insider status. Based on this empirical evidence and the above reasoning, we 

hypothesize the following: 
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Hypothesis 7: Follower power distance orientation moderates the positive relationship 

between empowering leadership and follower perceptions of expertise power such that 

this relationship is stronger for followers lower, rather than higher, in power distance 

orientation. 

Integrated models for incremental and radical creativity 

Our earlier hypotheses (Hypotheses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) have suggested that the paths 

from empowering leadership to incremental and radical creativity are sequentially mediated by 

follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy. Taking into account the moderation 

hypothesis (Hypothesis 7), we further predict that these two three-path indirect relationships are 

conditional on follower power distance orientation for the path from empowering leadership to 

follower expertise power. In sum, we propose two moderated mediation models to clarify why 

empowering leadership can facilitate follower incremental creativity and radical creativity (first 

through follower expertise power and then creative self-efficacy) and under what condition 

(when followers have a low level of power distance orientation) the mediated relationships are 

more pronounced. Accordingly, we formulate two additional hypotheses to test moderated 

mediation models for incremental and radical creativity.  

Hypothesis 8: The indirect relationship between empowering leadership and follower 

incremental creativity through follower perceptions of expertise power and follower 

creative self-efficacy is conditional on follower power distance orientation such that this 

indirect relationship is more pronounced for followers lower, rather than higher, in 

power distance orientation. 

Hypothesis 9: The indirect relationship between empowering leadership and follower 

radical creativity through follower perceptions of expertise power and follower creative 
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self-efficacy is conditional on follower power distance orientation such that this indirect 

relationship is more pronounced for followers lower, rather than higher, in power 

distance orientation. 

METHOD 

Participants and procedure 

The present study was conducted in an academic institution dedicated to the natural 

science in China.1 Employees and their direct supervisors from 80 scientific groups across 

different disciplines (e.g., chemistry, biology, geography, computer science, and engineering) 

were invited to participate in the survey. Group meetings were organized to inform participants 

about the research purpose and procedures and to emphasize anonymity. Questionnaires were 

administered to employees in order to assess their perceptions of empowering leadership, sense 

of expertise power, creative self-efficacy, and power distance orientation. In addition to these 

self-report data, these employees’ direct leaders rated their suggestions of incremental and 

radical creative ideas. Each questionnaire was coded by an identification number to pair 

employees' responses with their leaders' evaluations.  

A total of 493 follower-leader dyads were approached. Of these 493 dyads, 325 usable 

responses were obtained, resulting in a response rate of 65.92%. These 325 followers were 

nested within 69 leaders; the number of followers evaluated by each leader varied from three to 

seven, with an average of 4.71 per leader. However, 47 followers did not complete the 

demographic section of the survey. Because these followers did respond to study variables, we 

                                                 
1 This study used the same sample reported in Chapter 2 although different research questions and hypotheses were 

addressed in these two studies. The only overlapping variables for these two studies are control variables and the 

dependent variables of incremental and radical creativity. 
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used multiple imputation procedure to impute the missing values on gender, age, education, and 

job tenure, enabling us to utilize the full information available in the sample. 

Of the followers who had responded, 45.83% were female, and their mean age was 30.87 

years (range = 22-59). Our sample was highly educated, with 3.15% of the followers having 

completed a bachelor's degree, 35.02% a master's degree, and 61.83% a doctorate degree. An 

average of job tenure was 5.18 years. 

Measures 

The scales used in the survey were translated from English into Chinese and then back-

translated into English by two independent bilingual individuals to ensure equivalency of 

meaning (Brislin, 1980). Unless otherwise indicated, all measures used a seven-point Likert scale 

anchored at 1, “strongly disagree” and 7, “strongly agree.” 

Empowering leadership. For empowering leadership (α = .93), we used Ahearne et al.’s 

(2005) 12-item measure. The scale assesses four dimensions: fostering participation in decision 

making, enhancing the meaningfulness of work, expressing confidence in high performance, and 

providing autonomy from bureaucratic constraints. Because the subscales for the four 

dimensions are highly correlated, and consistent with previous research (e.g., Ahearne et al., 

2005; Zhang & Bartol, 2010), we combined them into a single empowering leadership measure. 

A sample item is “My supervisor makes many decisions together with me.”  

Follower expertise power. We adapted Hinkin and Schriesheim’s original (1989) scale to 

measure followers’ perceptions of expertise power within the relationship with their leader (α = 

.87). A sample item is “I can provide my supervisor with needed technical knowledge.”  
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Follower creative self-efficacy. We used Tierney and Farmer’s (2002) three-item scale to 

assess follower creative self-efficacy (α = .87). A sample item is “I have a knack for developing 

new and practical ideas in the workplace.”  

Power distance orientation. An eight-item questionnaire taken from Earley and Erez 

(1997) was used to assess power distance orientation (α = .70). A sample item is “Employees 

who often question authority sometimes keep their managers from being effective.”  

Follower incremental and radical creativity. Our measures for incremental and radical 

creativity were based on measures developed and established by Madjar et al. (2011). Using a 7-

point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“never”) to 7 (“always”), supervisors rated the frequency that 

employees suggested incremental and radical creative ideas to them. A sample item for 

incremental creativity is “This employee suggests small adaptations to the existing ways of doing 

things.” A sample item for radical creativity is “This employee suggests very original solutions 

to existing problems.” Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .92 for the incremental creativity 

scale, and .94 for the radical creativity scale. 

Control variables. We controlled for gender (Baer & Kaufman, 2008), age (Lehman, 

1960), educational level and job tenure (Tierney & Farmer, 2002), which are important 

predictors of creativity. We collected educational level with five categories ranging from 1 for 

“high school” to 5 for “Ph.D.”. Responses predominantly fell into two of the five categories: 

master’s degree (35.02%) and Ph.D. (61.83%). Thus, we recoded education into a dichotomous 

variable with 0 for “master’s degree or less” and 1 for “Ph.D.”. We believe this dichotomization 

is valid since postgraduate education contributes to the acquisition of additional domain 

knowledge base, problem-solving skills and further development of cognitive enhancement. 
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Analytical strategy 

As leaders provided creative performance ratings for multiple followers and the values of 

the intraclass correlations (ICC1) for incremental and radical creativity were substantial and 

statistically significant (ICC1 = .43, .44, respectively; both p < .05), we had to take possible 

leader effects into account. To obtain unbiased parameter estimates and statistical inferences, we 

performed multilevel modeling in Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012). We modeled the 

hypothesized relationships among the study variables at the individual level and allowed 

incremental creativity and radical creativity to have random intercepts at the leader level. 

Because the traditional resampling method (e.g., bootstrapping) cannot be applied to multilevel 

analyses and the sampling distribution of the indirect effect is skewed, especially in small 

samples, we implemented Monte Carlo simulation in R to test the significance of indirect effects 

(Selig & Preacher, 2008). All predictors were standardized in our analyses. 

RESULTS 

Confirmatory factor analyses 

Prior to testing the hypotheses, we performed confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) on all 

six constructs (two creativity dimensions and all predictor variables) to check the convergent and 

discriminant validity of all the variables involved. Using Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-

2012), we tested the focal six-factor model with all factors loading separately, which provided a 

reasonable fit, 2 [480] = 1379.24, comparative fit index (CFI) = .86, Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) 

= .84, and root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .08, standardized root mean 

square residual (SRMR) = .06. As Table 3.1 demonstrates, the hypothesized six-factor model 

achieved significantly better fit than all other alternative models; p < .001 for all model 



 

 

Table 3.1 Model fit results for confirmatory factor analyses 

Model 2 df ∆2(∆ df) CFI TLI RESEA SRMR 

1. Hypothesized six-factor model 1386.28 480  .86 .84 .08 .06 

2. Five-factor model (follower expertise power and creative 

self-efficacy on one factor) 
1776.99 485 2(5)= 397.75*** .80 .78 .09 .07 

3. Four-factor model (follower expertise power and 

creative self-efficacy on one factor, empowering leadership 

and power distance orientation on one factor) 

2054.70 489 2(9)= 668.42*** .75 .73 .10 .09 

4. Three-factor model (follower expertise power and 

creative self-efficacy on one factor, empowering leadership 

and power distance orientation on one factor, incremental 

and radical creativity on one factor) 

2645.54 492 2(12)= 1266.30*** .66 .64 .12 .10 

5. Two-factor model (employee-rated measures on one 

factor, leader-rated measures on one factor) 
3053.22 494 2(14)= 1673.98*** .60 .57 .13 .10 

6. One-factor model 4143.66 495 2(15)= 2764.42*** .42 .39 .15 .13 

Note. N = 325. All alternative models were compared with hypothesized six-factor model. All ∆2 are significant at p < .001. 

 

  



 

 
 

Table 3.2 Means, standard deviations, and correlations 

Variables M SD 1 2       3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Gender 0.46 0.50           

2. Age   30.87 5.51 .05          

3. Education 0.62 0.49    -.11*   .20**         

4. Job tenure 5.18 5.92   .15*  .84**     -.02        

5. Empowering leadership 5.29 0.84 -.06   -.04      .08 -.07 (.93)      

6. Power distance orientation 3.70 0.90 -.08 .05     -.06  .04 .02 (.70)     

7. Expertise power  5.25 0.91  -.14* .08      .15** -.02   .58** -.06 (.87)    

8. Creative self-efficacy 4.92 1.00   -.17** .10      .12* .07   .26** -.03 .35** (.87)   

9. Incremental creativity 5.08 1.05 .06 .12*      .14*   .13* .08 -.12* .18**  .07 (.92)  

10. Radical creativity 4.65 1.27  -.17** .04      .35** -.01 .16** -.01  .12*  .21** .48** (.94) 

Note. N = 325. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients are on the diagonal in parentheses. For gender, 0 = “male,” 1 = “female.” 

*  p < .05. ** p < .01.
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comparisons. The results of these CFAs confirm the convergent and discriminant validity of our 

measures. 

Descriptive statistics and correlations 

Table 3.2 contains means, standard deviations, reliability coefficients, and correlations 

among the variables. Among the control variables, these demographics are all significantly 

related to at least one of the outcome variables, which justifies including them as controls 

(Becker, 2005). Notably, the magnitudes of the results were similar and the conclusions 

regarding the hypotheses remained the same when excluding these controls. 

Testing main effects and mediation effects 

To test the hypothesized main effects and mediation effects (i.e., Hypotheses 1-6), we 

first estimated a model (M1) that specified the effect of empowering leadership on incremental 

and radical creativity through follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy. The 

unstandardized coefficient estimates for M1 were summarized in Table 3.3. 

Consistent with Hypothesis 1, empowering leadership was found to be significantly and 

positively related to follower perceptions of expertise power (γ = .57, p < .001). Further, follower 

expertise power was found to be significantly and positively related to creative self-efficacy (γ 

= .27, p < .001), thereby providing evidence for Hypothesis 2. To test Hypothesis 3 and 

Hypothesis 4, we then regressed incremental creativity and radical creativity on creative self-

efficacy. The results showed that creative self-efficacy was indeed positively associated with 

radical creativity (γ = .13, p < .05), but not with incremental creativity (γ = .04, ns). Thus, 

support was found for Hypothesis 4, but not for Hypothesis 3.  

To provide a direct test of the mediated effects proposed in Hypothesis 5 and Hypothesis 

6, we implemented the Monte Carlo procedure to simulate the distribution of the product of path  



 

 
 

Table 3.3 Unstandardized coefficients of Model 1 for testing main effects and mediation effects 

 
Follower expertise 

power 

Follower creative self-

efficacy 

Follower 

incremental creativity 

Follower 

radical creativity 

Predictor Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE 

Gender -.12* .05 -.14* .06  .03 .05 -.12* .05 

Age .12 .08 -.08 .10 -.00 .11  -.04 .13 

Education .06 .05 .07 .06 .13** .05 .30*** .07 

Job tenure -.04 .10 .16† .09 .15 .10 -.01 .14 

Empowering leadership .57*** .06 .11 .09 -.02 .06 .10 .05 

Follower perceptions of 

expertise power 
  .27*** .08 .15** .07 -.00 .08 

Follower creative self-efficacy     .04 .05 .13* .06 

Note. N = 325. †  p < .1. *  p < .05. ** p < .01. ***p < .001. 

  



 

 

Table 3.4 Unstandardized coefficients of Model 2 for testing moderated mediation effects 

 
Follower expertise 

power 

Follower creative self-

efficacy 

Follower 

incremental creativity 

Follower 

radical creativity 

Predictor Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE 

Gender -.10* .05 -.14* .06 .03 .04 -.13 .06 

Age .13 .09 -.10 .10 .03 .10 -.03 .14 

Education .07 .05 .08 .06 .14* .06 .30*** .08 

Job tenure -.05 .10 .20* .10 .12 .10 .03 .14 

Empowering leadership .53*** .05 .10 .08 -.02 .06 .10† .05 

Follower power distance 

orientation (PDO) 
-.09† .05       

Empowering leadership × PDO -.10† .06       

Follower perceptions of 

expertise power 
  .26*** .07 .15* .07 -.01 .08 

Follower creative self-efficacy     .04 .05 .14* .06 

Note. N = 325. †  p < .1. *  p < .05. ** p < .01. ***p < .001. 
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coefficients. In line with Hypothesis 6, there was a significant positive indirect effect of 

empowering leadership on radical creativity via follower expertise power and creative self-

efficacy (indirect effect = .02; CI = .002 to .039). No support was found for Hypothesis 5 

predicting an indirect effect of empowering leadership on incremental creativity via follower 

expertise power and creative self-efficacy (indirect effect = .01; CI = -.010 to .024). 

While creative self-efficacy was not related to incremental creativity, we unexpectedly 

noted that follower expertise power had a direct positive effect on incremental creativity (γ = .15, 

p < .05). Furthermore, an additional Monte Carlo mediation analysis revealed that the indirect 

relationship between empowering leadership and incremental creativity through expertise power 

was significant (indirect effect = .08; CI = .009 to .169). 

Testing moderation effects and moderated mediation effects 

To test hypothesized moderation and moderated mediation effects (i.e., Hypotheses 7, 8, 

and 9), we estimated a model (M2) on the basis of M1 by adding the interaction of power 

distance orientation and empowering leadership on follower expertise power. Table 3.4 presents 

the unstandardized coefficient estimates of M2. 

Hypothesis 7 predicted that power distance orientation would moderate the relationship 

between empowering leadership and follower perceptions of expertise power. As shown in Table 

3.4, the interaction term between empowering leadership and power distance orientation was 

marginally significant related to follower expertise power (γ = -.10, p < .10). As Figure 3.2 

illustrates, empowering leadership was strongly significantly and positively related to expertise 

power (γ = .63, p < .001) for followers with low power distance orientation (M - 1SD), while this 

relationship (γ = .42, p < .001) was less pronounced for those with high power distance 

orientation (M + 1SD). Due to the directional nature of the moderation hypothesis, one-tailed test 
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of significance applies. It is appropriate to interpret the marginally significant result as providing 

evidence for Hypothesis 7. 

Figure 3.2 The interaction effect of empowering leadership and follower power distance 

orientation on follower perceptions of expertise power 

 

Previous results have indicated that the paths from empowering leadership to incremental 

and radical creativity, respectively, were different, with expertise power acting as one single 

mediator for incremental creativity, and expertise power and creative self-efficacy acting as 

sequential mediators for radical creativity. Accordingly, we tested a two-path moderated 

mediation model for incremental creativity, and a three-path moderated mediation model for 

radical creativity. We again used Monte Carlo approach to construct confidence intervals for 

indirect effects of empowering leadership on incremental creativity via follower expertise power 

at higher (+1 SD) and lower levels (-1 SD) of follower power distance orientation. With 20,000 
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Monte Carlo replications, we found that the mediational process through which empowering 

leadership influenced incremental creativity through follower expertise power was more 

pronounced for followers with low power distance orientation (indirect effect = .09; CI = .011 to 

.184) than for those with high power distance orientation (indirect effect = .06; CI = .006 to 

.138). Likewise, the three-path mediation chain that linked empowering leadership to radical 

creativity through follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy was more salient for low 

power-distance-orientation followers (indirect effect = .02; CI = .004 to .043) than for high 

power-distance-orientation followers (indirect effect = .01; CI = .003 to .032). Thus, these 

findings supported Hypothesis 9. Although no support was found for Hypothesis 8, it is 

interesting to note that low power distance orientation strengthened the indirect relationship 

between empowering leadership and incremental creativity via follower expertise power. 

DISCUSSION 

The aim of the current study was to deepen our understanding of why, when, and how 

empowering leadership nurtures follower incremental and radical creativity by taking a social 

power perspective. Using data collected from leader-follower dyads in a nonprofit scientific 

institution in China, we found that empowering leadership elicited higher levels of follower 

expertise power, which directly facilitated incremental creativity and indirectly facilitated far-

reaching radical creativity through creative self-efficacy. Moreover, we argued and showed that 

empowering leadership had a stronger influence on follower expertise power when followers 

hold a lower power distance orientation. Finally, we found evidence for our moderated mediation 

models: empowering leadership had an indirect effect on incremental creativity through follower 

expertise power, and this indirect effect is stronger for those scoring low on power distance 

orientation; empowering leadership had an indirect effect on radical creativity first through 
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follower expertise power and then creative self-efficacy, and this indirect effect is also 

strengthened by low levels of power distance orientation. 

Theoretical implications 

This study clearly contributes to the literature in three important aspects. First, previous 

research has primarily focused on an intrinsic motivation approach to disentangle the effects of 

empowering leadership on follower creativity by highlighting the importance of follower 

psychological empowerment and intrinsic motivation (Chen et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2014; 

Zhang & Bartol, 2010; Zhang & Zhou, 2014). We considered empowering leadership in terms of 

its inherent relational dynamic (Conger & Kanungo, 1988; Vecchio et al., 2010) and drew on 

social power theory (French & Raven, 1959) to identify follower sense of expertise power as the 

specific power base that empowering leadership actually transfers to followers. Moreover, by 

examining follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy as sequential mediators in the link 

between empowering leadership and radical creativity, we not only complemented the 

motivational approach but also integrated it with our power sharing perspective. Creative self-

efficacy reflects intrinsic motivation because efficacy beliefs imply perceptions of self-

competence (Deci & Ryan, 2000) which intrinsically motivate employees to engage in creative 

courses of action (cf. Gong et al. 2009). 

Second, we especially contribute to the emerging stream in creativity literature 

empirically examining potentially differential effects of personal and contextual factors on 

incremental and radical creativity (Gilson et al., 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 2011; Jaussi & Randel, 

2014; Madjar et al., 2011). Whereas past research has only examined the relationship of 

empowering leadership with a broad and general measure of creativity (Chen et al., 2011; Harris 

et al., 2014; Zhang & Bartol, 2010; Zhang & Zhou, 2014), the present study has separated 
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creativity into two dimensions and found that the mediational processes from empowering 

leadership to incremental and radical creativity were, in fact, different, with expertise power 

acting as one single mediator for incremental creativity, and expertise power and creative self-

efficacy acting as sequential mediators for radical creativity. This pattern of results suggest that 

incremental creativity is a direct behavioral manifestation of expertise power, whereas the 

successful development of radical creativity requires the proximal motivational force of self-

efficacy beliefs specifically targeting at creativity. This seems to suggest that enhanced level of 

expertise power is sufficient to facilitate incremental creativity because the development of 

incremental ideas is thought to occur through extensions of the established framework of 

thoughts and routines or adaptive improvements on how things are currently done (Audia & 

Goncalo, 2007; Dane, 2010). In contrast, given that radical creative ideas are difficult to develop 

and involve greater risk of failure (Venkataramani et al., 2014), employees need firm beliefs in 

their creative capabilities to avoid premature quit before radical breakthrough ideas emerge. 

Finally, the current findings advance knowledge of the boundary conditions for when 

empowering leadership boosts employee incremental and radical creativity more effectively. 

Building on the role of power-related values in the empowerment literature (Kirkman et al., 

2009; Kirkman & Shapiro, 1997, 2001), we found that power distance orientation moderates the 

indirect relationships between empowering leadership and incremental creativity (through 

follower expertise power) and radical creativity (first through follower expertise power and then 

creative self-efficacy). Although followers who held high power distance values were supposed 

to be reverential towards their superiors and constrained by role requirements as followers, the 

findings reveal that such employees also responded to empowering behavior from their leaders 
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by experiencing elevated level of expertise power as well, albeit to a lower extent than low 

power distance followers. 

Practical implications 

Our results provide some practical implications with regards to the use of empowering 

leadership to stimulate follower incremental and radical creativity. First, our findings suggest 

that empowering leadership could be an effective way to develop employees’ capacities to think 

creatively by enhancing their perceptions of expertise power. This implies that managers should 

develop empowering leadership skills, such as involving followers in decision making, and 

providing sufficient autonomy, confidence, and information to their followers. Organizations 

interested in fueling employee creativity may find it useful to implement leader selection and 

training on the basis of empowering leadership skills. 

Second, given that the process mechanisms for incremental and radical creativity are 

different, managers can be more effective in motivating the desired form of creativity by 

stimulating the right generation process for incremental or radical creativity. When incremental 

creativity is valued, managers can provide employees more opportunities to deepen their 

knowledge base and encourage continuous refinements or extensions of the existing framework. 

Due to the necessity of creative self-efficacy for radical creativity, managers should particularly 

help employees to build up their confidence in creative capabilities when radical creativity is 

needed. 

Third, the moderating role of power distance orientation in the effects of empowering 

leadership on follower expertise power suggests that managers should not assume all followers 

will react to their empowering behavior to the same degree, at least at a given point in time. 

Managers may find that followers with lower power distance beliefs are more receptive to their 
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empowerment efforts. For followers holding a high power distance orientation, managers could 

initially delegate limited power and gradually increase the extent of empowerment. Hence, it is 

advisable for managers to calibrate employees’ readiness to be empowered and determine what 

extent of empowerment is desirable for different employees. 

Limitations and directions for future research 

Some limitations associated with our research design need to be addressed. First, because 

of the cross-sectional design, causal inferences of the relationships among our study variables 

cannot be fully substantiated. This limitation precludes us from ruling out the possibility of 

reversed and reciprocal causality. With this caveat in mind, longitudinal studies over multiple 

time points are needed in order for the causal influence to be determined with more certainty. 

Second, with the exception of incremental and radical creativity, all of the other variables were 

measured through self-reports. Despite the appropriateness of using self-reports to measure 

internal perceptions and values such as those in our study, there is the potential that the common 

method from which they were derived artificially inflated the demonstrated relationships. 

However, because we have demonstrated differential pattern of relationships from empowering 

leadership to incremental and radical creativity and the moderation effect of power distance 

orientation, we are confident that common method variance is unlikely to have biased our results. 

Third, our data were collected from a scientific research institute in China. To generalize and 

extend the theory proposed and results reported in the present study, future research should 

investigate the generalizability of our findings and conclusions to other industries, jobs and 

cultural contexts.  

The present study also opens up several possibilities that might be worthwhile for future 

research to examine. First, as creative idea generation is the initial stage of an innovation process 
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(cf. Kanter, 1988), we did not capture the effects of empowering leadership on the various stages 

of innovation in light of the power sharing perspective. Innovation in organizations comprises of 

idea generation, development, champion, and implementation and is often characterized by a 

social-political process (Perry-Smith & Mannucci, 2017). Future studies could consider 

investigating how perceptions of expertise power might help employees to navigate the 

subsequent journey from novel ideas to tangible outcomes. Second, while our work was focused 

on followers’ expertise power in reference to immediate leaders, work group peers can serve as 

alternate reference groups for expertise power. It has been noted that aligning team members’ 

relative power within teams with situationally-relevant expertise can enhance team creativity 

(Aime, Humphrey, DeRue, & Paul, 2013). Therefore, it seems fruitful to continue this line of 

work and examine expertise power dynamics in teams. Finally, although we adopted an 

employee perspective to examine the consequences of empowering leadership, it is just as 

important to address how leaders are affected by such empowerment practice. As power in 

organizations is not a zero-sum quantity (Tannenbaum, 1968), leaders might also expand their 

roles and be freer to engage in more value-added activities. Additional inquiry into the follow-up 

effects on leaders in terms of their reputation and effectiveness may be worthwhile to truly dispel 

the concern of some managers that expanded power on the part of employees would undermine 

their authority. 

Conclusion 

The present research offers an integrative understanding of mediating mechanisms and 

contingencies in the relationship between empowering leadership and follower incremental and 

radical creativity. Importantly, we identify follower expertise power as a single mediator to 

explain why empowering leadership promotes follower incremental creativity. In contrast, the 
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indirect effect of empowering leadership on radical creativity is mediated first by follower 

expertise power and then creative self-efficacy. Such differential mechanisms for incremental 

and radical creativity suggest that empowering leadership can promote both incremental and 

radical creativity within an individual’s work but through different generation processes. Further, 

we found these mediated relationships to be conditional on follower power distance orientation 

for the path from empowering leadership to follower expertise power. We hope these findings 

will stimulate further research on power dynamics in empowerment processes and help 

organizations and managers to boost employee creativity through empowerment intervention.
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CHAPTER 4 

SEEKING HELP FROM YOUR LEADER OR RELYING ON YOURSELF: HOW 

SELF-CONSTRUALS RELATE TO INCREMENTAL AND RADICAL 

CREATIVITY  

 

Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to differentiate two employee creative behavioral 

strategies within the context of leader-employee relationships, namely, seeking creative 

help from the leader and independent creative process engagement, and to examine 

different antecedents and consequences of these strategies. Using a sample of 301 

employees and their immediate leaders from multiple Chinese organizations, we found 

that: (1) seeking creative help from the leader is related to incremental creativity and that 

independent creative process engagement is related to radical creativity; (2) employees 

with an interdependent self-construal tend to seek creative help from their leader, 

especially when they have established a high-quality leader-member exchange (LMX) 

relationship; and (3) employees with an independent self-construal prefer independent 

creative process engagement, especially when they have an empowering leader. The 

implications of these findings for theory and practice are discussed.  
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INTRODUCTION 

“That's why I'm a proponent of collaboration. It's not because working together 

feels good. If it felt good and the results were mediocre, then collaboration wouldn’t be 

worth the effort. Collaboration is valuable because it helps us transcend our individual 

limits and create something greater than ourselves.” (Bob Sullo, 2007: 104-105) 

“Responsibility to yourself means refusing to let others do your thinking, talking, 

and naming for you; it means learning to respect and use your own brains and instincts; 

hence, grappling with hard work.” (Adrienne Rich, 1977: 233)   

Creativity, the generation of novel and potentially useful ideas for problem 

solutions, is critically needed for employees to adaptively respond to emerging problems 

or irregular situations at work (Janssen et al., 2004; Zhou & George, 2003). Generating 

creative ideas is never easy and evolves through a trial-and-error process, and 

consequently employees often find it difficult to sustain their motivational and cognitive 

efforts to persistently search for new and better ways of doing things (Metcalfe & Wiebe, 

1987). To mitigate the difficulty and disfluency that inherently involved in the creative 

process (Lucas & Nordgren, 2015), employees may contemplate turning to others for 

assistance, support, information, and input. Empirical studies have shown that seeking 

help from colleagues during creative problem solving is associated with increased 

creativity at both the individual level (Mueller & Kamdar, 2011) and the group level 

(Hargadon & Bechky, 2006; Taggar, 2002), albeit that seeking help from closely 

interacted relationships can be costly because of the reciprocity and conformity pressure 

involved (Mueller & Kamdar, 2011; Perry-Smith, 2006; Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2003). 
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Most of the creativity literature on help seeking has focused on the role of 

colleagues and has left the leaders as targets of help seeking out of consideration. This is 

problematic because leaders, as power holders or gatekeepers in a specific work domain, 

play a vital role in supporting employee creativity (e.g., Mainemelis et al., 2015; Reiter-

Palmon & Illies, 2004; Zhou & George, 2003). They can provide valuable resources (e.g., 

information, time, materials, backing, support) that employees may need to enact creative 

activities and to anticipate whether their creative ideas can be effective to improve 

suboptimal work situations. Therefore, some employees may tend to seek their leaders’ 

help in the creative process and thus bring their leaders’ input or perspectives to bear on 

the problem at hand. 

However, as the two quotes at the beginning of the paper demonstrate, not all 

employees may appreciate requesting direct help from their leaders when dealing with 

new and complex problems that require creativity. Some employees may prefer leaders 

who empower them to capitalize on their own capacities as much as possible to dig into 

work-related problems. They may circumvent their leaders as direct helpers and enlarge 

the pool of informational sources by recruiting different perspectives from multiple 

channels (e.g., personal memories, experiences from diverse others, documentation, 

Internet, etc.). By observing that employees may or may not solicit their leaders for help 

when trying to generate creative ideas for problem solutions, we draw attention to the 

context of leader-employee dyads in which employees, as primary creators, and leaders, 

as helpers or empowers, interact in the creative process. 

We propose that within the context of leader-employee dyads, employees can 

either seek help from their leader to perform creatively (i.e., seeking creative help from 
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the leader) or engage in the creative process in a self-reliant manner (i.e., independent 

creative process engagement). On the one hand, help-seeking behavior allows employees 

to access and integrate their leader’s information and perspectives on a given problem 

(Mueller & Kamdar, 2011). On the other hand, independent creative process engagement 

provides ample process freedom for employees to explore the full spectrum of problem 

space, think divergently, and deviate from established ways of doing things (e.g., 

Bechtoldt et al., 2012; Goncalo & Staw, 2006; Janssen & Huang, 2008). While previous 

research has implied that both strategies can be important routes to creativity, no studies 

have examined the possibility that these two different strategies may lead to different 

forms of creativity. In this paper, building on earlier creativity research (e.g., Gilson et 

al., 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 2011; Madjar et al., 2011), we argue that seeking help from 

the leader is likely to facilitate the generation of incremental creative solutions that go 

with the status quo, because employees who rely on their leader in the creative process 

tend to conform to the leader’s perspectives, opinions, and norms. Independent creative 

process engagement, however, is likely to elicit not only incremental creativity but also 

radical creativity that challenges the status quo, because employees who rely on 

themselves in the creative process are less susceptible to conformity pressure (Perry-

Smith & Mannucci, 2017). 

Further, we aim to identify personal and situational antecedents that influence 

specific behavioral strategies that employees use to achieve creativity. Building on self-

construal theory (Markus & Kitayama, 1991) and trait activation theory (Tett & Burnett, 

2003; Tett & Guterman, 2000), we theoretically argue and empirically assess a 

conceptual model (see Figure 4.1) that explains how, why, and when interdependent and 
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independent self-construals are activated that drive employees to either seek out their 

leader for assistance or rely on their own capacities to generate creative ideas for problem 

solutions. More specifically, we propose that an interdependent self-construal is activated 

when employees perceive a high-quality leader-member exchange (LMX, Liden & 

Graen, 1980; Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995) relationship with their leader, and that this 

activation leads employees to seek the leader’s creative help, thereby resulting in 

incremental creativity. Conversely, we propose that an independent self-construal is 

activated when employees feel empowered by their leader (Ahearne et al., 2005; Zhang 

& Bartol, 2010), and that this activation leads employees to independently engage in the 

creative process, thereby resulting in both incremental and radical creativity. 

Figure 4.1 Overview of the hypothesized model 

 

 

In this study, we aim to empirically test the above-proposed model. By doing so, 

the major contributions of this study are twofold. First, we provide a more refined and 

nuanced perspective on behavioral strategies used to generate creative ideas for problem 

solutions in the context of leader-employee dyads and highlight different consequences of 
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seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement. This 

represents an important extension of existing research because previous work primarily 

focused on colleagues as targets of requesting creativity-related assistance and has not 

compared its effectiveness with an independent, self-reliant strategy for engaging in 

creative courses of action. Second, by examining personal and situational antecedents of 

strategy use during the creative process, this study should help to advance our 

understanding of why employees differ in the strategies they use to persist through the 

creative process and what organizational leaders can do to encourage and support their 

employees’ creative endeavors. Overall, we explicate how self-construals interact with 

leadership styles to influence the occurrence of incremental and radical creativity through 

different behavioral strategies. 

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

Behavioral strategies and incremental and radical creativity 

The creative process is often fraught with ambiguity, uncertainty, and difficulty, 

as failed attempts are extremely common before truly creative ideas emerge. When 

confronted with setbacks or obstacles in the creative process, employees can use different 

types of coping strategies to keep the process going. In the context of leader-employee 

dyadic relationships, employees can directly involve their leader to participate in their 

creative efforts via help-seeking or maintain independence on how to construct problems 

and arrive at creative solutions. Both seeking creative help from the leader and 

independent creative process engagement could potentially contribute to the generation of 

creative ideas, but the level of creativity in the ideas generated might be very different 

(Mumford & Gustafson, 1988). 
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Research has acknowledged a nuanced conceptualization of creativity that 

contrasts incremental and radical creativity. Incremental creativity involves small 

changes in existing frameworks that offer minor modifications to what is currently 

offered, done, or known, whereas radical creativity refers to ideas that substantially 

deviate from the status quo (Audia & Goncalo, 2007; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988). 

Different cognitive, motivational, and behavioral processes have been found to underlie 

the generation of incremental and radical ideas (Gilson et al., 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 

2011; Madjar et al., 2011), with radical ideas being particularly censored and inhibited as 

a result of social pressure (Perry-Smith & Mannucci, 2017). This may suggest that the 

help-seeking strategy that directly invites the leader to develop creative ideas together 

with employees is less likely to produce radical ideas than an independent strategy that is 

free of the group leader’s involvement. We argue that seeking creative help from the 

leader is more likely to lead to incremental improvements and that independent creative 

process engagement will be associated with the development of both incremental and 

radical creativity. 

Seeking creative help from the leader. We define seeking creative help from the 

leader as the act of soliciting the immediate leader for information, perspectives, 

assistance, and other input to form creative ideas in response to new and ill-defined work 

problems (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006; Mueller & Kamdar, 2011). As the recipient of 

requests for help, the leader is cued to provide different perspectives that may help 

employees to reframe the problem, and to contribute new information that he/she expects 

employees might not know (Mueller & Kamdar, 2011; Unsworth, 2001), thereby 

stimulating the generation of alternatives that are unlikely to be considered without the 
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leader’s input. As such, help-seeking provides an important mechanism to harness the 

leader’s creative resources, which facilitates employees to identify previously 

unconsidered ideas. 

However, the help-seeking strategy toward creativity is structured and not free of 

constraints. As power holders, or gatekeepers of the status quo, leaders may tend to 

maintain and support the proven framework of thoughts, practices, and routines that has 

been established in their leadership domain (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). Hence, leaders are 

likely to provide creative help that keep relying on their past knowledge and experience 

(Audia & Goncalo, 2007). Such leader help should confine the space for divergent 

thinking, narrow the scope of problem construction, and increase the likelihood of 

producing incrementally creative solutions that consolidate the existing framework within 

organizations. 

Moreover, once employees have received creative contributions from their leader, 

they will feel indebted to reciprocate with similar ideas that favor rather than deviate 

from the leader’s advices and suggestions (cf. Gouldner, 1960). As the hierarchical 

relation puts employees in a state of asymmetrical dependence on their leader, employees 

are likely to avoid controversy or appearing insensitive, and thus they may intentionally 

choose to withhold their most creative ideas and instead voice relatively conventional 

ideas (i.e. incremental creativity) that will be more acceptable and less disruptive to the 

leader. Based on the above reasoning, we propose the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: Seeking creative help from the leader is positively related to 

incremental creativity. 
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Independent creative process engagement. Independent creative process 

engagement is defined as a self-reliant way to achieve creativity in which employees 

draw on their own individual abilities, qualities, and attributes to engage in a set of 

cognitive and behavioral activities associated with creativity. Self-reliance does not imply 

that individuals solve problems in isolation from others without taking others’ 

perspectives into account. Independent creative process engagement may well include 

searching information from multiple sources, considering different perspectives from a 

variety of social contacts, and looking for connections in seemingly unrelated areas. 

Independence refers to engaging in the creative process in a self-reliant manner using 

independent thinking. The effect of independent creative process engagement on 

creativity is grounded in the freedom to follow one’s individualistic, unique mindset and 

allow as many cognitive associations as possible to influence creative thought (Liu, Chen, 

& Yao, 2011; Sagiv et al., 2010). Such a self- reliant strategy protects original ideas from 

the social pressure to conform to established practices, routines, and conventions (Madjar 

et al., 2011; Perry-Smith & Mannucci, 2017). Thus, the self-reliant approach to engage in 

the creative process is expected to increase the accessibility of a full spectrum of ideas, 

including both incremental and radical ideas. 

Creative thinking is an associative and iterative process that generally includes 

three core activities: problem construction, information searching, and idea generation 

(Amabile, 1983; Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 2004). Independent creative process engagement 

ensures that employees have sufficient autonomy to represent problems to be solved 

based on their idiosyncratic and unique perspectives (Liu et al., 2011). Such independent 

mindsets may lead them to question any assumption behind a problem, explore the entire 
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problem space, and formulate extensive problem representations (Janssen & Huang, 

2008; Kim et al., 2013). The more problem frames available to employees, the greater the 

likelihood that substantive information and knowledge from different sources (e.g., 

personal memories, others’ experiences, documentation, Internet) will be gathered 

(Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 2004). Finally, such an independent engagement in the 

associative variation process facilitates divergent thinking, enabling employees to search 

for creative solutions in any possible direction and develop a wide range of ideas and 

alternatives (Sagiv et al., 2010). 

Research on the cognitive processes that underlie creative idea generation has 

shown that the more cognitive efforts an individual invests in creative tasks, the more 

original the generated ideas are likely to be (Lucas & Nordgren, 2015; Rietzschel, 

Nijstad, & Stroebe, 2007). This implies that the initial engagement in the creative process 

will often lead to obvious and immediately accessible solutions reflecting minor 

improvements, refinements, or extensions to the existing framework. In addition to 

incremental creativity, we contend that independent creative process engagement also 

elicits radical creativity because the independent exploration of alternatives may boost 

divergent thinking. Once incremental ideas have been exhausted, continued engagement 

in the creative process may increase the likelihood of breaking with the status quo and 

diverging from existing thoughts and actions. As such, when employees continuously 

drive themselves to search for more unusual and far-reaching ideas, they are likely to 

suggest radically novel solutions that otherwise would not have arisen. In sum, maintain 

independent thinking in creative actions ensures that employees have process freedom to 
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generate incremental adaptation as well as radical breakthrough ideas. Therefore, we 

propose the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 2a: Independent creative process engagement is positively related to 

incremental creativity. 

Hypothesis 2b: Independent creative process engagement is positively related to 

radical creativity. 

Self-construals and behavioral strategies in the creative process 

Following the above discussion on their consequences, we now turn to discussing 

potential antecedents of seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative 

process engagement by considering self-construals. Self-construals reflect how 

individuals view the self in relation to others. In Markus and Kitayama’s (1991) 

conceptualization, individuals with an interdependent self-construal view the self as 

fundamentally interconnected with others and embedded in social relationships, whereas 

those with an independent self-construal view the self as fundamentally individual and 

separate from others. Self-construal theory suggests that individual differences in self-

construals will influence how individuals perceive and react to creative tasks or problems 

that invite creative thought (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Cross, Hardin, & Gercek-Swing, 

2010). An interdependent self-construal is associated with the motivation to engage in 

actions that foster their relatedness or connection to others. This motivation induces a 

preference for seeking relevant others’ help in response to new and ill-structured work 

problems that need to be solved creatively. In contrast, an independent self-construal is 

linked with the motivation to engage in actions that allow them to express their unique 
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inner attributes and withstand social pressure. Thus, this type of self-construal drives 

employees to undertake creative activities in a self-reliant manner whenever possible. 

Interdependent self-construal and seeking creative help from the leader. The 

interdependent self is constructed in terms of connections and role relationships with 

significant others (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). In such an interdependent view of self, 

the basis of individuality is to develop and maintain interpersonal relationships by 

attending closely and responding sensitively to close others' preferences, values, and 

needs. Such attentiveness and responsiveness to others results in a social context-

dependent cognition and a relationship-promoting motivation.  

We expect an interdependent self-construal to be positively related to seeking 

creative help from the leader for two reasons. First, employees with an interdependent 

self-construal tend to form cognitive representation of a focal problem that incorporates 

the social context in which the self and close others are embedded (Markus & Kitayama, 

1991). Guided by the view that their own way of representing the problem is incomplete 

or inadequate, these employees tend to involve their leaders as joint creators. Since 

leaders typically have greater experience of what has historically constituted the current 

states of affairs, employees with an interdependent self-construal are likely to see their 

leader as a valuable source of domain expertise that may offer a great deal of practical 

assistance to solve the problem creatively. 

Furthermore, because the self-worth of an interdependent self is primarily driven 

by fitting into appropriate social roles (Lapierre, Naidoo, & Bonaccio, 2012), employees 

with an interdependent self-construal are likely to perceive help-seeking from the leader 

as appropriate role behavior in relation to their leader. These employees feel obliged to 
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live up to their leader’s expectations, leading them to seek information, help, and 

assistance from the leader when confronted with work-related problems. By taking their 

leader’s perspectives into account, employees show their respect to and concern for the 

leader’s goals, needs, and preferences. In addition, given leaders’ high-power positions, 

they are expected to possess superior competence and take on extra responsibilities to 

successfully tackle new and ill-defined work problems. Accordingly, it is acceptable for 

employees to depend on their leader for information, suggestions, and input to solve 

problems creatively (Nadler, 2002). Thus, employees who perceive that they are 

interdependent with their leader are more likely to reach out to their leader for creativity-

related help. This leads to our third hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3: An interdependent self-construal is positively related to seeking 

creative help from the leader. 

Independent self-construal and independent creative process engagement. We 

expect that employees who construe themselves as independent tend to adopt an 

independent, self-reliant strategy to engage in creative actions. Markus and Kitayama 

(1991) argued that individuals with an independent self-construal, when faced with a 

problem, primarily focus on the problem in and of itself, resulting in a social context-

independent problem representation. Employees with an independent self-construal, 

through this decontextualized way of representing work problems they encounter, view 

such problems as controllable through their own actions and perceive themselves to be 

autonomously responsible for them. As such, they are more likely to infuse their 

independent thinking into a set of complex cognitive processing activities involved in the 

creative process. 
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Moreover, because employees with an independent self-concept derive a sense of 

self-worth from engaging in self-reliant behavior directed at advancing their individual 

distinctiveness, they are more likely to see independent creative process engagement as 

an effective means to stand out (Janssen & Huang, 2008; Komissarouk & Nadler, 2014). 

Creativity, by definition, is unique and distinct in the sense that creative ideas or solutions 

are rare, novel, and statistically infrequent (Vincent & Kouchaki, 2016). Further, 

creativity is commonly seen as valuable and desirable by both the individual and society. 

Due to the uniqueness inherently associated with creativity and the perceived value 

placed upon it, employees with an independent self-construal may perceive independent 

creative process engagement as a means to establish and demonstrate their distinctiveness 

(Rios et al., 2014). As a result, in the face of work problems that need to be addressed 

creatively, they are likely to deploy their own idiosyncratic qualities, capacities, and 

attributes to delve into these problems and develop creative solutions in a self-reliant 

manner. This leads to our fourth hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 4: An independent self-construal is positively related to independent 

creative process engagement. 

Activation of self-construal through leadership 

Although individuals are intrinsically motivated to act upon the underlying needs 

and drives that are central to their personality (e.g., Deci & Ryan, 2000), trait activation 

theory (Tett & Burnett, 2003; Tett & Guterman, 2000) posits that individuals will not do 

so unless they are presented with trait-relevant situational cues. The prime tenet of trait 

activation theory is that individuals will only act in line with their central needs and 

values when they anticipate that the situation allows them to do so. In this study, we posit 
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that leadership, as a salient motivational component of the work environment (Yukl, 

2010), may assist in activating self-construals. In the following paragraphs, we first 

theorize how a high-quality LMX relationship activates an interdependent self-construal, 

and how empowering leadership activates an independent self-construal. We then argue 

that an activated interdependent self-construal fosters only incremental creativity through 

seeking creative help from the leader, while an activated independent self-construal 

fosters both incremental and radial creativity through independent creative process 

engagement. 

Leader-member exchange. LMX theory suggests that leaders form unique 

relationships with each of their employees that range from high-quality socio-emotional 

relationships characterized by affect, contribution, respect, and loyalty to low-quality 

transactional relationships in which such feelings are lacking (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). 

Having high-quality LMX relationships implies being incorporated into the leader’s 

trusted contacts, which should allow greater ease and comfort to depend on the leader. In 

contrast, the contractual nature of low-LMX relationships offers few opportunities to 

approach the leader. Thus, LMX shapes the conditions in which employees interpret 

whether they can count on their leader for support and important resources. 

Drawing on LMX theory, we propose that a high-quality exchange relationship 

with the leader creates a relational context that triggers employees with an interdependent 

self-construal to seek creative help from their leader. A high-quality LMX relationship 

involves an employee's liking of, contribution to, and professional respect of the leader 

and the leader's loyalty toward the employee (Liden & Maslyn, 1998). Such a high-

quality LMX relationship facilitates helping as an exchange resource, assuring that help 
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will be provided to the employee in times of need (Spitzmuller & Van Dyne, 2013). 

Thus, when employees with an interdependent self-construal establish a high-quality 

LMX relationship, they will find it easier and more comfortable to solicit help and 

assistance from their immediate leader in the creative process. Moreover, employees in a 

high-quality LMX relationship have more frequent interactions and better communication 

channels with their leader (Sparrowe & Liden, 1997), which afford them more 

opportunities to request creativity-related assistance. Thus, a high-quality LMX 

relationship may serve as a favorable social cue that allows an employee’s interdependent 

self-construal to find expression in the form of seeking creative help from the leader. This 

leads to our fifth hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 5: Leader-member exchange moderates the relationship between an 

interdependent self-construal and seeking creative help from the leader, such that 

this relationship is stronger when leader-member exchange is high rather than 

low. 

Empowering leadership. Empowering leadership involves delegating power, 

autonomy, and responsibilities to employees with the intention of enhancing their 

motivation and involvement at work (Conger & Kanungo, 1988). We posit that 

empowering leadership creates an independence-supporting context that facilitates 

employees with an independent self-construal to adopt a self-reliant strategy to develop 

creative ideas for problem solutions. Because empowering leaders encourage employees 

to decide how to carry out work themselves, such leadership behavior signals that 

independent creative process engagement is a desirable way to address work problems 

creatively. More specifically, first, with autonomy and self-direction provided by 
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empowering leadership, employees with an independent self-construal feel able to freely 

pursue their internal desires for independence by dealing with problems in a self-reliant 

manner. Second, empowering leaders, who offer employees channels and opportunities to 

participate in decision-making, communicate to these employees that their unique ideas, 

opinions, and viewpoints are highly valued and appreciated. Such self-relevant stimuli fit 

well with the distinctiveness-seeking tendencies of the independent self, thereby 

triggering independent creative process engagement. Third, empowering leadership 

provides the informational resources necessary for the independent self to decide, plan, 

and organize creative activities on their own. Fourth, empowering leaders express their 

confidence in an employee’s competence to achieve high performance, which bolsters the 

construal of the self as an autonomous entity and enables the expression of its unique 

inner attributes. For these reasons, we propose in our next hypothesis that empowering 

leadership is likely to serve as a favorable social cue that allows an employee’s 

independent self-construal to find expression in the form of independent creative process 

engagement in response to problems requiring creativity.  

Hypothesis 6: Empowering leadership moderates the positive relationship 

between an independent self-construal and independent creative process 

engagement such that this relationship is stronger when empowering leadership is 

high rather than low. 

Integrated models for self-construals and creativity 

Earlier, we argued that seeking creative help from the leader is likely to lead to 

incremental creativity (Hypothesis 1). In addition, we have provided argumentation as to 

why an interdependent self-construal may manifest itself in seeking creative help from 
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the leader when it is activated by high-quality leader-member exchanges (Hypothesis 5). 

By implication, this combination suggests that LMX may serve as a first-stage moderator 

in an indirect relationship between an interdependent self-construal and employee 

incremental creativity through seeking creative help from the leader. On this basis, we 

hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 7: Leader-member exchange moderates the indirect relationship 

between an interdependent self-construal and incremental creativity, through 

seeking creative help from the leader, such that this indirect relationship is 

stronger when the quality of the leader-member exchange is high rather than low. 

Furthermore, we have posited that independent creative process engagement will 

be positively related to both incremental creativity (Hypothesis 2a) and radical creativity 

(Hypothesis 2b). We have further argued that employees with an independent self-

construal are more likely to use an independent, self-reliant strategy to tackle work 

problems that require creativity when there is a high level of empowering leadership 

(Hypothesis 6). Together, these hypotheses suggest first-stage moderated mediation 

models in which the indirect relationship between an independent self-construal and both 

incremental and radical employee creativity, through independent creative process 

engagement, are contingent on empowering leadership. Therefore, we further 

hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 8a: Empowering leadership moderates the indirect relationship 

between an independent self-construal and incremental creativity through 

independent creative process engagement, such that this indirect relationship is 

stronger when empowering leadership is high rather than low. 
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Hypothesis 8b: Empowering leadership moderates the indirect relationship 

between an independent self-construal and radical creativity through independent 

creative process engagement, such that this indirect relationship is stronger when 

empowering leadership is high rather than low. 

METHOD 

Participants and procedure 

We collected survey data from six Chinese companies operating in service and 

industrial sectors. From the 412 individual-level invitations distributed, 301 employees 

nested under 51 leaders completed surveys, resulting a response rate of 73.06%. Forty of 

these employees produced missing data on any of the questionnaire variables. We used 

the multiple imputation method in dealing with the missing data to make use of the full 

information available in the sample.  

Of the 301 employees, there were 141 were male, 147 female, and 13 did not 

specify their gender, with a mean age of 32.26 years (SD = 7.45), and average job tenure 

of 8.57 years (SD = 7.65). Our participants were highly educated, 83.45% of them had a 

bachelor’s degree or higher. 

Measures 

Surveys were prepared in English and then translated into Chinese following 

Brislin et al.’s (1980) back-translation procedure. Unless otherwise indicated, all 

measures were assessed on a seven-point Likert scale. 

Interdependent and independent self-construals. The Self-Construal Scale (SCS) 

developed by Singelis (1994) was used to capture the strength of interdependent and 

independent self, and each is captured through twelve items. A sample item for the 
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interdependent self-construal scale is “My happiness depends on the happiness of those 

around me” (α = .83). A sample item for the independent self-construal scale is “My 

personal identity, independent of others, is very important to me” (α = .70).  

Seeking creative help from the leader. Following Mueller and Kamdar (2011) 

who based their scale of help-seeking from colleagues on Anderson and Williams’ (1996) 

help-seeking behavior scale, we adapted Anderson and Williams’ (1996) scale to focus 

on the act of reaching out to the leader for assistance in dealing with tasks and problems 

that require creativity. Employees were asked to rate the frequency with which they 

sought help or assistance from their leader when solving problems creatively. The 

response options ranged from 1 (never) to 7 (always). Example items were: “I approach 

my leader for advice when I do not understand how to solve a problem”, “I ask my leader 

for assistance in creative problem-solving”, and “I consult my leader for information 

required to complete a task creatively” (α = .91). 

Independent creative process engagement. To capture the extent to which 

employees drive themselves towards creative activities, we used and slightly adapted 

Zhang and Bartol’s (2010) creative process engagement scale to meet the needs of this 

particular study. In a preamble to the scale items, employees were asked to rate their 

independent engagement in the creative process that did not rely on others when faced 

with problems. Example items were: “I independently spend considerable time trying to 

understand the nature of the problem”, “I independently search for information from 

multiple sources (e.g., personal memories, others’ experience, documentation, Internet, 

etc.)”, and “I independently look for connections with solutions used in seemingly 

diverse areas” (α = .93).  
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Leader-member exchange. We measured LMX from the employees’ perspective 

using Liden and Maslyn’s (1998) eleven-item LMX scale. The member version of the 

LMX scale captures four dimensions of the global LMX construct, reflecting affect, 

loyalty, contribution, and professional respect. Example items include: “I like my leader 

very much as a person”, “My leader would come to my defense if I were ‘attacked’ by 

others”, and “I respect my leader’s knowledge of and competence in the job” (α = .96). 

Empowering leadership. Empowering leadership was assessed using Ahearne et 

al.’s (2005) twelve-item scale that addressed four dimensions: fostering participation in 

decision making, enhancing the meaningfulness of work, expressing confidence in high 

performance, and providing autonomy from bureaucratic constraints. Example items 

were: “My leader solicits my opinion on decisions that may affect me”, “My leader 

believes that I can handle demanding tasks”, and “My leader allows me to do my job in 

my own way” (α = .93). 

Employee incremental and radical creativity. Supervisory ratings of incremental 

and radical creativity were based on measures taken from Madjar et al. (2011). Each item 

started with “This employee suggests”, and the three items for incremental creativity 

were: “small ideas for incremental improvements”, “small adaptations to the existing 

ways of doing things”, and “minor modifications to current procedures, work processes, 

products, or service lines” (α=.92). The three items for radical creativity were: “highly 

creative ideas”, “really original solutions to problems”, and “radically new ways of doing 

things” (α = .92).  

Control variables. We controlled for gender (Baer & Kaufman, 2008), age 

(Lehman, 1960), educational level (1 = high school diploma, 2 = college degree, 3 = 
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bachelor’s degree, 4 = master’s degree, 5 = doctoral degree), job tenure (Schoen, 2015), 

as these have been shown to be important determinants of our study variables. In 

addition, we involved seeking creative help from colleagues as a control variable in 

predicting incremental and radical creativity because previous research has demonstrated 

its predictive validity on a general form of creativity (Mueller & Kamdar, 2011). We 

again adapted Anderson and Williams’s (1996) measure of help-seeking behavior to 

focus on colleagues as targets. The coefficient alpha was .90. 

Analytical strategy 

Given the nested structure of the data in the present study and the substantial 

leader-level variances in employee incremental (ICC1 = .23, p < .01) and radical (ICC1 

= .33, p < .001, creativity, we used a random intercept model in Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & 

Muthén, 1998-2012) to take the leader-level effect into account (cf. Edwards & Lambert, 

2007). We implemented a Monte Carlo procedure to construct confidence intervals for 

assessing the significance of conditional indirect effects (Selig & Preacher, 2008). All 

predictors were standardized in our analyses. 

RESULTS 

Confirmatory factor analyses 

We conducted confirmatory factor analyses in Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 

1998-2012) to check the discriminant validity of the eight key study variables. To 

improve the ratio of the sample size to the number of parameter estimates and to facilitate 

model convergence (Little, Rhemtulla, Gibson, & Schoemann, 2013), we created 

‘parcels’ for empowering leadership and for LMX by combining items into 

subdimensions and used the resulting parcels as indicators of their corresponding 
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constructs. For all the other constructs in our model, the original items were used to 

represent their corresponding constructs. As shown in Table 4.1, the expected eight-factor 

model achieved a reasonable fit with the data (χ2 [1402] = 2678.13, CFI = .86, TLI=.85, 

RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .07) and was a significantly better fit than all the alternative 

nested models. These results indicate that the discriminant validity of these constructs is 

acceptable and that it is safe to proceed with further investigation. 

Descriptive statistics and correlations 

Means, standard deviations, correlations, and reliability coefficients of the study 

variables are displayed in Table 4.2. Among the control variables, age (r = .17, p < .01) 

and job tenure (r = .14, p < .05) were negatively related to seeking creative help from the 

leader. Educational level was positively related to independent creative process 

engagement (r = .19, p < .01). Gender was not correlated with any of the outcome 

variables in our model. We therefore excluded it from our analyses to avoid biased 

parameter estimates (Becker, 2005). As a check, we repeated the analysis when also 

including gender as a covariate and this did not change the findings on the substantive 

relationships in our model. 

Hypotheses testing 

Using the integrated approach suggested by Edwards and Lambert (2007), the 

complete model was estimated in a multilevel analysis. In the Level-1 model, we 

specified the hypothesized mediation model including all the proposed relationships; in 

the Level-2 model, we controlled for the between-group variance of leader-rated 

incremental and radical creativity. Table 4.3 shows the unstandardized results of these 

analyses.



 

 

Table 4.1 Model fit results for confirmatory factor analyses 

Model 2 df ∆2 CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR 

Model 1: Eight-factor model 2678.13 1402  .86 .85 .06 .07 

Model 2: Seven-factor model 2847.60 1409 2(7)=169.47*** .84 .83 .06 .07 

Model 3: Seven-factor model 3953.10 1409 2(7)=1247.97*** .72 .71 .08 .09 

Model 4: Six-factor model 4122.78 1415 2(13)=1444.65*** .70 .69 .08 .10 

Model 5: Five-factor model 4224.49 1420 2(18)=1546.36*** .69 .68 .08 .10 

Model 6: Four-factor model 4551.35 1424 2(22)=1873.22*** .66 .64 .09 .10 

Model 7: Three-factor model 5467.89 1427 2(25)=2789.76*** .56 .54 .10 .12 

Model 8: Two-factor model 6719.80 1429 2(27)=4041.67*** .42 .40 .11 .12 

Model 9: One-factor model 7939.97 1430 2(28)=5261.84*** .28 .26 .12 .14 

Note. N = 301. All the alternative models were compared with the hypothesized eight-factor model. All ∆2 are significant at p < .001.  

Model 1: hypothesized eight-factor model; Model 2: independent and interdependent self-construal on one factor; Model 3: seeking 

creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement on one factor; Model 4: independent and interdependent 

self-construal on one factor, seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement on one factor; Model 

5: independent and interdependent self-construal on one factor, seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative process 

engagement on one factor, empowering leadership and LMX on one factor; Model 6: independent and interdependent self-construal 

on one factor, seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement on one factor, empowering 

leadership and LMX on one factor, incremental and radical creativity on one factor; Model 7: independent and interdependent self-

construal, seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement and on one factor, empowering 

leadership and LMX on one factor, and incremental and radical creativity on one factor; Model 8: employee-rated variables on one 

factor, leader-rated variables on one factor; Model 9: all variables on one factor. 



 

 

Table 4.2 Means, standard deviations, and correlations 

Variables M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. Age (in years) 32.26 7.45             

2. Education 3.26 0.86 -.04            

3. Job tenure (in years) 8.57 7.65 .92** -.23**           

4. Seeking creative help 

from colleagues 
4.19 1.03 -.03 -.01 .01 (.90)         

5. Interdependent self-

construal 
5.51 0.72 -.02 -.00 -.02 .21** (.83)        

6. Independent self-

construal 
4.92 0.64 -.00 -.00 .01 .05 .31** (.70)       

7. LMX 5.36 1.10 -.32** -.06 -.29** .13* .37** .15** (.96)      

8. Empowering leadership 5.07 0.99 -.23** -.06 -.18** .15* .41** .28** .78** (.93)     

9. Seeking creative help 

from the leader 
4.16 1.15 -.17** .11† -.14* .63** .24** .15* .33** .29** (.91)    

10. Independent creative 

process engagement 
4.95 0.96 -.11 .19** -.10 .27** .18** .25** .21** .29** .28** (.93)   

11. Incremental creativity 4.81 1.15 -.03 .10† -.05 .04 .01 -.03 .00 .02 .14* .11† (.92)  

12. Radical creativity 4.13 1.30 .02 .11† .02 .06 -.04 -.03 -.02 .05 .08 .16** .68** (.92) 

Note. N = 301. Values in parentheses are Cronbach’s alpha coefficients. For gender, 0 = male, 1 = female; For education, 1 = high 

school diploma, 2 = college degree; 3 = bachelor’s degree, 4 = master’s degree, 5 = doctoral degree. 

†  p < .1. *  p < .05. ** p < .01.   



 

 

Table 4.3 Results of moderated mediation analyses 

 
Seeking creative help 

from the leader 

Independent creative 

process engagement 

Employee incremental 

creativity 

Employee radical 

creativity 

Predictor Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE 

Age (in years) -.10 .20 -.13 .19 .15 .15 -.06 .13 

Education .14* .07 .25*** .07 .02 .08 .18* .09 

Job tenure (in years) .02 .21 .10 .19 -.14 .15 .12 .13 

Seeking creative help from 

colleagues 
    -.11 .08 .03 .08 

Interdependent self-construal .14* .06 .03 .07 .03 .08 -.08 .09 

Independent self-construal .06 .06 .16** .06 -.07 .07 -.10 .06 

LMX .22* .09 -.03 .11     

Empowering leadership .04 .07 .27* .10     

Interdependent self-construal 

× LMX  
.09† .05       

Independent self-construal × 

Empowering leadership 
  .10† .05     

Seeking creative help from 

the leader 
    .21* .09 .07 .09 

Independent creative process 

engagement 
    .06 .07 .18* .09 

Note. N = 301. †  p < .1. *  p < .05. ** p < .01. ***p < .001.
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As expected, seeking creative help from the leader had a significant positive 

relationship with incremental creativity (γ = .21, p < .05), thereby confirming Hypothesis 1. 

Independent creative process engagement has a significant positive relationship with radical 

creativity (γ = .18, p < .05), but a nonsignificant relationship with incremental creativity (γ = 

.06, ns). As such, support was found for Hypothesis 2b, but not for Hypothesis 2a. 

As expected, an interdependent self-construal was found to be positively related to 

seeking creative help from the leader (γ = .14, p < .05) after controlling for the effect of an 

independent self-construal. An independent self-construal was positively related to 

independent creative process engagement (γ = .16, p < .01) after controlling for the effect of 

an interdependent self-construal. These findings support both Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4. 

As predicted in Hypothesis 5, we observed a marginally significant interaction effect 

between an interdependent self-construal and LMX in predicting seeking creative help from 

the leader (γ = .09, p < .10); however, as the moderation hypothesis is virtually directional, it 

justifies a one-tailed test producing a statistically significant result with a p-value below .05. 

To illustrate the nature of the interaction, simple slopes were plotted in Figure 4.2. As shown, 

the relationship between an interdependent self-construal and seeking creative help from the 

leader was positive and significant at higher levels of LMX (γ = .23, p < .01, two-tailed), but 

non-significant at lower levels of LMX (γ = .05, ns). Such pattern of results lent support for 

Hypothesis 5. 
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Figure 4.2 The interaction effect of interdependent self-construal and LMX on seeking 

creative help from the leader 

 

In support of Hypothesis 6, the interaction term between an independent self-construal 

and empowering leadership was marginally significantly related to independent creative 

process engagement (γ = .10, p < .10); however, again, as the moderation hypothesis is 

directional, a one-tailed test is justified and produced a statistically significant result with a p-

value below .05. The nature of this interaction was illustrated in Figure 4.3 reflecting that an 

independent self-construal only had a significant effect on independent creative process 

engagement when empowering leadership was relatively high (+1 SD; γ = .26, p < .001, two-

wailed). When empowering leadership is lower (-1 SD), this relationship was not significant 

(γ = .07, ns). 
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Figure 4.3 The interaction effect of independent self-construal and empowering 

leadership on independent creative process engagement 

 

To test Hypothesis 7, we examined whether the indirect effect of an interdependent 

self-construal on incremental creativity through seeking creative help from the leader differed 

at high (+1 SD) and low (–1 SD) levels of LMX. The results of the Monte Carlo test indicated 

that this indirect relationship was significant at high levels of LMX (indirect effect = .05; CI = 

[.003, .109]), but not when LMX was low (indirect effect = .01; CI = [-.020 to .050]), thus 

supporting Hypothesis 7. 

Although independent creative process engagement was not related to incremental 

creativity, we also directly tested the conditional indirect effects predicted in Hypothesis 8a. 

The results showed that the indirect effect of an independent self-construal on incremental 

creativity was not significant at any level of empowering leadership. As such, Hypothesis 8a 

was rejected. Next, we found that the indirect effect of an independent self-construal on 

radical creativity was positive and significant when empowering leadership was high (indirect 
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effect = .05; CI = [.004, .105]), whereas this indirect effect was not significant when 

empowering leadership was low (indirect effect = .01; CI = [-.024 to .050]), thereby providing 

support for Hypothesis 8b. 

DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we have developed a more refined perspective on strategies that 

employees may adopt to generate creative ideas for problem solutions by distinguishing 

seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement within the 

context of employee-leader dyads. The main goal of this study was to examine the 

antecedents and consequences of these two creative behavioral strategies. Results show that 

seeking creative help from the leader is more effective in delivering incremental creativity, 

whereas independent creative process engagement is more likely to result in the generation of 

radical ideas. Building on self-construal theory and trait activation theory, we found that high 

LMX acts as a relevant cue that allows the interdependent self-construal to manifest itself in 

the form of seeking creative help from the leader, and that empowering leadership activates 

the expression of an independent self-construal in the form of independent creative process 

engagement. Finally, we tested an integrated model that showed that employees with an 

interdependent self-construal prefer seeking creative help from the leader and show 

incremental creativity when having a high-quality LMX relationship with their leader. Those 

with an independent self-construal prefer independent creative process engagement and show 

radical creativity when they have an empowering leader. 

Theoretical implications 

By explicating the antecedents and consequences of strategy use during the creative 

process, our theorizing and empirical results contribute to the literature in several ways. First, 

by differentiating between seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative 

process engagement, we refine the understanding of the behavioral strategies used in the 
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creative process. This represents an important extension to existing research because, 

although organizational scholars have suggested that leaders can facilitate the effortful 

cognitive processes underlying creativity among their employees (Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 

2004), they have not empirically examined the leader’s role as a contributing party by offering 

creativity-related help when such help is solicited. It is also worth noting that seeking creative 

help from the leader and independent creative process engagement are positively related. This 

finding is not altogether surprising since the use of a self-reliant strategy does not preclude 

seeking creative help from the leader or vice versa. 

Second, the present study also adds to creativity research by examining behavioral 

strategies used in the creative process as antecedents of incremental and radical creativity. 

Recent empirical studies have begun to identify personal and contextual factors that 

differentially influence the production of incremental and/or radical creative outcomes (e.g., 

Gilson & Madjar, 2011; Madjar et al., 2011; Venkataramani et al., 2014). We contribute to 

this emerging line of research by focusing on how different behavioral strategies relate to 

incremental and radical creativity. Our results suggest that seeking creative help from the 

leader is more likely to elicit incremental creativity because, the leader, as the power holder 

and gatekeeper of the status quo, tend to guide employees toward converging with the 

established framework rather than diverging from it. Thus, although the help received 

facilitates employees to identify previously unconsidered ideas, such creativity-related help 

from the leader may inadvertently squash novelty and uniqueness (Perry-Smith & Mannucci, 

2017). Conversely, independent creative process engagement is especially beneficial for 

radical creativity because it frees employees from being anchored at how things are currently 

done, or what is currently offered, and thus enables them to question the problems’ premises 

and break with accepted modes of thought (Gilson & Madjar, 2011; Mumford & Gustafson, 
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1988). By taking advantage of divergent thinking, employees are more likely to realize their 

capacities to generate radical breakthrough ideas. 

Contrary to expectations, we did not find evidence for the relationship between 

independent creative process engagement and incremental creativity. It thus seems that 

incremental adaptations or refinements are more likely to be achieved through the strategy of 

seeking creative help from the leader, and that an independent, self-reliant strategy is not very 

effective in this regard. One possibility is that independent creative process engagement does 

not necessarily hinder the generation of incremental creative ideas, but that it does hinder the 

expression of such ideas toward the leader. That is, through independent creative process 

engagement, employees might also internally generate incremental, easily accommodated 

ideas but they choose to speak up radical breakthroughs instead of incremental ideas. They 

may decide to do so because radical ideas are deemed more promising, fresh, and valuable, 

which serves as a better way of differentiating one’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors from 

those of others especially for employees with an independent self-construal. Thus, it may be 

necessary to take account of a self-selection process in which employees systematically 

evaluate the potentials of many different creative ideas generated in their minds and select 

only the most promising ones to share with their leader. 

Third, we have developed a self-construal explanation for why employees differ in 

behavioral strategies they used to engage in the creative process and the resulting ideas they 

generate for problem solutions. Specifically, a preference for seeking creative help from the 

leader that results in incremental creativity, is motivated by the desire to maintain and bolster 

an interdependent construal of self. A reason for choosing an independent way of engaging in 

the creative process and suggesting radical creativity is to express the independent self. These 

findings suggest that employees with different types of self-construal tend to exhibit different 

types of creative strategies and outcomes to express their personal conceptions of 
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individuality, rather than for instrumental reasons. Earlier research has also shown that people 

characterized by an interdependent self-construal prefer to seek dependency-oriented help in 

the face of challenges and problems, whereas those with an independent self-construal tend to 

cope on their own as much as possible (Cross et al., 2010; Komissarouk & Nadler, 2014). 

Thus, demonstrating dependency on others does not always mean being helpless, powerless, 

or without control; it also implies that one is willing to be responsive to relevant others and to 

keep interdependence with them. In contrast, the desire for independence inhibits one’s 

willingness to ask for help as relying on others is seen as a threat to the self. 

Fourth, we have applied an interactionist approach to theorize the joint effects of self-

construals and leadership styles in shaping creative strategies and outcomes. In line with this 

interactionist perspective, the results show that leadership styles enables employees to use 

self-construal-consistent creative strategies to generate incremental and/or radical creative 

ideas for problem solutions. Specifically, we showed that LMX is an influential relational 

context that brings out the effects of an interdependent self-construal on seeking creative help 

from the leader and incremental creativity; and that empowering leadership is a trait activator 

that allows independent self-construal to manefest as independent creative process 

engagement and radical creativity. As such, our results are consistent with the main principle 

of trait activation theory that traits influence behavior in trait-relevant situations. Moreover, 

these findings also have important implications for the literature on leadership and employee 

creativity. By identifying LMX and empowering leadership as social-level cues that activate 

the creative self-expression process, we have responded to the call for more research 

examining leadership behavior as a motivating, enabling, and interpretive force for employee 

creativity (Tierney, 2008). Here, the present study goes beyond the direct and/or indirect 

effects of leadership styles to investigate their moderating effects in the relationship between 

self-construals, creative behavioral strategies, and incremental and radical creativity. 
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Practical implications 

The findings of the current study have practical implications in three key aspects. First, 

knowing how different creative strategies contribute to incremental and radical creativity may 

help managers to promote the desired form of creative behavior (i.e., incremental or radical). 

Given today’s dynamic business environment, it is important for managers to be sensitive to 

the degree of idea newness needed by the project or task at hand. Organizations relying on 

incremental creativity to innovate should encourage employees to seek help from their 

immediate leader. However, to stimulate radical creativity, managers need to cultivate 

employees’ capacities to delve into problems on their own. Moreover, because seeking 

creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement are not necessarily 

mutually exclusive, combining both strategies could enable employees to harness their 

leader’s creative input while simultaneously retaining their own differentiation mindset. By 

doing so, employees may be more effective in generating creative solutions to new and ill-

defined work problems. 

Second, our findings suggest that managers can facilitate employees’ creative efforts 

and the resulting creative outcomes by supporting the expressions of self-construals. 

Managers are typically tasked with leading an work team or group that includes both 

independent and interdependent self-construal members. Assessing employees’ self-

construals would provide managers with the information required to understand which type of 

leadership style each employee needs to trigger creative self-expression. When working with 

employees with interdependent self-construals, an important and realistic option for a leader is 

to develop high-quality LMX relationships such that employees feel comfortable to reach out 

to the leader for creativity-related assistance. On the other hand, an empowering leadership 

style is favorable for an independent self-construal to play out and exert its effects on 

independent creative process engagement. In sum, managers should assess each employee’s 
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way of constructing the self and then individualize their leadership behavior accordingly. 

Organizations could roll out leadership selection and development programs to ensure that 

leadership behavior is tailored and aligned with each employee’s construal of the self. 

Third, the theory and findings presented here also provide guidance to employees who 

seek to enhance their creativity. Training programs could help employees become aware of 

the impact that interdependent and independent self-construals have on the cognitive and 

behavioral tendencies involved in the creative process. Moreover, although self-construals 

have their roots in cultural affordance (Kagitcibasi, 2005; Markus & Kitayama, 1991), 

individuals may be able to flexibly define themselves as relatively more independent or 

interdependent depending on specific situations (Cross et al., 2010; Gardner, Gabriel, & Lee, 

1999). This flexible responsiveness to situational factors allows for the application of 

activating interventions that make alternative ways of self-construal more accessible. As a 

result, employees may be able to meet creativity challenges by engaging in self-reliant 

creative actions as well as by soliciting assistance from leaders when they need it. 

Limitations and future directions 

Certain limitations should be noted when interpreting our results. Given that we used a 

cross-sectional design and a single population, several typical caveats apply. First, although 

we assumed self-construal to be relatively stable over time (Markus & Kitayama, 1991), it 

may be susceptible to influences from self-validation experiences in the workplace and further 

cultivated by those experiences. As such, although the causal setup of our conceptual model, 

in which self-construals influence creative outcomes through behavioral strategies, is logical, 

there is the potential for a causal feedback loop where strategy use in the creative process and 

the resulting level of creativity influence construal of the self. 

Second, our statistical model may suffer from common method bias because our 

independent, mediating, and moderating variables are derived a single source of employee 
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ratings (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee & Podsakoff, 2003). However, this is unlikely to be a 

serious issue because the trait-activation logic that we used hinges strongly on an interaction 

between traits (i.e., independent and interdependent self-construal) and situations (i.e., LMX 

and empowering leadership) that are not prone to common method variance (Siemsen, Roth, 

& Oliveira, 2010), and because the relationships between our behavioral strategies (i.e., 

seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement) and 

creative outcomes (i.e., incremental and radical creativity) are derived from different sources 

(i.e., employees and leaders). 

Third, the data in our study were gathered only from Chinese organizations, and this 

limits the generalizability of our findings. Given their collectivistic cultural values, Chinese 

employees may be more susceptible to leader behavior than employees from other cultures 

(e.g., Farh & Cheng, 2000), probably making them more conducive to seeking creative help 

from their leaders and less conducive to engaging in creative processes in a self-reliant 

manner. 

Future research could take a longitudinal perspective to alleviate these issues 

concerning causality and common method bias. Further, our research opens up several 

important research areas for future investigation. First, we limited our examination of creative 

strategies to the context of leader-employee dyads. Although we focused on the group leader 

as one source of help and controlled our results for help-seeking from colleagues, employees 

could also seek creative input from other contacts in their social network, and resources 

exchanged from different social contacts may provide other types of support needed to 

generate creative ideas (Perry-Smith & Mannucci, 2017). For instance, feedback and support 

from non-work sources (family and friends) that have some level of relevant expertise can 

also have spillover effects on creativity at work (Madjar, Oldham, & Pratt, 2002). Thus, future 
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research could explore other interpersonal strategies through which creativity might be 

boosted. 

Additionally, our survey assessed employees’ general preferences between seeking 

instrumental help and retaining independent thinking when generating creative ideas but did 

not examine how these two creative strategies might influence subsequent development and 

implementation of creative ideas. It is possible that leaders, in their role of gatekeepers and 

decision makers, are more likely to give green lights to those ideas in which they are directly 

involved in the generative process (Berg, 2016). In contrast, when leaders only enter the 

creative process at the idea evaluation stage, they are likely to make their creativity judgments 

based on conventional models of success, resulting in bias against novel ideas (Mueller et al., 

2018). Therefore, a valuable step that future research could take would be to employ a more 

comprehensive approach to study the typology of behavioral strategies that might help 

employees to navigate various phases of creativity and innovation encompassing idea 

generation, idea development, idea champion and idea implementation (Perry-Smith & 

Mannucci, 2017). 

Future research could also explore boundary conditions that may qualify the effects of 

seeking creative help from the leader and independent creative process engagement on idea 

creativity. On the one hand, whether ideas generated through seeking creative help from the 

leader are incremental or radical may depend on the leader’s characteristics, such as his or her 

knowledge structure and creativity-relevant skills (Mumford, Scott, Gaddis, & Strange, 2002). 

On the other hand, the effectiveness of independent creative process engagement may depend 

on the focal creator’s personal characteristics and other social contacts beyond the leader 

(Grosser, Venkataramani, & Labianca, 2017). 
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Conclusions 

Within the context of leader-employee dyads, there are two qualitatively different 

ways to generate creative ideas for problem solutions: seeking creative help from the leader 

and independent creative process engagement. Our results demonstrate that seeking creative 

help from the leader is mostly associated with the generation of incremental ideas and that 

independent creative process engagement is more conducive to the development of radical 

ideas. Further, we delved into the self-construal roots of employees’ preferences for seeking 

creative help from the leader or independent creative process engagement, and investigated 

how self-construals and leadership styles jointly shape employees’ creative strategies and, 

through them, the resulting creative outcomes. By taking an interactionist perspective, we 

identified LMX as a relevant social cue for the expression of an interdependent self-construal, 

which induces seeking creative help from the leader and incremental creativity, and 

empowering leadership as a trait activator of an independent self-construal, which is 

expressed as independent creative process engagement and radical creativity. To conclude, we 

hope that the study reported here sparks continued research interest in strategy use in the 

creative process and leads to more future research examining the antecedents and 

consequences of various creative behavioral strategies.
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CHAPTER 5 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

As creativity has become increasingly valued across a variety of industries, more and 

more organizations realize that they need their employees to generate creative ideas 

concerning procedures, processes, products or services. Incremental creative ideas are more 

likely to produce small-caliber advantages that allow organizations to adapt to changing 

environments, whereas radical breakthrough ideas can potentially bring about dramatic 

transformations that take pioneer companies in entirely new paths. Because creative ideas 

provide the raw material for subsequent development and implementation, it is critically 

important for organizations to understand how to stimulate the desired form of creativity, 

depending on the need of tasks or projects at hand. However, other than theoretical work, 

most empirical research has not distinguished between incremental and radical creativity and 

predominantly defined and measured creativity as if it were a unitary construct. To fill this 

important yet unaddressed gap in the extant literature, we conducted three field studies to 

examine potentially differential antecedents, process mechanisms and boundary conditions 

underlying two forms of employee creativity: namely incremental and radical creativity. 

Summary of main findings 

Throughout three empirical chapters, we investigated why, when, and how creative 

role expectations (Chapter 2), empowering leadership (Chapter 3), and self-construals 

(Chapter 4) may have differential effects on employee incremental and radical creativity. The 

relationships proposed between the constructs and the empirical findings are graphically 

summarized in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Graphical overview of investigated relationships in this dissertation 

 

 

Creative role expectations and incremental and radical creativity: A sensemaking 

perspective 

Creative role expectations have been theorized to be an effective way of encouraging 

employees to engage in creative courses of action, and some studies have connected them 

with the emergence of general employee creativity (e.g., Kim et al., 2010; Robinson-Morral et 

al., 2013; Shin et al., 2017; Unsworth & Clegg, 2010). Yet, to date, we still know little about 

why, when, and how creative role expectations may differentially relate to incremental and 

radical creativity. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, we take the sensemaking perspective to 

address these important questions.  

Using organizational role theory (Ilgen & Hollenbeck, 1991; Katz & Kahn, 1978) as 

foundation and building on the sensemaking perspective of creativity (Drazin et al., 1999; 

Ford, 1996), we argued that employees’ creative self-expectations is an explanatory 

mechanism through which creative role expectations promote employee incremental and 

radical creativity. In the face of role expectations for creativity, employees, as role occupants, 

try to construct personal meaning of having such expectations and thus internalize creativity 

as expectations for the self (i.e., creative self-expectations). Extending the sensemaking 

perspective, we additionally proposed that employees are more likely to interpret creativity 
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role expectations as important to fulfill when they perceive that the current performance of 

their work unit or organization needs to be improved. Based on the self-fulfilling prophecy at 

work model (McNatt & Judge, 2004), we further investigated how self-set expectations for 

creativity result in enhanced levels of creative performance. Specifically, we argued the 

motivational resource of creative self-expectations in and of themselves is sufficient for the 

generation of incremental ideas and that an individual’s creative cognitive style, or the 

tendency to approach problems from original and unusual perspectives (Kirton, 1976; Miron-

Spektor et al., 2004), is crucially needed for turning such self-expectations into radical 

creativity. 

The field study we conducted in an academic institution in China provided empirical 

evidence for our theoretical predictions. Results presented in Chapter 2 showed that creative 

role expectations externally imposed by the organization do positively relate to creative self-

expectations in employees, and that perceived necessity for performance improvement 

strengthens this positive relationship. Furthermore, we found that creative self-expectations 

have a direct effect on incremental creativity, and that creative self-expectations interact with 

creative cognitive style to predict radical creativity. That is, creative self-expectations only 

have a significant effect on radical creativity under high levels of creative cognitive style, 

whereas this effect is nonsignificant for those under low levels of creative cognitive style. 

Thus, Chapter 2 clarifies why, when, and how creative role expectations can increase 

employee incremental and radical creativity. 

Empowering leadership and follower incremental and radical creativity: An expertise 

power-self-efficacy perspective 

Although empowering leadership has been shown to be an important predictor of 

employee creativity (Chen et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2014; Zhang & Bartol, 2010), previous 

studies have capitalized on an intrinsic motivational perspective to explain the psychological 
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mechanism in empowering leadership-employee creativity relationship. Another limitation of 

existing research is that they have neglected to explore the potentially differential effects of 

empowering leadership on different forms of creativity, namely incremental and radical 

creativity. In Chapter 3, we took a social power perspective to advance theoretical and 

empirical understanding of the underlying processes and boundary conditions in the 

relationship between empowering leadership and employee incremental and radical creativity. 

Integrating theory and research on empowering leadership (e.g., Ahearne, et al., 2005; 

Conger & Kanungo, 1988; Zhang & Bartol, 2010), social power (French & Raven, 1959) and 

creativity (Amabile, 1983), we argued that employee expertise power is the most applicable 

and relevant power base that empowering leadership actually transfers to employees to 

increase their engagement in creative actions. As elevated expertise power is essential to the 

formation and expression of creative ideas (Amabile, 1983; Keltner et al., 2003), we further 

argued that employee expertise power would be a source of creative self-efficacy. In turn, 

such self-efficacy beliefs regarding creativity motivate employees to engage in and persist 

through the creative process, thereby eliciting incremental and radical creativity. As such, we 

expected employee expertise power and creative self-efficacy to serve as sequential mediators 

in the relationships between empowering leadership and employee incremental and radical 

creativity. Moreover, as employees differ in their values about the legitimacy of power 

differences and inequalities between superiors and subordinates, we proposed that power 

distance orientation might operate as a boundary condition that moderates the first-stage 

mediational path from empowering leadership to employee expertise power. 

Notably, empirical field survey results from Chapter 3 revealed that the process 

mechanisms that link empowering leadership to employee incremental and radical creativity 

are, in fact, different. That is, empowering leadership leads to incremental creativity through 

employee expertise power, whereas empowering leadership leads to radical creativity 
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sequentially through employee expertise power and creative self-efficacy. As expected, we 

found empirical evidence for the moderating role that power distance orientation plays in the 

relationship between empowering leadership and employee expertise power. Taken together, 

the indirect relationship between empowering leadership and incremental creativity through 

employee expertise power is stronger for employees with lower power distance orientation. 

Likewise, the indirect effects of empowering leadership on radical creativity through 

employee expertise power and creative self-efficacy is more pronounced when employees 

hold lower power distance orientation. These results contribute to the literature by clarifying 

why, when, and how empowering leadership promotes incremental and radical creativity 

among their employees. 

Seeking help from your leader or relying on yourself: How self-construals relate to 

incremental and radical creativity 

Creativity researchers have suggested that leaders and their behavior, as a core aspect 

of the proximal work context, often have a powerful influence on employee creativity (e.g., 

Mainemelis et al., 2015; Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 2004). Nonetheless, little attention has been 

devoted to how employees interact with their leaders in the creative process. We 

differentiated two behavioral strategies that employees use to generate creative ideas for 

problem solutions within the context of leader-employee dyads: seeking creative help from 

the leader and independent creative process engagement. The main purpose of Chapter 4 was 

to examine different antecedents and consequences of these two creative behavioral strategies.  

While both strategies seem to be conducive to the generation of creative ideas, we 

argued that the strategy of seeking creative help from the leader will lead to incremental 

creativity, because employees tend to conform to the norms specified by their leader, and that 

the strategy of independent creative process engagement is likely to elicit both incremental 

and radical creativity as employees are not subject to norms (Perry-Smith & Mannucci, 2017). 
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Drawing on self-construal theory (Markus & Kitayama, 1991) and trait activation theory (Tett 

& Burnett, 2003; Tett & Guterman, 2000), we further proposed that employees with an 

interdependent self-construal prefer help-seeking from their leader when they have a close 

relationship with their leader; and that employees with an independent self-construal prefer 

independent creative process engagement when they have an empowering leader.  

Using field data collected from multiple companies in China, our empirical results in 

Chapter 4 revealed that self-construal can be a powerful antecedent shaping strategy use in the 

creative process and determining the form of creative outcomes when an individual is exposed 

to self-construal-relevant situations. More specifically, an interdependent self-construal is 

activated when employees perceive a high-quality LMX relationship with their leader, and 

that this activation leads employees to seek creative help from the leader and to show 

incremental creativity. In contrast, an independent self-construal is activated when employees 

feel empowered by their leader, and this activation leads employees to apply the strategy of 

independent creative process engagement and to suggest radical ideas. Overall, we introduce a 

new dichotomy that contrasts dependency-oriented strategy versus autonomy-oriented 

strategy for generating creative ideas in leader-employee dyads and elucidate differences in 

the antecedents and consequences of these two creativity strategies. 

Theoretical implications 

As we have established in the respective chapters, we make various specific 

contributions to the literature on creative role expectations (Chapter 2), empowering 

leadership (Chapter 3), and self-construals (Chapter 4). Beyond these specific contributions, 

however, the results of this dissertation also have important implications for creativity 

literature in general. 

Differentiating incremental and radical creativity. Given the large volume of 

empirical research on workplace creativity (for reviews see Anderson, Potočnik, & Zhou, 
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2014), however, it is surprising that very limited research has focused on a more refined 

conceptualization that differentiates between incremental and radical creativity. Only recently 

has research started to empirically examine different antecedents to these two forms of 

creativity (e.g., Gilson et al., 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 2011; Jaussi & Randel, 2014; Madjar et 

al., 2011), showing that some personal and contextual factors are more associated with radical 

creativity, whereas others may only influence incremental creativity. Whereas this emerging 

line of research has linked certain antecedents to each form, we take the extant literature one 

step forward by providing evidence for multiple underlying processes and boundary 

conditions that influence whether incremental or radical creative ideas are more likely to 

occur. 

First, results of Chapter 2 suggest that creative role expectations could motivate 

employees to engage in the generation of creative ideas through the internalization of such 

expectations, and whether ideas generated are incremental or radical critically depends on 

employees’ creative cognitive style. As such, we find empirical support that the nurturing 

conditions for incremental and radical creativity are, as expected, different, and particularly 

highlight that the cognitive threshold for radical creativity is higher, requiring employees to 

be high on creative cognitive style.  

Second, as shown in Chapter 3, empowering leadership leads to incremental creativity 

through employee expertise power, whereas it leads to radical creativity first through 

employee expertise power and then creative self-efficacy. By doing so, we shed new light on 

the different mediating processes through which empowering leadership exerts its influence 

on incremental and radical creativity, and accentuate the far-reaching nature of radical 

creativity, requiring employees to have high self-efficacy beliefs regarding creativity to 

persist to the point of breakthrough.  
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Third, results of Chapter 4 suggest that, as a result of trait activation, employees with 

an interdependent self-construal use a leader-assisted strategy to generate incremental creative 

ideas in the context of a high-quality LMX relationship and employees with an independent 

self-construal use a self-reliant strategy to generate radical creative ideas when they work with 

an empowering leader. Thus, this study delves into the behavioral mechanisms through which 

different types of self-construals influence the occurrence of incremental or radical creativity 

and situational conditions that support the expression of relevant self-construals. In sum, our 

findings in this dissertation further corroborate the conceptual distinction between incremental 

and radical creativity and significantly advance the understanding of why, when, and how 

incremental and radical creativity occur. 

Interactionist perspective on employee creativity. This dissertation also has clear 

implications for the interactionist perspective that views creativity as a function of an 

employee’s personal characteristics, the characteristics of the context in which he or she 

works, and also the interactions among these characteristics (Shalley et al., 2004; Oldham & 

Cummings, 1996; Woodman et al., 1993). Our findings in Chapter 2 point to the interaction 

among two contextual characteristics and the interaction among two personal characteristics. 

We account for how creative role expectations has a stronger positive effect on creative self-

expectations (which in turn predicts creative behavior) when employees perceive strong 

necessity to improve the current performance condition in their work unit or organization, but 

a weaker, but still positive, effect when this necessity is weak. We also demonstrate that 

creative cognitive style (an employee characteristic; see Miron-Spektor et al., 2004) acts as an 

important boundary condition for the effect of creative self-expectations on employee radical 

creativity. Creative self-expectations do motivate radical creativity for employees who have 

highly creative ways of thinking, but employees who do not have such cognitive tendency fail 

to turn their creative self-expectations into radical creativity.  
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Based on the fundamental tenet “that certain contexts match individuals’ personal 

characteristics and that this match results in high levels of employee creativity” (Shalley et al., 

2004: 935), Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 further detail the nature of how personal and contextual 

factors interact to impact creativity. In line with the interactionist perspective, we show that 

the indirect effects of empowering leadership on employee incremental and radical creativity 

vary as a function of employee power distance orientation such that these indirect effects were 

more positive under lower levels of power distance orientation. In addition, we delve into the 

joint effects of self-construals (personal factor) and relevant leadership styles (contextual 

factor) in shaping certain forms of creative behavior: an interdependent self-construal 

indirectly elicits incremental creativity only when it is activated by a high-quality LMX; an 

independent self-construal indirectly elicit radical creativity only when it is activated by an 

empowering leadership. Thus, this dissertation, which incorporates various patterns of 

interactions, provides important insights into how personal factors and contextual factors 

interact with one another to impact creativity. 

Practical implications 

As work environments become increasingly complex and dynamic, employees often 

encounter new and ill-defined work problems that need creative thinking to find solutions 

because pre-specified procedures and practices do not exist (Mumford, Medeiros, & Partlow, 

2012; Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 2004). Sometimes, organizations may need incremental ideas 

for problem solutions to function in a more effective or efficient way, while at other times it is 

highly critical for employees to bring about radical breakthroughs. Inherently, the level of 

creativity needed may be dependent on the situation at hand. For example, the pursuit of 

radical creativity may be necessary when R&D professionals try to develop completely new 

products. In contrast, incremental adjustments in how the work is done may be more desirable 

for assembly line workers or office employees. Although the desired creativity of problem 
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solutions may differ, it is important for managers to align the context within which their 

employees currently work with the level of creativity (i.e., incremental or radical) desired. 

Across the empirical chapters in this dissertation, one common theme is that while 

leaders oftentimes may not be the primary idea generators, they play a key role in triggering, 

enabling, and encouraging employees to engage in creative actions. Hence, leaders should 

provide the right type of support needed for incremental and radical creativity. There are a 

variety of things that leaders can do through their leadership behavior and human resource 

practices, ranging from the indirect way of developing a creativity-supportive work context to 

the direct involvement in the creative process (Mainemelis et al., 2015). The findings of this 

dissertation imply that leaders can make important contributions to employee creativity by 

creating role expectations for creativity, by implementing empowering leadership, and by 

supporting the expression of self-construals. 

Setting creative role expectations. Asimple yet powerful way for managers to 

facilitate incremental and radical creativity is to impose normative role expectations for 

creativity upon employees (Shalley 2008; Unsworth et al., 2005; Yuan & Woodman, 2010). 

By setting role expectations for creativity, managers effectively convey to their employees 

that coming up with new and better ways of doing things is an integral part of their job duties. 

Such role-based expectations can be set by incorporating creativity into job descriptions or by 

establishing clear goals for creativity. Moreover, managers also need to be aware that a less 

satisfactory performance situation of the work unit or organization could help employees to 

internalize creative role expectations as they are more likely to see how performing the 

expected creative behavior will contribute to organizational effectiveness. Another way to 

achieve this purpose is to explicitly spell out the rationale behind role expectations for 

creativity such that employees endorse the inherent value of the expected behavior. Managers 

should acknowledge, however, that these internalized creative expectations will not elicit the 
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same creative outcomes for all employees: incremental creativity is an attainable behavior to 

show regardless of employees’ personal cognitive style, whereas the successful development 

of radical creativity requires employees to be high on creative cognitive style. Hence, 

collecting data on employees’ cognitive styles would provide managers the additional 

information needed to anticipate the form of creative ideas their employees are able to come 

up with. When making work assignments, managers should take employees’ ways of thinking 

into account. If a project or task requires groundbreaking ideas to complete, they may better 

delegate it to employees who are predisposed to think creatively. 

Empowering leadership. Manager who would like to motivate their employees to 

show incremental and radical creativity can adopt empowering leadership by involving them 

in decision making, and providing them sufficient autonomy, confidence, and information to 

perform their job effectively. To make empowerment a more effective management practice, 

managers should learn to recognize individual differences in power distance orientation. 

Managers may find that low-power-distance employees are more receptive to their 

empowerment efforts. When working with employees who believe in high power distance in 

leader-employee relationship, managers may need to gradually increase the degree of 

empowerment. More importantly, our results suggest that incremental creativity is a direct 

behavioral manifestation of employee expertise power, whereas radical creativity is more far-

reaching, requiring employees to develop strong self-efficacy beliefs for creativity. When 

incremental creativity is desired, managers can encourage employees to quickly become 

experts in a given domain through learning and practice. Although the generation of 

incrementally creative ideas is highly possible for experts, radical creativity requires 

employees to believe that (radical) creative outcomes are attainable and their attempts toward 

this behavior will be successful. Thus, building up employees’ confidence in their creative 
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capacities would be particularly critical for managers seeking to infuse completely new or 

groundbreaking perspectives within their workgroup. 

Supporting the expression of self-construals. Another way leaders can promote 

employee creativity is to support the expression of interdependent and independent self-

construals in the pursuit of creative ideas for work-related problems. As our results showed, a 

high-quality LMX relationship activates employees with an interdependent self-construal to 

generate incremental creative ideas through seeking creative help from the leader, whereas 

empowering leadership enables those with an independent self-construal to generate radical 

creative ideas through independent creative process engagement. As leadership is always a 

strategic endeavor, the best thing managers can do is to align their leadership behavior with 

the specific type of self-construal held by individual employees. When employees hold an 

interdependent view of the self, managers should strategically establish and maintain good 

working relationships with them so that they feel comfortable to seek the help they need to 

solve problems creatively. Moreover, we also noted that while soliciting creative input from 

the leader can increase the creativity of help seekers who otherwise may be constrained in 

their difficulties, leaders’ direct involvement in the idea-generative process may inadvertently 

squelch these seekers’ differentiation mindsets and ultimately undermine the newness of ideas 

generated. With this caveat in mind, leaders, as help providers, may also encourage their 

employees to maintain independent thinking even when absorbing the creative input received. 

In the case of working with employees with an independent self-construal, we advise 

managers to empower them to capitalize on their own original and thus unique thoughts to dig 

into problems for creative solutions. However, these employees are more willing to assert 

radical breakthrough ideas to demonstrate their uniqueness and, to a large extent, limit their 

speaking up of incremental improvement ideas. In order to access the full range of ideas 
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generated, managers can let them know that all levels of creative ideas are highly appreciated, 

including those reflecting small adjustments or extensions of the existing framework.  

Limitations and future research directions 

In this dissertation, we present three empirical chapters examining differential effects 

of personal and contextual factors on incremental and radical creativity. We provided solid 

empirical evidence for the conceptual distinction between incremental and radical creativity 

and identified different antecedents, generation processes and cognitive thresholds underlying 

these two forms of creativity. Despite the significant theoretical and practical implications, 

there are also some limitations that need to be addressed. Given that we have covered 

theoretical and methodological limitations specific to each empirical chapter, in this section 

we will summarize the limitations and future research directions that are more generally 

applicable to our dissertation. 

Conducting a uniqueness analysis of the contributions of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. 

First, although Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 dealt with different and clearly defined research 

questions, these two chapters utilized the same dataset collected from a large academic 

institution in China. Hence, we conducted a uniqueness analysis for these two chapters in 

terms of their research questions, theories used, variables included, and theoretical and 

managerial implications (Kirkman & Chen, 2011). As shown in Table 5.1, we demonstrated 

the unique value-added contributions for the two chapters using the same dataset. While 

Chapter 2 was designed to empirically address the question of why, when, and how creative 

role expectations relate to employee incremental and radical creativity, Chapter 3 was 

designed to  clarify the process mechanisms and boundary conditions in the relationships 

between empowering leadership and employee incremental and radical creativity. 

Accordingly, the theoretical explanations used in these two chapters were highly distinct. 



 

 

Table 5.1 A uniqueness analysis of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 

 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 

Research 

question 

Why, when, and how may creative role expectations have 

differential effects on employee incremental and radical 

creativity? 

Why, when, and how may empowering leadership have 

differential effects on employee incremental and radical 

creativity? 

Theories used 

Organizational role theory; the sensemaking and 

interactionist perspective of creativity; self-fulfilling 

prophecy at work model; individual cognitive style; 

incremental and radical creativity 

Empowering leadership; social power theory; the components 

model of creativity; the approach/inhibition theory of power; 

individual power value; incremental and radical creativity 

Variables 

Creative role expectations; perceived necessity for 

performance improvement; creative self-expectations; 

creative cognitive style; incremental creativity; radical 

creativity 

Empowering leadership; power distance orientation; follower 

expertise power; creative self-efficacy; incremental creativity; 

radical creativity 

Theoretical 

implications  

Creative role expectations positively relate to creative self-

expectations; perceived necessity for performance 

improvement strengthens this positive relationship; 

creative self-expectations directly relate to incremental 

creativity; creative cognitive style is a necessary 

condition for turning such self-expectations into radical 

creativity. 

Follower expertise power mediates the relationship between 

empowering leadership and follower incremental creativity; 

follower expertise power and creative self-efficacy 

sequentially mediate the relationship between empowering 

leadership and follower radical creativity; both mediating 

relationships are conditional on power distance orientation for 

the path from empowering leadership to follower expertise 

power. 

Managerial 

implications 

Creative role expectations, in combination with the need for 

change, are effective in triggering employees to engage 

in creative behavior; to enhance radical creativity, 

managers should select employees scoring high on 

creative cognitive style. 

Managers can use empowering leadership to promote employee 

incremental and radical creativity; the generation of radical 

creativity is more far-reaching, requiring employees to form 

strong self-efficacy beliefs for creativity. 
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With   regard to variables used, there was only overlap in dependent variables (i.e., 

incremental and radical creativity). This should not be surprising as the theme of this 

dissertation is to provide a richer understanding of how to facilitate incremental and 

radical creativity among employees and leader-rated creative behavior is the basis of the 

measurement method. Finally, both scholars and managers can take different theoretical 

and managerial implications away when reading these two chapters. 

Operationalizing incremental and radical creativity via more objective 

measures. Second, employee incremental and radical creativity were measured by 

subjective leader ratings on a Likert 7-point scale. Although leader ratings have been 

frequently used in previous studies (e.g., Tierney et al., 1999; Zhang & Bartol, 2010), and 

leaders do have a great deal of knowledge, experience, and expertise to assess the 

creativity level of ideas, we acknowledge that leaders may not witness all creative 

behavior or hear all creative ideas of their employees. Future work could also consider 

using peer ratings to measure incremental and radical creativity as employees often 

discuss ideas with each other in the conduct of their daily work. Researchers who want to 

assess the creativity of tangible outcomes, such as paintings, poems, research reports or 

written problem-solving suggestions, may find the consensual assessment technique 

particularly useful. Objective archival data, such as the number of suggestions or the 

number of patent applications, have the merit of meaningfully operationalizing 

incremental and radical creativity in realistic settings. According to Oldham and 

Cummings (1996), suggestions submitted to the formal suggestion system may often 

reflect incremental or minor adjustments, whereas patents that organizations want to 

protect their exclusive rights usually represent radical or major changes in processes, 
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procedures, products or services. Future research could use more objective indicators 

(i.e., not perception-based) as independent criterion to measure incremental and radical 

creativity to better understand the effects of personal and contextual factors on them. 

Extending this methodology further, we believe that a judicious multimethod approach 

including both subjective and objective measures would provide more compelling 

evidence to triangulate findings in incremental and radical creativity research. 

Integrating with other processes of creative problem solving. Third, we mainly 

focused on the generation of incremental and radical creative ideas for problem solutions 

and neglected to investigate earlier processes of problem identification and construction 

and subsequent processes of idea selection and implementation. Several process models 

of creative problem solving (e.g., Basadur, Runco, & Vega, 2000; Finke, Ward, & Smith, 

1992; Mumford et al., 2012) have identified a set of core processes that must be engaged 

in to solve problems creatively, including problem identification and construction, 

information search and encoding, idea generation, idea selection and idea 

implementation. The radicalness of ideas may be influenced by processes occurring early 

on in creative problem solving and may determine the effectiveness of later processes. 

We thus call for more process studies to explore the role of idea radicalness in different 

stages of the creative problem-solving process. Methodologically, future research 

endeavors could take creative projects as units of analysis to uncover these processes. 

While extant studies generally focus on the individual or team level of analysis, working 

on a creative project may move back and forth between individual effort and team effort 

over time (Montag et al., 2012). As such, using identifiable and clear-cut projects as the 
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units of study would make it more possible to establish causality between various 

creative problem-solving activities and outcome effectiveness. 

A social network perspective on incremental and radical creativity. Another 

limitation lies in the fact that we have limited our examination on incremental and radical 

creativity within the social context of leader-employee dyads. To expand our 

understanding of the social side of creativity, future studies could examine the broader 

network of interpersonal relationships beyond working relationships with immediate 

leaders. In their seminal work, Perry-Smith and Shalley (2003) have proposed that the 

presence of boundary-spanning ties in combination with a peripheral position is expected 

to be associated with radical creativity and that moderate closeness is associated with 

incremental creativity. Research is much needed to directly test these propositions or 

explore other network properties that may have differential effects on these two forms of 

creativity. Furthermore, it would be fruitful to examine the reciprocal relationships 

between social networks and creativity empirically and theoretically. Another issue that 

warrants greater attention is the role that alters play in facilitating ego’s own creative 

behavior. Beyond the focal employees’ (“egos’”) network structure, social resources 

theory (Lin, 2001) argues that it is the characteristics of their social network contacts 

(“alters”) that determine the quality of relevant resources that egos can garner through 

their network connections. Future work on social networks should take an alter-centric 

perspective to examine how alter characteristics, such as individual attributes and alters’ 

network ties, might affect employees’ level of creativity. 

Cultural differences and incremental and radical creativity. Lastly, our 

conceptual models were derived from Western theories and tested in Chinese 
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organizations, which provides initial support for the application of Western theories in a 

Chinese culture. Nonetheless, we also want to caution our readers the potential 

limitations concerning the generalizability of our findings and recommend future 

researchers to test our conceptualizations in other cultures. The cross-cultural creativity 

literature has proposed that creativity can manifest as different forms in different cultures 

(Morris & Leung, 2010; Yuan & Zhou, 2015). For example, in the automotive industry, 

automakers in the USA (e.g., Tesla) invent electric vehicles that are completely powered 

by rechargeable batteries. In contrast, representative energy-saving vehicles in Japan use 

a combination of conventional fuel and electricity (e.g., Toyota Prius), which represent 

more incremental forms of creativity. Given the observation that the manifestations of 

creative products differ across culture, future research could examine how cultural factors 

affect creativity and why the cultural effects occur. One promising area of research would 

be to examine individual cultural values as antecedents of creativity because personal 

cultural values, such as individualism/collectivism, power distance orientation, and 

uncertainty avoidance, may influence the divergent thinking and convergent thinking that 

are critical to creative idea generation (e.g., Basadur et al., 2000; Finke et al., 1992). 

Going beyond individual-level examination on cultural values and creativity, future 

research could consider examining how and why distinct culture dimensions might 

influence group dynamics and group creativity (Yuan & Zhou, 2016). At the country 

level, research is much needed to compare and contrast how different factors and 

combinations of factors play out cross-culturally (Zhou & Hoever, 2014).  
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Concluding remarks 

The purpose of this dissertation is to distinguish between incremental and radical 

creativity and examine why, when, and how certain factors may differentially relate to 

these two forms of creativity. Findings from three empirical chapters demonstrate that 

leaders, by setting creativity role expectations, exhibiting empowering leadership, and 

supporting the expression of self-construals, can substantially promote incremental and 

radical creativity among their employees. We also find an intriguing and differential 

pattern of results for incremental and radical creativity: compared with incremental 

creativity, radical creativity requires a higher cognitive threshold (i.e., creative cognitive 

style), a more far-reaching generation processes (i.e., creative self-efficacy), and a 

relatively independent behavioral strategy (i.e., independent creative process 

engagement). We hope this dissertation contributes to empirical research on incremental 

and radical creativity and stimulates more research endeavors examining potentially 

different antecedents, mediating mechanisms, and contingency conditions for these two 

forms of creativity. In sum, we provide solid empirical evidence for the conceptual 

distinction between incremental and radical creativity and suggest practical ways to 

appropriately foster specific forms of creativity.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING 

De creativiteit van medewerkers  is essentieel  voor organisaties om zich aan te 

kunnen passen aan complexe en dynamische veranderingen (Anderson, Potočnik, & 

Zhou, 2014). Medewerkers zijn creatief wanneer zij nieuwe en potentieel bruikbare 

ideeën genereren voor verbetering en vernieuwing van producten, processen en 

procedures (e.g., Amabile, 1996; Oldham & Cummings, 1996; Shalley, Zhou, & Oldham, 

2004). Creativiteit kan daarbij variëren van ideeën voor kleine aanpassingen aan 

bestaande dingen (incrementele creativiteit) tot ideeën om dingen geheel anders te doen 

(radicale creativiteit) (Madjar, Greenberg, & Chen, 2011; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988). 

Hoewel beide vormen van creativiteit nodig zijn om organisaties vitaal te houden, 

verschillen incrementele en radicale creativiteit dus aanzienlijk in aard en reikwijdte. 

Recent onderzoek suggereert dan ook dat antecedenten en onderliggende processen 

verschillend zijn voor incrementele en radicale creativiteit. In dit proefschrift willen we 

bijdragen aan deze onderzoekslijn door te onderzoeken waarom, wanneer en hoe 

rolverwachtingen voor creativiteit (hoofdstuk 2), empowering leiderschap (hoofdstuk 3) 

en interdependente en independente zelfconcepten (hoofdstuk 4) verschillend gerelateerd 

zijn aan incrementele en radicale creativiteit. 

Rolverwachtingen en incrementele en radicale creativiteit 

Gebaseerd op de roltheorie (Ilgen & Hollenbeck, 1991; Katz & Kahn, 1978) en 

het betekenisgevingsperspectief op creativiteit (Drazin, Glynn, & Kazanjian, 1999; Ford, 

1996), beargumenteren we in hoofdstuk 2 dat medewerkers door de organisatie 

opgelegde rolverwachtingen voor creativiteit internaliseren tot zelfverwachtingen voor 

creativiteit, omdat creativiteit veel persoonlijke kennis, vaardigheden en competenties 
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vraagt. Een veldstudie onder wetenschappelijk personeel van een universiteit in China 

laat inderdaad zien dat medewerkers hogere zelfverwachtingen voor creativiteit 

ontwikkelen naarmate de organisatie hogere creativiteitseisen aan hen oplegt. Dit 

internaliseringsproces blijkt bovendien sterker naarmate medewerkers ontevredener zijn 

met de prestaties van hun werkeenheid; zij zien in creativiteit blijkbaar een middel om de 

prestaties van hun werkeenheid te verbeteren. Voorts tonen de resultaten aan dat een hoge 

zelfverwachting voor creativiteit een afdoende motiverende bron is voor de generatie van 

incrementele ideeën, terwijl voor de generatie van radicale ideeën aanvullend een 

creatieve cognitieve stijl is vereist. Een creatieve cognitieve stijl weerspiegelt de neiging 

om problemen vanuit originele en ongebruikelijke perspectieven te benaderen en op te 

lossen. Dus, terwijl louter de internalisering van door de organisatie opgelegde 

creativiteitsverwachtingen afdoende is voor de generatie van incrementele ideeën, 

resulteert deze internalisering in combinatie met een creatieve cognitieve stijl in de 

generatie van radicale ideeën. 

Empowering leiderschap en incrementele en radicale creativiteit  

Op basis van theorieën over empowering leiderschap (e.g., Ahearne, Mathieu, & 

Rapp, 2005; Conger & Kanungo, 1988; Zhang & Bartol, 2010), sociale macht (French & 

Raven, 1959) en creativiteit (Amabile, 1983) hebben we in hoofdstuk 3 onderzocht hoe 

empowering leiderschap (delegatie van macht en beslissingsbevoegdheid van de leider 

aan medewerkers) samenhangt met incrementele en radicale creativiteit van 

medewerkers. We beargumenteren en tonen empirisch aan dat empowering leiderschap 

medewerkers in staat stelt hun expertisemacht (capaciteit om anderen te beïnvloeden op 

basis van kennis en kunde) te vergroten. Deze versterking van expertisemacht als gevolg 
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van empowering leiderschap treedt vooral op bij medewerkers met een lagere 

machtsafstandoriëntatie (een voorkeur voor weinig machtsverschil tussen 

leidinggevenden en medewerkers). Voorts laat het onderzoek zien dat de versterkte 

expertisemacht in zichzelf een afdoende motiverende bron is voor de generatie van 

incrementele ideeën. Expertisemacht bevordert eveneens radicale creativiteit, zij het 

indirect via sterkere percepties van creatieve zelfeffectiviteit. Expertisemacht versterkt 

het zelfvertrouwen van medewerkers om creatieve prestaties te kunnen leveren, wat hen 

het benodigde zetje in de rug geeft om radicale ideeën te kunnen ontwikkelen.  Dus, 

terwijl expertisemacht de enkelvoudige schakel is tussen empowering leiderschap en 

incrementele creativiteit van medewerkers, vormen expertisemacht en zelfvertrouwen 

voor creativiteit een meervoudige mediërende schakel in de indirecte relatie tussen 

empowering leiderschap en radicale creativiteit van medewerkers. 

Zelfconcept en incrementele en radicale creativiteit  

Volgens de zelfconcepttheorie (Markus & Kitayama, 1991) verschillen mensen in 

de wijze waarop zij zichzelf definiëren in relatie tot anderen. Mensen met een 

interdependent zelfbeeld zien zichzelf als fundamenteel verbonden met anderen en als 

ingebed in sociale relaties, terwijl mensen met een independent zelfbeeld zichzelf zien als 

een autonoom individu en als fundamenteel verschillend van anderen. In hoofdstuk 4 

onderzoeken we wanneer, waarom en hoe interdependente en independente zelfconcepten 

verschillend gerelateerd zijn aan incrementele en radicale creativiteit. Uit de resultaten 

van een veldstudie onder medewerkers van diverse Chinese organisaties blijkt dat 

medewerkers met een interdependent zelfconcept geneigd zijn om bij nieuwe en 

moeilijke werkproblemen creatieve hulp te zoeken bij hun leidinggevende, met name 
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wanneer hun onderlinge uitwisselingsrelatie (‘leader-member exchange’, Liden & Graen, 

1980; Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995) van hogere kwaliteit is. Medewerkers met een 

interdependent zelfconcept voelen zich ingeval van problemen verbonden met relevante 

anderen in de werkomgeving, waardoor zij hulp vragen aan de leidinggevende en graag 

diens perspectieven op een onderhavig probleem vernemen. Omdat leidinggevenden 

veelal fungeren als poortwachters van de status quo in hun verantwoordelijkheidsdomein, 

zijn zij geneigd problemen binnen gevestigde denkkaders en routines te definiëren en op 

te lossen. Het gevolg is dat de hulpvragende medewerkers door de hulpgevende 

leidinggevenden het incrementeel creatieve pad op worden geleid. De 

onderzoeksresultaten laten inderdaad zien dat de hulpzoekstrategie van medewerkers met 

een interdependent zelfconcept positief samenhangt met de generatie van incrementele 

ideeën.   

 Medewerkers met een independent zelfconcept daarentegen zijn geneigd om 

werkproblemen autonoom en zelfstandig te benaderen en op te lossen, met name wanneer 

hun leidinggevende met empowering leiderschapsgedrag hen daartoe uitnodigt. Deze 

autonome strategie houdt in dat zij ruimte en vrijheid nemen om in aanvulling op de 

perspectieven van de leidinggevende andere bronnen (i.e., experts, internet, boeken) 

aanboren om diverse informatie over een probleem te verzamelen. Vanwege de drang 

zich te onderscheiden van anderen, zijn medewerkers met een independent zelfconcept 

gemotiveerd deze diverse informatie op een geheel unieke wijze te verwerken en te 

integreren, wat de kans op radicale creativiteit vergroot. Ons onderzoek toont inderdaad 

aan dat de autonome creativiteitsstrategie van independente medewerkers positief 

samenhangt met de generatie van radicale ideeën. 
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Conclusies 

Samenvattend laten de resultaten van ons onderzoek zien dat medewerkers door 

de organisatie opgelegde rolverwachtingen voor creativiteit internaliseren wat hen 

intrinsiek motiveert tot incrementele creativiteit, terwijl internalisering van 

creativiteitsverwachtingen in combinatie met een cognitieve creatieve stijl resulteert in 

radicale creativiteit (hoofdstuk 2). Voorts blijkt dat empowering leiderschap de 

expertisemacht van medewerkers versterkt. Deze versterkte expertisemacht faciliteert 

direct de generatie van incrementele ideeën, terwijl het indirect via een sterker 

zelfvertrouwen voor creativiteit de generatie van radicale ideeën bevordert (hoofdstuk 3). 

Tenslotte tonen we aan dat een interdependent zelfconcept medewerkers motiveert om bij 

werkproblemen hulp te zoeken bij de leidinggevende, wat hen helpt om incrementele 

ideeën voor probleemoplossing te genereren.  Een independent zelfconcept daarentegen 

motiveert medewerkers een autonome strategie voor probleemhantering te kiezen, 

waarmee zij radicale ideeën voor probleemoplossing genereren (hoofdstuk 4). Hoewel 

het conceptuele onderscheid tussen incrementele en radicale creativiteit reeds eerder is 

gemaakt, zijn onderzoekers pas recent begonnen om de verschillende antecedenten van 

deze twee vormen van creativiteit in kaart te brengen (Gilson, Lim, D'Innocenzo, & 

Moye, 2012; Gilson & Madjar, 2011; Madjar et al., 2011). Met dit proefschrift willen we 

bijdragen aan deze recent opgestarte onderzoekslijn.
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